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1
A JAPANESE W.W.II KATANA

with regulation fullered blade, brass tsuba cast with
chrysanthemum flowers, fabric-bound grip with
regulation menuki; in its leather-covered wooden saya

69.5cm; 27Gin blade

£150-200

1 2

Eastern Arms and Armour
VARIOUS OWNERS

2
A JAPANESE BONE-MOUNTED SUITE OF EDGED
WEAPONS

comprising wakizashi, with slender blade and two tanto,
each with bone tsuba, grip and saya carved with a vertical
arrangement of figures

55cm; 21Kin and 29.5in 11Kin overall

(3)

£100-150

3
A JAPANESE BONE-MOUNTED SUITE OF EDGED
WEAPONS

comprising two wakizashi, with slender blades each with
straight hamon and a tanto, each with bone tsuba, grip
and saya carved with a vertical arrangement of figures

79.5cm; 31Din; 77cm; 30Din and 30.5cm; 12in overall

(3)

£120-180
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4
A FINE JAPANESE SNAP-MATCHLOCK MUSKET, CIRCA
1870

with massive blued octagonal barrel retained by a faceted
brass band at the breech, fitted with large pierced v-
shaped fore-sight and pierced block-shaped back-sight,
inlaid with linear ornament and a solid band of silver at
the muzzle, over its middle section with bold sprays of
foliage inhabited by an exotic bird in silver enriched with
gold, and silver panel of stars and a mon over the breech,
signed beneath the latter and fitted with integral pan with
hinged brass pivot-cover, brass lock of shaped outline
fitted with moulded steel serpentine, brass trigger,
stained cherrywood full stock with slender faceted butt of
characteristic form, signed beneath the breech in ink,
brass trigger-plate, barrel bolts and lock-pin escutcheons
formed as expanded flowerheads, and original ramrod
(now seized, areas of light wear)

70.2cm; 27Kin

The signature reads Goshu Kunitomo

£4000-5000

4

4 detail
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5
A FINE INDIAN KHANDA, LATE 18TH CENTURY AND
LATER

with broad flat blade swelling towards a rounded tip, the
lower portion enclosed by a shaped pierced gilt steel
plate, steel hilt of characteristic form, including a pair of
pierced foliate langets extending over the forte, a pair of
short quillons, a figure-of-eight shaped plate extending to
form the knuckle-guard, attenuated cup-shaped pommel,
decorated throughout with gold koftgari foliage, in its felt-
covered wooden scabbard with pierced steel chape
decorated en suite with the hilt (the hilt and scabbard
20th Century)

79.2cm; 31Din

£600-800

6
AN INDIAN BHUJ, 19TH CENTURY

with broad slightly curved blade, overlaid at the base with
silver cut with flowerheads and foliage on a punched
ground (small losses), the back-edge with a brief gilt
inscription including a series of numerals, the forte
enclosed by an elephant’s head set with green and red
pastes, gilt copper tubular haft decorated with further
floral motifs, the base with a concealed knife (finial bent),
and retaining its original fabric-covered wooden scabbard
with gilt-bronze mounts repousée with flowers and
foliage on a punched ground

60.2cm; 23Nin overall

‡ £500-600

7
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with curved blade stamped with a double eyelash mark
on one side, and steel hilt of characteristic form retaining
much silver plated finish, in its wooden scabbard with
later leather covering

78cm; 30Nin blade

£200-300

5 6 7
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8
A FINE INDIAN PARTISAN, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with broad tapering central blade formed with a central
ridge and reinforced at the tip, chiselled with a lotus
flower on each side at the base, faceted socket
terminating with a serpent head engulfing the base of the
blade, and fitted with a pair of strongly down-curved
basal lugs, with tightly curling terminals formed as
falcon-heads, possibly for cannon match, on a later
wooden haft with its original shoe faceted en suite and
with a fluted bulbous central moulding, and complete
with a leather scabbard for the head with pierced brass
chape

42cm; 16Iin head

£500-600

9
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, DATED           CIRCA 1850/1

with slightly curved single-edged blade cut with a very
slender fuller along the back-edge, decorated with a gold-
encrusted cartouche filled with a brief inscription on one
side including the date, and scrollwork on the other, the
forte enclosed with gilt silver beadwork and flowerheads
extending to enclose the hilt, and fitted with a pair of
horn grips rising to an eared pommel (chipped,
incomplete), in its leather-covered wooden scabbard fitted
with a loop fitting for a belt

58.5cm; 23in blade

‡ £250-300
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10
AN INDIAN CHILANUM, 17TH CENTURY

with slightly recurved blade swelling towards the tip and
cut with a series of fullers on each side, steel hilt
comprising pierced oval shell-guard with a pair of short
globular quillons, knuckle-guard with recurved tip en suite
with the quillons, bifurcated pommel (bud finial missing),
and the grip with a central spherical moulding

31cm; 12Din 

A number of similar daggers were captured at Adoni in
1689 and are now preserved in the Jungarah Fort
Museum, Bikaner. See R. Elgood 2004 p. 178, ill 16.33 and
16.34.

£1200-1800

11
AN UNUSUAL INDIAN DAGGER, 18TH CENTURY

with tapering single-edged blade of watered steel,
decorated around the base with a band of gold foliage,
two-piece tapering brass grip rising to a Tiger’s head
pommel (early restorations), in a later velvet-covered
wooden scabbard

17cm; 10Kin

£600-800

12
AN INDIAN ZAFAR TAKIEH, LATE 19TH CENTURY

with short blade cut with a single fuller on one side and a
pair on the other, steel ferrule decorated with silver
koftgari lines mottled jade grip hollowed at each end, in
its steel scabbard decorated with silver koftgari lines and
foliage

44.7cm; 17Kin overall

‡ £300-400

10 11 12
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13
AN INDIAN KATAR, 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with tapering blade formed with a medial ridge and
swelling towards the tip (worn), steel hilt including a pair
of grip-bars, decorated throughout with gold koftgari
scrolling foliage and beadwork, in a later wooden
scabbard

43cm; 17in

£800-1000

14
AN INDIAN DAGGER, EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with recurved watered blade formed with a long robust
tip of diamond-section, decorated with gold koftgari
including a coat-of-arms at the forte, gilt-steel hilt
comprising ferrule and back-strap, and a pair of bone
grips

35cm; 13Nin 

£600-800

15
AN INDIAN CHILANUM, 18TH/19TH CENTURY, TWO
MALAYSIAN KRIS, AN ARAB POWDER-FLASK, A BRONZE
AXE-HEAD, AND A HATCHET

the first formed entirely of steel, with straight 
double-edged blade, steel hilt and moulded grip; the
second and third of characteristic form, each in its
scabbard, one faced with tortoiseshell; the fourth of
flattened horn with sprung closure, decorated over its
surface with brass studs, and complete with a steel
suspension chain; the fifth cast in one piece, with axe-
blade, wedge-shaped rear blade and tubular socket, and
the hatchet with hooked blade and an additional flat spike
at the back

the first: 32cm; 12Iin

(6)

£150-200

16
AN INDIAN FOLDING KATAR, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY

of characteristic form, the outer blade decorated on each
side with a panel of silver koftgari foliage, steel hilt with a
pair of grip bars, decorated throughout with further
designs in silver koftgari

39.2cm; 15Iin

‡ £200-30013
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17
A FINE INDIAN JADE-HILTED JAMBIYA, LATE 19TH
CENTURY

with curved fullered double-edged blade of watered steel,
chiselled forte decorated with gold koftgari foliage at the
base, mottled green jade grip shaped for the fingers,
carved with foliage and an expanded flowerhead on each
side at the base and rising to a maned horsehead
pommel set with rubies for the eyes and nostrils, (small
chips), in its wooden scabbard encased in watered steel,
drawn-out at the base to a stylised monsterhead,
decorated on each side with gold koftgari foliage at the
borders, in the centre with a panel of pseudo script and
with jade locket carved with a lotus flower on each side,
complete with its suspension chain: in its paper-covered
padded case (hook catches missing)

38.7cm; 15Din

‡ £3000-4000

18
AN INDIAN KHANDA, 18TH CENTURY, A NEPALESE
KORA, 19TH CENTURY, AND A KHYBER KNIFE, 19TH
CENTURY

with curved blade double-edged towards the point, steel
hilt of characteristic form including a pair of langets with
pierced tips and chiselled knuckle-guard, and retaining an
early grip; the second with curved blade widening
towards the tip, and characteristic steel hilt; the third with
tapering blade, and horn grips (incomplete)

the first 82cm; 32Din blade

(3)

£350-450

19
A FINE INDIAN SWORD, LATE 19TH CENTURY

with broad curved blade formed with a double-edged
point and inset with the so-called ‘tears of Allah’ along
the back-edge, chiselled over almost its entire length with
exotic beasts in combat including fighting elephants,
stags, tigers, a boar pursued by a mounted hunter and a
pair of stag being shot by an archer, gilt-brass hilt formed
as a rabbit being engulfed by a tiger, the eyes set with a
red paste (the other replaced), a pair of long langets and
short mushroom-shaped quillons, chiselled over its full
surface with scrolling foliage, in its original wooden
scabbard covered with green velvet (areas of wear), and
with large gilt-brass mounts pierced with scrolling foliage
and flowerheads

78.3cm; 30Pin blade

‡ £1000-1200

17 18

19
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20
FIVE INDIAN CARVED JADE MOUNTS FOR DAGGER
SCABBARDS AND A CARVED GEM-SET JADE GRIP FOR
A KNIFE, 18TH CENTURY

the first five locket mounts carved with lotus flowers and
foliage in low relief, and each with a small pierced front
mount for suspension (one with small chips), the sixth
formed as a ramshead encrusted with gold and set with a
paste (the lower portion missing, losses), and five pieces
of a carved rock crystal, probably for a parasol

(11)

£350-450

21
AN INDIAN DAGGER, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY

with single-edged blade decorated with a gold-inlaid
cartouche, iron hilt comprising a pair of langets, the
pommel formed as an elephant’s head extending to form
the knuckle-guard, decorated over its surface with silver
scrolling foliage, in its velvet-covered wooden scabbard
with iron chape decorated en suite, and large finely
pierced silver locket

45.5cm; 18in

‡ £300-400

22
AN INDIAN KHANJAR WITH PUDDINGSTONE HILT, 19TH
CENTURY AND AN INDIAN KHANJAR

the first with slightly recurved flattened blade (the tip with
a small chip), variegated puddingstone grip carved with
petals at the base and a horsehead pommel (restorations
and repairs); and the second with fullered blade and
figured jade grip incorporating a horsehead pommel
(chipped), in a wooden scabbard

the first: 28cm; 11in

(2)

‡ £500-600

20 21
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23
AN INDIAN SHAMSHIR, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade of watered steel (small
chips, areas of wear), silver hilt including engraved cross-
piece with button terminals, later cap pommel and grip;
and A GENERAL OFFICER’S MAMELUKE-HILTED SWORD,
19TH CENTURY, with gilt-brass hilt cast in low relief,
ivorine grip-scales, in its scabbard complete with a pair of
buff leather suspensions 

the first: 76.5cm; 30Bin blade

(2)

£300-400

24
FOUR INDO-PERSIAN AXES AND AN AFRICAN AXE,
19TH CENTURY

the first with curved axe-blade decorated on each face
with a panel of silver scrollwork, pyramidal rear-spike, on
its wooden haft; the second and third with etched axe-
blades and steel hafts, the fourth with etched double axe-
blade and steel haft; and the fifth with trifurcated central
spike, a pair of crescentic axe-blades beneath and two
basal lugs, decorated with brass inlay

the first: 60cm; 20Nin

(5)

‡ £300-400

24
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25
A NORTH AFRICAN HARDSTONE-MOUNTED GROUP OF
EDGED WEAPONS, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

comprising Kilig with blade of characteristic form
retaining traces of koftgari ornament including the date,
perhaps 1753, copper hilt applied with filigree scrolls and
raised settings for a rich pattern of turquoise and
hardstones (hilt loose), in its copper-gilt scabbard, the
inner face decorated with repousée flowers and foliage,
and the outer face decorated with arrangements of

turquoise and hardstones en suite with the hilt; A
JAMBIYA, the blade decorated with a koftgari panel at the
base and the hilt and scabbard decorated with similar
patterns of encrusted hardstones and A VERY SMALL
KNIFE OF JAMBIYA FORM, with watered steel blade,
complete with its scabbard (small losses)

the first: 66.5cm; 26Din blade

(3)

‡ £2000-3000

25
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26
A FINE CAUCASIAN BROADSWORD, MID-19TH CENTURY 

with watered steel blade of flattened-diamond section cut
with a full-length slender fuller framed by a pair of lines
on each side, rectangular ricasso formed with an ogee
moulding at the top, a groove on each side and pierced
with a fretwork panel in the centre, the hilt entirely
encased in nielloed silver (knuckle-guard missing),
decorated with scrolling foliage within a framework of
flowerheads on each side and a pattern of running foliage
around the edge, and fitted with a collar set with
turquoise pastes (minor losses) 

64.8cm 25Iin blade 

£3500-4500 

2626 detail
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27
A KURDISH JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY

with curved blade of watered steel formed with a medial
ridge on each face, horn hilt of characteristic form
retained by a brass collar at the base and with a domed
boss on the outer face (the base of the hilt cracked), in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with brass locket and
chape

38.1cm; 15in

£200-300

28
A PERSIAN JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY

with curved blade chiselled with foliage over the lower
half, carved bone grip decorated with a pair of courtly
figures on each side, in its leather-covered wooden
scabbard

44cm; 17Din

‡ £300-350

29
FOUR NEPALESE RAM DAO

the first with long slender blade engraved along the back-
edge; the others with broad flat blades, the second inlaid
with a brass filled eye at the tip and with foliage over its
surface on each side, the third pierced with an exotic
beast on the back-edge and the fourth engraved with
scrollwork along the back-edge; A JAVANESE KUDI
TRANCHANG; with pierced head; and FOUR CHINESE
HAFTED WEAPONS

the first: 99cm; 39in blade

(9)

‡£500-700

27 28
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30
A IVORY-HILTED JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
PERSIAN

with curved double-edged blade of watered steel formed
with a slender central ridge and decorated with gold
koftgari at the forte (worn), and marine ivory grip swelling
at the base and the pommel, in its original wooden
scabbard covered with light shagreen, with ivory locket
and chape each decorated with a radiating pattern of lines
(the chape chipped)

48.2cm; 19in

‡ £2000-2500

31
A FINE CAUCASIAN IVORY-MOUNTED KINDJAL, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade reinforced at the tip,
etched on one side with a running pattern of foliage in
the fullers, a central panel of exotic beasts and a pair of
courtly figures at the base, and with a lengthy inscription
divided by a panel of foliage on the other, all enriched
with a gilt wash, marine ivory hilt of characteristic form

retained by a pair of gold-encrusted steel rivets, inlaid
with gold foliage and a panel filled with an inscription on
the outer face, the pommel applied with a gold-encrusted
steel plaque (ferrule missing), in its original leather-
covered wooden scabbard with steel locket and chape
each encrusted with patterns of tightly scrolling gold
foliage, the latter incorporating a brief inscription on the
reverse, and with a pouch for an additional smaller knife
(now missing)

56.5cm; 22Din 

‡ £3000-4000

32
AN ARAB JAMBIYA, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with blade of characteristic form (rusted), composite
orange hilt applied with embossed gold rondels, in its
leather scabbard

31cm; 12Din 

Presented by the Emir of Dhala to the owner’s late
husband in the mid-20th Century. 

£60-80

3130
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33
A SOUTH INDIAN AXE, 19TH CENTURY

with broad blade formed with a forward-leading leading
edge, engraved with bands of beadwork at the base,
moulded socket formed with a pair of flutes on each side,
and short wooden haft incised with bands (split)

26cm; 10Din head

£250-300

34
A CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY; A
VERY SMALL SILVER-MOUNTED KINDJAL; AND A
BRASS-MOUNTED KINDJAL

with broad fullered blade stamped with a bladesmith’s
mark on one side, horn hilt enclosed with a nielloed silver
band around the base and the pommel, each retained by
a rivet with a large nielloed head, in its wooden scabbard
with nielloed locket and associated steel chape; the
second with silver hilt decorated with foliage, in its
matching scabbard; and the third with embossed brass
hilt and matching scabbard mounts (each worn)

the first: 36.7cm; 14Din

(3)

£250-350

35
A SUDANESE KASKARA, LATE 19TH CENTURY

in its scabbard; ANOTHER, in its scabbard; FOUR LONG
SPEARS, two with broad leaf-shaped blades; FOUR
SHORT JAVELINS; TWO KNOBKERRIES, FOUR CLUBS, A
BLOW PIPE, AN AXE, TWO GHURKA KUKRI KNIVES,
TWO DAGGERS, AND A ZULU SHILED (losses)

the first: 84cm; 33in blade

(qty) 

£300-400

33 34
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36
A MALAYSIAN BADE BADE, 19TH CENTURY

with straight single-edged blade, long tapering silver
ferrule, and horn grip, in its scabbard almost entirely
encased in sheet silver; ANOTHER, 19TH CENTURY, the
blade inlaid with brass, in its brass-mounted scabbard; A
SUMATRAN KORAMBI, 19TH CENTURY, in its silver-
mounted scabbard; A MALAYSIAN SPEARHEAD
(TOMBAK), 19TH CENTURY; AN IGOROT HEAD AXE; AN
IGOROT FISHING SPEAR (FAL-FEG); TWO MALAYSIAN
GRAIN SOWING IMPLEMENTS; AND TWO FURTHER
EASTERN SHORTSWORDS

the first: 28cm; 11in

(10)

‡ £400-500

37
A GOLD-AND SILVER-MOUNTED KRIS, 19TH CENTURY

with wavy blade overlaid with white metal strips at the
base and formed with an integral ganja, the hilt entirely
encased in gold and decorated with traditional patterns of
scrolling filigree and beadwork throughout, in its original
scabbard entirely encased in chased silver, the wrangka
with scrolling terminals, decorated over its full surface
with scrolling foliage with gold filigree details, and gold
beadwork buntut; A SUMATRAN SILVER-MOUNTED
KALASAN, with slender tapering blade, silver ferrule and
shaped horn grip with beaked pommel, in its silver-
covered wooden scabbard; A MORO KRIS, 19TH
CENTURY, with broad wavy blade retained by a pair of
applied silver bands at the base, cord-bound grip with a
moulded silver collar top and bottom, and carved bone
ukiran (cracked and chipped)

the first: 41.8cm; 16Gin

(3)

‡ £600-800

36 37
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38
AN INDO-PERSIAN WHITE METAL HELMET, 19TH
CENTURY, A DHAL, AND A CHINESE DECORATED BRASS
BOSS

the first of near conical form rising to a pointed finial and
outwardly flanged to a narrow brim at the base,
decorated over its surface with a broad band of scrolling
flowers and foliage, cartouches filled with animals and
further foliate bands; the second modern, decorated over
its outer surface with foliage on a red, black and gold
ground, and attached with four bosses for enarmes; the
third circular, with broad dome pierced with a central hole
for a spike, and with a series of inscriptions inside

the first: 24.8cm; 9Nin high

(3)

‡ £350-450

39
TWO-PLATES FROM AN INDIAN CHA’AINA, A BAZU
BAND, A PAIR OF PERUVIAN BRONZE STIRRUPS AND
THREE FLASKS, 19TH CENTURY

the first with brass borders, retaining its buckles, and
decorated throughout with silver and gold koftgari (worn);
the second engraved with foliage highlighted with silver
(worn); the third of characteristic shoe-shaped form, each
with a loop for suspension; a Moroccan conical powder-
flask, decorated over its surface with brass studs; a North
African powder-flask, of white metal decorated with
filigree and blue, yellow and red pigments; and a barrel-
shaped water flask, bound with brass bands, fitted with
brass handle, spout and stopper, and decorated
throughout with brass rosettes

(8)

‡ £700-900

38 39
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40
A FINELY PAINTED INDO-PERSIAN BOW, 19TH CENTURY

of characteristic form, the inner faces of the tips painted
with gilt cartouches, and the remaining surfaces almost
entirely covered with a running pattern of flowers and
foliage in gilt polychrome (small losses, lacquered
throughout) 

83cm; 32Kin high

Provenance

The Robin Wigington Collection

£800-1200

41
A RARE PAIR OF INDO-PERSIAN LEG DEFENCES, 19TH
CENTURY

of shallow guttered form, each with shaped upper
terminal, reinforced with panels of steel at the edges,
fitted with a buckle and a hinge top and bottom (each
missing one buckle), and etched throughout with foliage
inhabited by a meditating figure at the top and a further
figure attacked by a bandit at the base (small dents and
cracks, etching worn)

36cm; 14Bin high

(2)

£1000-1500

40

41
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42
A RARE PERSIAN MAIL SHIRT, 17TH CENTURY

formed of numerous riveted wide flat links each bearing
traces of an inscription, opening at the front, extending to
beyond the elbow and over the thigh (losses, small holes
and light rust)

This shirt, though of somewhat different construction, is
related to a group of Islamic shirts with inscribed links
attributed to the 16th and 17th Centuries. See D.
Alexander 1985, pp. 29 - 36.

£300-400

43
A SINO-TIBETAN QUIVER, 19TH CENTURY

of reinforced leather, the border studded with domed
white metal studs, and large engraved white metal
bosses, complete with its original belt mounted with
silvered iron, and with nine various arrows; A PORTION
OF A SINO-TIBETAN BOW CASE, 18TH/19TH CENTURY;
and A TIBETAN SILVER-AND BRASS-MOUNTED BELT,
19TH CENTURY with strike-a-light and pouch

the first: 50cm; 19Nin 

(11)

‡ £250-300

42

43
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44
A RARE SINO-TIBETAN PAINTED LEATHER ARMOUR,
LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

formed of a series of horizontally arranged lamellar plates
covering the chest and back, ten further rows covering
the rear and curving round to the front of the leg and
extending to the knee, the plates all joined by a series of
leather thongs, the entire surface painted with flowers
and foliage, and the lower plates bordered with key
ornament, on a plastic dummy covered with a 19th
Century silk gown; and A SINO-TIBETAN LARGE WICKER
SHIELD, 19TH CENTURY, of convex form, comprised of a
circular arrangement of rattan-bound wicker, secured on
the perimeter by four shaped slender iron brackets, and at
the rear by a large circular iron boss with two iron
brackets en suite (two brackets missing)

(2)

‡ £1000-1200

44
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45
A 16 BORE BALKAN MIQUELET-LOCK GUN, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering barrel chiselled with foliage over the breech
and retained by seven repousée white metal bands, the
breech incorporating the back-sight and overlaid with an
engraved white metal plaque, characteristic lock applied
with engraved white metal plaques, hardwood full stock
profusely inlaid with mother-of-pearl plaques,
arrangements of small brass studs and white metal nails,
applied with a large engraved steel plate opposite the
lock and beneath the trigger, brass button trigger, a pair
of steel sling swivels, horn butt-plate and associated steel
ramrod

111.5cm; 43Pin barrel

‡ £600-800

46
A 16 BORE BALKAN MIQUELET-LOCK GUN, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering barrel formed in three stages and retained
by five repousée silver bands (one cracked), silver fore-
sight (rubbed), the breech and back-sight each applied
with engraved silver plaques, barrel tang decorated en
suite, characteristic lock applied with engraved sheet
silver, figured hardwood full stock (fore-end chipped),
inlaid with shaped mother-of-pearl plaques, brass wire
and arrangements of brass studs, faceted butt (the last
portion missing), mother-of-pearl trigger plate, steel
button trigger encased in silver, and a single steel sling
swivel (ramrod and one sling swivel missing)

105cm; 41Din barrel

‡ £600-800

45
46
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47
A 15 BORE CAUCASIAN MIQUELET-LOCK RIFLE, 19TH
CENTURY

with octagonal twist sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves and retained by two chased silver bands,
chiselled with a shaped panel over the breech, standing
back sight, iron lock of characteristic form stamped with a
mark, figured hardwood full stock inlaid with mother-of-
pearl plaques, minute copper nails, and small shaped
panels filled with contrasting colours of horn (small
losses, the stock cracked through at the lock, the rear
portion of the butt replaced), steel trigger, a pair of steel
sling swivels, and associated steel ramrod

80cm; 31Iin barrel

‡ £350-400

48
A 20 BORE CAUCASIAN MIQUELET-LOCK RIFLE, 19TH
CENTURY

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves and retained by five brass bands (one split),
stamped with a mark over the breech, standing back
sight, iron lock of characteristic form, figured hardwood
full stock sparsely inlaid with bone plaques (fore-end
chipped, losses), brass mounts, and iron button trigger
(later ramrod)

104cm; 41in barrel

‡ £300-350

47
48
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49
A RARE 40 BORE INDIAN FOUR-SHOT PERCUSSION
CARBINE IN THE ENGLISH TASTE, MID-19TH CENTURY

with octagonal twist sighted barrels inscribed with a
spurious signature on the top rib and with an arsenal
inscription on the top right hand barrel, the breeches
inlaid with gold lines and with a gold-lined maker’s stamp
resembling the letters ‘H. Nock’, engraved case-hardened
tang, back-action locks engraved with border ornament,
foliage and a spurious signature, engraved case-hardened
hammers, the lower hammers sprung and pivoting away
from the nipple for firing the upper barrel, figured half-
stock (small chips, cracked beneath the lock), chequered
grip, engraved steel trigger-guard and butt-plate, and
white metal barrel bolt escutcheons (later ramrod)

57cm; 22Gin barrels

‡ £600-800

50
AN 18 BORE RARE INDIAN FOUR-SHOT REVOLVING
MATCHLOCK CARBINE, 18TH CENTURY

with engraved tapering barrels retained by a shaped plate
at the muzzle, each applied with a pair of raised brass
bands (small losses) and with moulded pan with pivot-
cover at the breech, steel tang incorporating the back-
sight and fitted with sprung retaining catch for the
barrels, plain sprung serpentine, curved hardwood half-
stock with faceted upper edges, steel trigger, steel sling
swivel, and steel ramrod, perhaps the original (the steel
parts pitted throughout)

35cm; 13Nin barrels

A very similar example is preserved in the Royal Scottish
Museum, Edinburgh. See H. L. Blackmore 1965, fig. 550.

‡ £500-700

49
50
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51
A RARE 22 BORE INDIAN FLINTLOCK GUN, MID-19TH
CENTURY

with tapering barrel retained by six slender bands of
woven leather, plain breech tang, scroll engraved stepped
English lock with semi-rainproof pan and roller, figured
hardwood full stock applied with large shaped iron
plaques about the lock and breech tang, iron mounts
including trigger-guard of shaped outline and three
shaped steel reinforces over the ramrod channel, silver
butt-cap, and steel ramrod, perhaps the original (pricker
missing)

102.8cm; 40Iin barrel

‡ £600-800

52
A 40 BORE INDIAN MATCHLOCK GUN FOR A BOY, 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering sighted barrel retaining traces of gold
koftgari decoration over the breech and incorporating a
standing back-sight, shaped pan fitted with pivot-cover,
pierced brass trigger, hardwood full stock with steel
mounts retained by pierced silver rosettes on each side of
the action, a pair of steel sling swivels, and iron ramrod
(fore-end cracked, butt-cap missing, iron parts pitted)

67.5cm; 26Iin barrel

‡ £300-400

51
52
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53
AN INDIAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET (TORADOR), 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering sighted barrel, divided into ten panels each
chiselled with foliage inhabited by differing exotic animals
and retained by three plain brass bands, moulded pan
fitted with pivot-cover, figured hardwood full stock,
applied with a pair of large steel plaques en suite with the
barrel, retaining some painted decoration over the rear
half of the stock, and associated steel ramrod

114.8cm; 45Din barrel

‡£400-500

54
A 10 BORE INDIAN MASSIVE RAMPART GUN, 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering sighted barrel retained by four slender steel
bands, moulded at the muzzle and the breech, the latter
with a brief inscription, fitted with integral pan (cover
missing) and standing back-sight, hardwood full stock

stamped with a number on the left of the butt, and steel
ramrod

162cm; 63Nin barrel

£150-200

55
A 22 BORE AFGHAN FLINTLOCK MUSKET, THE LOCK
DATED 1817, AND A TURKISH BARREL FOR A
PERCUSSION GUN, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with etched twist multi-stage barrel retained by five
slender brass bands, inlaid with engraved brass panels,
vase-shaped muzzle, and the breech fitted with standing
back-sight, border-engraved rounded lock stamped with
the date, the East India Company ownership and view
mark, figured walnut full stock with characteristic hooked
butt, engraved steel trigger-guard (side-plate missing),
and early leather sling; and the second, converted from
miquelet-lock, fitted with silver fore-sight and retaining
some silver-encrusted decoration including shaped
cartouches and flowers, and in patinated condition overall

the first: 114.5cm; 45Bin barrel

(2)

£200-250

53
55
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56
A 28 BORE TURKISH MIQUELET-LOCK RIFLE, LATE
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with nine
grooves, retained by three repousée silver bands, and
encrusted with gold scrollwork at the muzzle and over the
breech, the latter fitted with standing back-sight also
encrusted with gold, steel tang encrusted with gold
flowers and foliage, steel lock of characteristic form
decorated with gold en suite, figured hardwood full stock
inlaid with horn panels, and later faceted butt, (areas of
wear, later ramrod) 

67.2cm; 26Iin 

£700-900

57
A TURKISH MIQUELET-LOCK MUSKET, EARLY 18TH
CENTURY

with multi-stage sighted barrel, moulded at the muzzle
and decorated with silver (small losses, lightly cleaned
with chemicals), plain lock overlaid with brass panels,
figured hardwood full stock, strongly bevelled over the
forward portion, faceted butt, and German brass butt-
plate and trigger-guard (the stock wormed and with filled
repairs on the butt, ramrod missing)

100.3cm; 39Iin barrel

The mounts appear to have been added in the musket’s
early working life.

£250-300

56
57
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58
A 40 BORE CAUCASIAN SILVER-MOUNTED MIQUELET-
LOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, SECOND QUARTER OF THE
19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel faceted at the muzzle and retained by
three broad nielloed silver bands, the tang overlaid with a
long nielloed silver panel (retaining nail missing), steel
lock of characteristic form enclosed by a further nielloed
silver plaque, steel button trigger, leather-covered
wooden full stock, nielloed silver mounts including side-
plate and trigger-plate, and marine ivory pommel fitted
with a nielloed silver plaque with provision for a lanyard
ring, and no provision for a ramrod

48.2cm; 19in

£700-900

58
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59
AN INFANTRY SWORD, FIRST HALF OF THE 18TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY ENGLISH; AND A SCOTTISH
BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, 18TH CENTURY AND
LATER

with straight blade double-edged towards the point, steel
hilt including outer ring-guard fitted with a pierced
sprung-in plate, knuckle-guard, an additional pair of
scrolling bars joining the latter to the ring-guard, globular
pommel, and wooden grip retaining traces of original
fishskin covering (the rear half of the hilt missing, pitted
throughout); and the second with straight blade double-
edged towards the point, stamped with a brief inscription
within a pair of long fullers on each side, and later basket-
guard

the first: 82cm; 32Din blade

(2)

£300-400

60
A GEORGIAN 1803 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S
SWORD

with etched German blade (light wear), regulation hilt
previously applied with a regimental device on the outer
langet, in its scabbard (the locket stud missing)

75cm; 29Iin blade

£300-400

61
AN OFFICER’S SWORD, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade, brass stirrup hilt with
rounded langets, short quillon, and banded horn grip
bound with brass wire, in its original brass scabbard

69cm; 27Din blade

£400-600

60 61

Military Edged Weapons
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62
A RARE VICTORIAN 1857 PATTERN ROYAL ENGINEERS
1ST ESSEX VOLUNTEER OFFICER’S SWORD BY E.
MOSES & SONS, MINORIES & ALDGATE, LONDON

with etched blade, and engraved gilt-brass hilt, in its steel
scabbard

83cm; 32Nin blade

£300-400

63
A RARE SARAWAK MILITARY SWORD BY HENRY
WILKINSON, PALL MALL, NO. 18205 FOR 1871,
PROBABLY MADE FOR SIR CHARLES ANTHONY
JOHNSON BROOKE, THE RAJAH OF SARAWAK, 

with etched wedge-shaped blade including the letter S
surrounded by the Brooke motto, solid brass half-basket
hilt decorated en suite with the blade in low relief (grip
covering missing), in its brass-mounted leather scabbard
(tip damaged)

83.2cm; 32Nin blade

The Wilkinson Sword Ltd records state that this sword
was made in 1871 for Meyer & Mortimer, presumably the
retailer.

Sarawak was originally part of the Kingdom of Brunei and
passed to James Brooke, an English officer, following his
assistance in the suppression of the rebellion in 1840. In
1863 the British Government recognised it as an
independent state. Sir James Brooke died in 1868 and
was succeeded by his nephew, Sir Charles Johnson
Brooke who was created G. C. M. G. in 1868 and Sarawak
was made a British Protectorate. In 1904 the title His
Highness the Rajah of Sarawak was formally recognised
by King Edward VII. 

£400-600

64
A GEORGE V HIGHLAND OFFICER’S SWORD

with etched regulation blade, pierced and engraved
nickel-plated hilt with doe-skin liner, in its scabbard,
complete with its field service scabbard; a steel scabbard
for a Georgian sword, and two further scabbards for
Naval sword (one in two pieces)

the first: 83.8cm; 33in blade

(5)

£500-700

62 63 64
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65
A VICTORIAN BASKET-HILTED HIGHLAND OFFICER’S
SWORD BY WILSON & CHANDLER, ARGYLE ST,
GLASGOW

with etched regulation blade, plated steel hilt of
characteristic form complete with its doeskin liner and
tassel, in its nickel-plated steel scabbard

83.4cm; 32Pin blade

£400-600

66
A GEORGE V 1845 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S
SWORD; A GEORGE V ROYAL ARTILLERY OFFICER’S
SWORD; A U.S. CAVALRY SWORD, DATED 1860; A
DUTCH OFFICER’S SWORD BY FRANS PAUWELS,
S’GRAVENHAGE; A DUTCH CAVALRY TROOPER’S
SWORD BY THE SAME; AND FOUR VARIOUS EPÉES

the first with brass hilt, in its scabbard; the second in its
leather f.s. scabbard; the third with brass triple-bar hilt, in
its steel scabbard; the fourth with brass stirrup hilt
including lionhead pommel, in its scabbard; the fifth with
steel basket-guard, in its scabbard; the sixth for an Officer,
and three fencing foils

the first: 79.5cm; 31Din blade

(9)

£400-500

67
A HIGHLAND DIRK BY ROBERT MOLE & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM, DATED 1900

with etched blade, nickel-mounted hilt with hardwood
grip carved with basket-weave designs enriched with
nickel nails (chipped), associated steel pommel cap cast
with a crown, in an associated scabbard with steel
mounts cast with thistle foliage, and the hilt and scabbard
inscribed ‘14LD.1’ and ‘14LD.3’ respectively

44.5cm; 17Iin 

£600-800

68
AN OFFICER’S SWORD, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH
CENTURY

with wavey blade of flattened-diamond section, brass
slotted hilt of characteristic form, fluted pommel and
original grip bound with plaited brass wire and ribband

101.8cm; 40Bin blade 

‡ £500-800

62 67 68
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69
A RARE VICTORIAN 20TH HUSSAR OFFICER’S SWORD
BY HAMBURGER ROGERS & CO.

with etched regulation blade including Battle Honour for
Suakin, nickel-plated hilt, in its steel scabbard (the nickel-
plating with losses)

90.8cm; 35Nin blade

£500-700

70
A VICTORIAN 1895 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S
SWORD BY HENRY WILKINSON, PALL MALL, NO. 36938
FOR 1899

with etched blade, complete with its leather field service
scabbard, frog and sword knot

83cm; 32Iin blade

The Wilkinson Sword Ltd records state that the owner of
this sword was J. W. Jeffreys of the Durham Light
Infantry. The record includes the reference ‘Fitter in -
Inftry’, probably for replacing its blade.

‡ £100-150

71
A ROYAL NAVAL RESERVE OFFICER’S SWORD BY
HENRY WILKINSON, PALL MALL, LONDON, NO. 53374
FOR 1914-17, RETAILED BY GIEVES LTD

with etched blade, in its scabbard, and complete with its
bullion sword knot

80cm; 31Iin blade

£200-300

69
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72
A RARE FRENCH RESTORATION PERIOD OFFICER OF
JUSTICE SABRE, FIRST QUARTER OF THE 19TH
CENTURY

with very broad curved fullered blade double-edged
towards the point, large gilt-brass hilt formed of an oval
dish-guard decorated with foliage around the border,
knuckle-guard formed of a pair of flattened entwined bars
with roped borders, the inner face finely chiselled as a
cushioned ground sewn with minute flowerheads, oval
front guard pierced and chiselled with oak foliage
involving a central panel filled with a pair of scales on the
left, the Royal Arms on the right and a pair of shaking
hands between, all beneath a phrygian cap, the upper
border pierced with an inscription including ‘La Nation, La
Loy....’ (incomplete), finely chiselled lionhead pommel,
and later grip (repaired), in its original leather-covered
wooden scabbard with large brass mounts (areas of
wear)

76.2cm; 30in blade

‡ £1000-1200

73
A FRENCH MODEL 1816 CAVALRY TROOPERS SABRE,
DATED 1826

the blade with Klingenthal arsenal inscription, in its
scabbard (corroded)

98.2cm; 38Kin blade 

£100-150

74
AN ENGLISH WWI FIGHTING KNIFE, AND NINE
BAYONETS, 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES

the bayonets including, Gras with scabbard; a Mauser
bayonet with frog and scabbard; a Dutch bayonet; a
Continental bayonet with pipe-backed blade; three spike
bayonets; and a German bayonet

(10)

£400-500

75
A PLUG BAYONET, CIRCA 1680 AND SEVEN FURTHER
BAYONETS

the first with 9in slightly curved blade double-edged at
the point and stamped with a mark, quillon terminals of
axe and hammer form, and tapered hardwood plug with
iron knop; an early continental socket bayonet for a large
bore gun, with pipe-backed blade; along with a Brown
Bess socket bayonet; four other Continental socket
bayonets; and relic German bayonet

(8)

£700-1000

76
THREE BAYONETS AND FOUR AMERICAN MACHETES
19TH AND 20TH CENTURY

including two W.W.I Enfield bayonets, one with scabbard;
a cut-down sword; a Dutch made bayonet for a Lee
Enfield; and a parade dirk in its brass scabbard

(9)

£300-400

72
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82

77
FOUR GERMAN BRASS HILTED 19TH CENTURY
REGIMENTAL SIDE ARMS

one with its scabbard; two further shortswords with steel
hilts; and French Model 1831 sidearm

(7)

£400-500

78
A COLLECTION OF EIGHTEEN CONTINENTAL SOCKET
BAYONETS

one of large bore calibre and one complete with
scabbard; an Austrian socket bayonet complete with its
scabbard; three Gras bayonets, two with scabbards (some
damaged)

(18)

£800-1200

79
TWELVE YATAGHAN BAYONETS, 19TH CENTURY

one damaged; a Bavarian bayonet with saw-backed blade;
a Belgian yataghan bayonet; a German yataghan bayonet
with scabbard; along with a French 1874 pattern bayonet;
five brass-hilted bayonets, 19th Century; and a bayonet
for a Mauser 1871 rifle, complete with their scabbards

(12)

£900-1200

80
FOURTEEN BAYONETS, 19TH CENTURY 

comprising a Wurtenburg model 1870 with its scabbard; a
Belgium model 1868 Comblain rifle bayonet; a Prussian
Jäeger Hirschfanger steel-hilted bayonet; two Prussian
steel-hilted regimental sidearms; 19th and 20th Century
bayonets comprising a Turkish Mauser bayonet model
1890; a Ross rifle bayonet; a German Mauser bayonet; a
W.W.II German dress bayonet; a German W.W.I
regimentally marked bayonet; an Austrian yataghan
bayonet; a French Gras bayonet; a Swiss made bayonet
for the Werndl rifle

(14)

£900-1000

81
FIFTEEN CONTINENTAL BAYONETS, 19TH CENTURY

comprising a German model 1898 Mauser rifle bayonet;
another; another for the 1871 model; a bayonet for a
Comblain rifle, with birds head pommel; a saw-back
bayonet for a Swiss Pioneer Regiment; an Italian Vetterli
bayonet; another two; a German Mauser bayonet; a
French model, 1886 Lebel bayonet; a German model
1871/84 bayonet; two Enfield yataghan bayonets; and two
W.W.I British bayonets

(15)

£900-1100

82
A FRENCH MODEL 1831 ARTILLERY SHORTSWORD
‘COUPE CHOUX’, CHÂTELLERAULT 1852 AND ANOTHER
BY TALABOT FRÈRES

each in its scabbard; a Chassepot bayonet, dated 1872 in
its scabbard; and a bayonet by Wilkinson in its scabbard
complete with leather frog

the first: 49cm; 19Din

(4)

£150-200

83
A MAMELUKE-HILTED DIPLOMATIC SWORD, LATE 19TH
CENTURY

with curved double-edged blade, gilt-brass hilt cast in low
relief, and a pair of ivorine grip-scales rising to a pierced
pommel

79.8cm; 31Gin blade

£200-300
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84
A FRENCH MODEL 1855 INFANTRY OFFICER’S SABRE,
DATED 1855

the blade formed with a spear point and engraved with
the date and Châtellerault Imperial arsenal inscription, in
its scabbard; A FRENCH MARINE OFFICER’S SWORD,
MID-19TH CENTURY, with curved fullered blade by Colaux
ainé, Klingenthal, and brass hilt cast with foliage; and A
FRENCH MODEL 1896 CAVALRY TROOPERS SABRE
(inscription obscured); 

the first: 77cm; 30Gin blade

(3)

£200-300

85
A FRENCH MODEL 1872/84 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER’S
EPÉE

with folding shell-guard cast with a wreath on the outer
face; A FRENCH MODEL 1837 MARINE OFFICER’S EPÉE,
with horn grip; A FRENCH MUSICIAN’S EPÉE, (the upper
three-quarters of the blade missing), in its scabbard;
ANOTHER EPÉE, with pierced white metal hilt; A
CONTINENTAL REGULATION SWORD BLADE, in its
scabbard; and A BRITISH 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY
OFFICER’S SWORD, in relic condition (pommel and grip
missing)

the first: 78.7cm; 31in blade

(6)

£150-200

86
A GERMAN MAMELUKE-HILTED SWORD IN THE
TURKISH TASTE, 19TH CENTURY 

with curved fullered blade, brass cross-piece with
globular terminals, and horn grip rising to a swollen
pommel, in its leather-covered wooden scabbard with
large brass mounts (worn throughout) 

60.5cm; 23Pin blade

£50-80

87
A GERMAN PRESENTATION SWORD OF THE HUS.RGT.
KÖNIG WILHELM I. (1. RHEIN) NO.7.

the blade etched ‘A. Vollender 3. Esk’, in its scabbard; A
SAXON MODEL 1849 ARTILLERY SHORTSWORD; the hilt
stamped 12. A. L. 5. 7; and A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1889
INFANTRY GUARD OFFICER’S SABRE BY M. NEUMANN,
HOFLIEFERANT, BERLIN, the hilt and grip each
incorporating the cypher of Kasier Wilhelm II, in its
scabbard (areas of light wear) 

the first: 83.7cm; 33in blade

(3)

£400-500

8786
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88
A GERMAN SABRE, EARLY 20TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
FOR AN ARTILLERY OFFICER

with slightly curved fullered blade, brass stirrup hilt
including langets cast with a pair of cross-sword, knuckle-
guard decorated with foliage and lionhead pommel, in its
steel scabbard

79cm; 31Bin blade

£80-100

89
A GERMAN SABRE, EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with slightly curved fullered blade, nickel-plated steel
stirrup hilt, in its steel scabbard

81.2cm; 32in blade

£80-100

90
A LARGE BAVARIAN PARADE AXE, 19TH CENTURY

with broad crescentic steel head, flat rear face, short
faceted socket, fitted at the top in gilt-brass with the finely
modelled crowned rampant Lion of Bavaria clasping the
Wittelsbach shield, on its wooden haft with brass socket

33cm; 13in head

£150-200

91
A MILITARY SHORTSWORD, 18TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
FOR THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY

with slightly curved blade double-edged towards the
point, retaining some engraving including a ship’s mast at
the forte, steel hilt with up-turned shell-guard, short
quillon, knuckle-guard, thumb-loop, pear-shaped pommel,
and early grip of plaited wire

69.8cm; 27Iin blade

£500-700

92
A DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY SWORD, DATED 1745

with double-edged blade stamped with the Dutch East
India Company monogram and the date on each side
(pitted), brass hilt comprising slotted guard, knuckle-
guard, a pair of vestigial langets, and banded grip

78cm; 30Nin blade

£250-350

90 91 94
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93
A GERMAN ARTILLERY SHORTSWORD, 19TH CENTURY

with straight single-edged blade, brass hilt with spirally
moulded grip, in its regulation brass-mounted scabbard;
A FRENCH CHASSEPOT BAYONET, DATED 1873, in an
associated scabbard, THREE FURTHER BAYONETS, and A
ROYAL ARTILLERY SWAGGER STICK

the first: 47.5cm; 18Nin blade

(6)

£150-200

94
A CONTINENTAL OFFICER’S SWORD, MID-18TH
CENTURY

with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the
point and struck with a King’s head mark on each side,
steel stirrup hilt including an additional outer guard
formed of two scrolling bars joining the cross-guard, and
faceted back-strap rising to a cap pommel, and the grip
retaining its copper bound leather covering

78.7cm; 31in blade

£60-80

95
A CONTINENTAL INFANTRY SHORTSWORD, DATED 1831,
ANOTHER, DATED 1855, THREE BAYONETS, AND A
DAGGER

the first with slightly curved single-edged blade, brass
regulation hilt stamped with the date and ‘no 43’ on the
knuckle-guard, and banded grip, in its scabbard complete
with suspension frog; the second, with brass-hilt
including recurved cross-piece stamped with the date in
the centre, in its scabbard; three socket bayonets; and a
dagger with horn hilt, in its scabbard

the first: 58.5cm; 23in blade

(6)

£200-300

96
THREE DUTCH NAVAL OFFICERS SWORDS, 19TH/20TH
CENTURY

the first with etched pipe-backed blade by W.K. & C
regulation brass hilt, in its regulation brass-mounted
leather scabbard; the second and third each with slender
etched blade by Carl Eickhorn of Solingen, regulation
brass hilt, wire-bound fishskin-covered grip, each in its
regulation brass-mounted leather scabbard, and with gold
bullion sword knot

the first: 67.5cm; 26Kin blade

(3)

£450-550

93 95
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97
A FOOT GUARDS’ OFFICER’S REGIMENTAL FANCY
DRESS COAT AND WAISTCOAT IN MID-18TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

comprising scarlet wool coat, faced dark blue and with
gold lace (the coat lining shredded and incomplete), and a
cream silk waistcoat with lace matching that of the coat,
each with flat gilt buttons cast with the letters GR beneath
a crown, inscribed by the maker ‘SHAW LONDON’ on the
reverse

(2)

These were probably made at some point during the
period 1860-1900 by a regimental tailor for a significant
commemorative regimental event in the Brigade of
Guards that required officers to wear versions of the
uniforms worn by Foot Guards a century or so previously.

£400-600

98
A VICTORIAN 1871 PATTERN LIFE GUARD OFFICER’S
HELMET AND CUIRASS

with German silver skull fitted with gilt-metal edges,
enamelled and gilt helmet-plate, white horsehair plume,
gilt-brass chinchain and rosettes, and padded leather
lining (the lining worn and with some losses); the cuirass
of polished steel lined with red leather retained by large
brass studs, and complete with its gilt-brass shoulder
scales and belt

the first: 42cm; 16Iin

(3)

£2000-2500

98

Militaria
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99
A FINE VICTORIAN LORD CHAMBERLAIN’S STUMPWORK
PURSE 

with red silk purse trimmed in gold galloon, the front
applied with the full Royal Arms in polychrome silk
threads enriched with gold and sewn with seed pearls,
the borders with Tudor roses and masks in gold and
silver, the whole framed with gold galloon and retaining
three tassels (areas of light wear and fading)

42cm; 16Iin by 40cm; 16in

£2000-3000

99
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100
THE SPORRAN AND PLAID BROOCH OF PIPER
CAMPBELL OF THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS

with leather body faced with horse hair, fitted with two
black tassels, engraved brass cantle fitted with the
Regimental device in white metal,and complete with its
belt; the brooch of domed white metal, pierced in the
centre and applied with the Regimental device and with a
typed inscription

The inscription reads, in part:

‘.....in the front line in France when the regiment was
ordered to advance but, because of the hot opposition by
the enemy fire, they were a little hesitant in leaving the
trenches so Piper Campbell took off playing his pipes and
away they went. He was wounded but propped himself
up against a log and continued to play until being
mortally wounded. His friend ‘Watson’ sent his gear back
to Mrs Campbell and on his safe return she gave him the
sporran and the shoulder brooch.....’

£200-250

101
AN OFFICER’S SPORRAN OF THE ARGYLL AND
SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS, 20TH CENTURY

with red leather purse, silver-plated cantle applied with
the regimental motto and devices in gilt brass, white hair
covering with silver bullion tassels, and complete with its
belt; and a further bullion tassel and red silk tassel

the sporran body: 27cm; 10Kin high

(3)

£100-150

100 101
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THE PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN 

102
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, MID-17TH
CENTURY

with associated tapering fullered blade, rectangular
ricasso, symmetrical steel basket-guard of so-called
mortuary type, chiselled with four stylised profile masks
on the base and a grotesque mask at the front, a pair of
short triangular langets, short scrolling rear quillon
(chipped, cracked towards the blade aperture), knuckle-
guard joined to the frontal guard by a pair of additional
bars, rear guard en suite, globular pommel, chiselled
throughout with characteristic scrollwork (two bars
repaired, patinated), and early wooden grip (wormed)

86.5cm; 34in blade

£800-1000

103
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, MID-17TH
CENTURY

with tapering blade cut with a pair of long fullers,
engraved with scrolling foliage and flowers on one side

102 103 104

(rubbed), steel hilt chiselled with foliage and characteristic
masks on the base of the guard, short scrolling quillon,
knuckle-guard, and an additional vertical bar at the front
and back (losses, repairs), globular pommel, and later
associated fishskin-covered grip bound with twisted wire

81.2cm; 32in blade 

£600-800

104
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, MID-17TH
CENTURY

with associated tapering blade inscribed ‘Andrea Ferara’
within a pair of short fullers on each side (rubbed), steel
basket-guard of so-called mortuary type finely chiselled
with scrolling foliage, cornucopia and mulberries on the
outer face, a pair of short ogee langets, knuckle-guard
joined to the frontal and rear-guard by a pair of additional
bars (one missing), chiselled ovoid pommel, and retaining
an early wooden grip

77cm; 30Din blade

For a hilt decorated in an almost identical manner see C.
Mazansky 2001, p.236, no. XIV.

£600-700
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105
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, MID-17TH
CENTURY

with slender blade of flattened-diamond section (pitted),
steel ‘mortuary’ hilt decorated with a radiating pattern of
lines, moulded knuckle-guard joined by a pair of moulded
scrolling bars to an additional bar at the front and the
back (one broken), globular pommel incised en suite with
the guard, and retaining traces of silver decoration
(patinated, later grip)

89.5cm; 35Din blade

£600-800

106
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with broad flat blade cut with a running wolf mark
retaining traces of latten inlay on one side and a further
mark on the other (rubbed), steel ‘mortuary’ hilt
decorated with an incised chevron pattern, globular
pommel, and the grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turk’s
heads’ (patinated throughout)

83cm; 32Iin blade

Two swords with similar hilts are preserved in the
Museum of London and the Tyne and Wear Museum
respectively. See C. Mazansky 2005, p. 264.

£400-600

107
A PROTO-MORTUARY SWORD, CIRCA 
1640-50

with straight blade of flattened-hexagonal section,
retaining traces of an inscription and a mark on each side,
steel hilt comprising asymmetrical up-turned double
shell-guard, flat scrolling quillon, flat knuckle-guard with a
circular panel in the centre (cracked), and flat pommel
(pitted throughout, later grip)

90cm; 35Gin blade

A number of swords of this type were manufactured, one
of which is stamped ‘For The Tower’ on the blade. It has
been suggested that this group is an early pattern sword.
See D. Blackmore 1990, pp.37-38.

£200-250

108
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD IN MID-17TH
CENTURY STYLE

with fullered blade, steel basket-guard of so-called
mortuary type, engraved with rudimentary masks and
scrollwork, and plummet-shaped pommel decorated en
suite

78.5cm; 30Pin blade

£200-250

106 107 108
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109
AN ENGLISH TRANSITIONAL RAPIER, CIRCA 1640-50

with associated tapering blade of flattened-hexagonal
section, inlaid in copper with a pair of crosses potent
framing the bladesmith’s initials ‘HP’, a running wolf on
one side and a cross and orb mark on the other, steel hilt
comprising dish-guard pierced with a symmetrical design
of foliage and trellis within a ropework frame interrupted
by a grotesque at the front, a pair of arms (one repaired),
straight quillons with swollen globular terminals, knuckle-
guard interrupted by a moulding en suite with the
quillons, and matching globular pommel (pitted
throughout, grip replaced)

81.2cm; 32in blade

£500-700

110
AN ENGLISH HANGER, MID-17TH CENTURY

with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the
point and retaining traces of an inscription, steel hilt
comprising slightly down-curved outer shell-guard
pierced with foliage inhabited by a lion, inner shell-guard
en suite, flat down-curved quillon, pierced knuckle-guard
interrupted by a lion mask, characteristic cap pommel,
and original staghorn grip interrupted by an engraved
moulded collar (the hilt patinated throughout, small
chips)

66.5cm; 26Bin blade

£600-800

109 110
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111
A RONDEL DAGGER, 15TH CENTURY; A NORTH
EUROPEAN BALLOCK DAGGER, 17TH CENTURY; AN
ITALIAN STILETTO, 17TH CENTURY,

the first in excavated condition, with two-stage blade,
rootwood grip of oval-section, fitted with a gold coin at
the base of the blade, a gilt band top and bottom, and a
gilt disc on the pommel (restorations); the second in
excavated condition, with sharply tapering blade of
flattened-triangular section, rootwood grip of
characteristic form incorporating a pair of pronounced
nodules at the base (extensively repaired); and the third
with later blade, steel hilt of characteristic form including
a pair of short quillons with serpent head quillons, and
baluster grip (pitted)

the first: 24.5cm; 9Kin 

(3)

£150-200

112
A SCOTTISH DIRK, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH
CENTURY

with broad blade cut-down from a broadsword, incised
with a series of marks on each side including a running
wolf, a cross and orb and a double cross and orb,
rootwood grip carved with a naïve flowerhead on each
face, formed with a pair of tall shoulders each reinforced
with a brass panel and brass disc pommel (extensively
repaired), in a contemporary leather scabbard (crazed and
repaired) with later brass mounts

50.5cm; 19Pin 

£600-800

113
A SCOTTISH DIRK, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering blade double-edged towards the point,
carved grip decorated with traditional basket weave
designs and fitted with copper ferrule and cap pommel, in
its leather-covered wooden scabbard with brass mounts
decorated with scalloped edges, and complete with its
accompanying pieces

45.8cm; 18in

£600-800

111 112 113
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114
A RARE ETCHED PARTISAN THIRD QUARTER OF THE
17TH CENTURY

with broad flat tapering central blade, formed with a pair
of broad lugs cut with a series of notches at the base,
retaining some etching over its surface including foliate
rondels within a stylised architectural framework, the
inscription ‘Fide sed Cuide’ on one side and a further
inscriptions on the other, moulded neck, faceted socket,
and a pair of short straps, on a later wooden haft

84cm; 33in head

This belongs to a group of partisans variously dated 1631
and 1632 and were almost certainly used by a Protestant
Army from Saxony. Another, formerly in the collection of
Count Dimitri de Nesselrode and William Randolph Hearst
is the the Kretzschmar von Kienbusch collection, inv. no.
594. Another was sold in these rooms 26th June 2007, lot
219 (£3600 including premium).

£500-700

115
A PARTISAN, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with tapering central blade of flattened-diamond section
swelling towards the tip, a pair of flat basal lugs with
short lugs top and bottom, retaining traces of engraving
including addorsed cannon on each face, moulded
faceted socket, and a pair of short straps, on an
associated wooden haft

56.2cm; 22Bin head

£500-700

114 115
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116
A HALBERD, LATE 16TH/EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with long tapering central spike, forward leaning
crescentic axe-blade pierced with groups of three holes
and formed with additional spikes at the top and the
bottom, rear fluke with spikes en suite, a pair of long
straps, on a wooden haft fitted with an additional pair of
straps (the steel parts pitted and painted black)

142.5cm; 56in head

A halberd of related form from the armoury of Farleigh
Hungerford Castle is preserved in the Royal Armouries,
Leeds (inv.no. VII 1809).

£400-500

117
AN ARTILLERYMAN’S LINSTOCK, 17TH CENTURY

of rudimentary form, with tapering central spike, a pair of
curved arms with split shaped terminals fitted with a
screw for retaining match, tapering socket, a pair of long
straps, on a fabric-covered wooden haft

93cm; 36Iin head

£600-800

118
A PIKE, 17TH CENTURY

with slender leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section
moulded at the base, tapering socket, and a pair of long
straps, on a wooden haft partially covered with fabric
studded with numerous fluted rivets 

58.5cm; 23in head

£300-400

116 117
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119
A COMPOSITE PIKEMAN’S ARMOUR, LONDON, CIRCA
1630

comprising pot with hemispherical crown formed in two
pieces joined medially along a low comb and fitted at the
nape with a plume-holder, integral brim turned down at
each side and projecting to an obtuse point front and rear
(each pierced with a later wiring-hole), and pendent
cheek-pieces of truncated triangular form, collar with
raised neck-opening, formed of one plate front and rear,
each with an obtusely-pointed lower edge, one-piece
breastplate of vestigial ‘peascod’ form fitted at each side
of the chest with a pierced stud and swivel-hook to secure
a shoulder-strap, the hooks (the left with incomplete tip)
formed proximally as stylised thistles and riveted over
pierced quatrefoil washers, struck at the neck with the
maker’s mark A within a pearled circle, the crowned IR
government ownership mark of the time of James II and
the serial number 14, and flanged outwards at its lower
edge to form an integral fauld bearing at either side a pair
of pierced studs to receive the hinges of a pair of pendent
tassets, the hinges fitted at their upper ends with swivel-
hooks and tapering at their lower ends to trefoil
terminals, the one-piece tassets of trapezoidal form each
embossed to simulate six lames, and one-piece backplate
flanged outwards at its lower edge and fitted with scaled
shoulder-straps and waist-belt, the main edges of the
armour decorated with plain inward turns variously
accompanied by either recessed borders or incised lines,
the pot decorated around the base of its crown with a pair
of incised lines, the fauld and tassets decorated with
vertical columns and circles of rivets, the surfaces of the
armour retaining much of their black finish (refreshed in
the case of the breastplate and otherwise pitted and
russeted overall; the cheek-pieces of the pot, the rear
plate and upper edge of the front plate of the collar, the
left tasset and outer hinge of the right tasset, and the
backplate expertly restored, each struck, in most cases
internally, with a maker’s mark and variously dated 1991,
1994 & 1995), stand not included

It has been suggested that the mark of an A within a
pearled circle is that of Edward Ansley, the only maker
with his final initial known to have been active in London
in the relevant period. Ansley was apprenticed to William
Crouch for 8 years commencing 1614. He became a
freeman of the Armourers’ Company in 1622, was elected
its Renter Warden in 1645, Upper Warden in 1646 and
1647, and Master in 1648 and 1649. In 1650 he was
appointed Clerk of the Armoury at the Tower of London
and Master of the Amoury at Greenwich. He died in the
following year (T. Richardson 2004, pp. 24-5). 

119

The swivel-hooks on the breastplate of the armour can be
compared with those on other of this maker’s works
which are typically of above average quality.

£2500-3000
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120
A COMPOSITE HARQUEBUSIER’S ARMOUR, LONDON,
MID-17TH CENTURY

comprising pot with hemispherical skull formed in two
pieces joined medially along a low comb, struck at the left
side with an indistinct mark, possibly the helmeted A
mark of the Armourers’ Company of London, and fitted at
the brow with a slightly down-turned pivoted peak struck

at its right side with the maker’s mark IL and supporting
on its underside a triple-barred face-guard, at the nape
with a one-piece neck-guard embossed to simulate three
lames and struck at its lower end with an indistinct mark,
possibly of an erstwhile owner, and its sides with pendent
cheek-pieces, heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a
medial ridge, a V-shaped waist-line, a raised neck-opening
and a short outward-flanged lower edge, each side of the
chest fitted with a stud for the attachment of a shoulder-
strap, the right of the belly bearing the proof-mark of a
bullet and the centre of the neck-opening struck with the
same maker’s mark as the pot, the right arm-opening
struck with the cross of St George within an escutcheon,
the government ownership mark of the time of the
Commonwealth, and one-piece backplate formed with an
upstanding neck-opening and outward-flanged lower
edge, and fitted with scaled shoulder-straps and waist-
belt, the centre of the neck-opening struck with the
maker’s mark RR, the right side struck internally with
seven (?) wedge-shaped serial marks, the main edges of
the armour decorated with plain inward turns, bordered
in the case of the backplate by an incised line, its surfaces
retaining much of their black finish (now extensively
pitted and russeted; the cheek-pieces of the pot and the
shoulder-straps of the backplate replaced, face-guard and
cheek-pieces of the pot and the shoulder-straps of the
backplate replaced, each struck internally with a maker’s
mark and the date 1992, the comb of the pot and the
shoulders of the backplate pierced with later holes, the
sides of the backplate reshaped in working life; and some
minor cracks throughout), stand not included

The Armourers’ Company mark on the pot (if correctly
identified), and the Government Ownership mark on the
breastplate both date from the time of the
Commonwealth, namely 1649-60.

The maker’s mark on the pot and breastplate is that of
Isaac Leot who on 15 April 1678 supplied the Tower
armouries with fifty harquebusier’s armours, followed by
another fifty-eight on 17 September. He died in
Wandsworth in 1687 (T. Richardson 2004, pp. 59-60).

The maker’s mark on the pot is that of Richard Ray who
was apprenticed to the London armourer Richard
Thurlbey in 1628 and became a freeman of the
Armourers’ Company in 1637. The Company’s Court of
December 1637 recorded that he presented his mark RR
which was disallowed. He delivered armour to the Tower
in 1648. He is believed to have died late in 1678, see T.
Richardson 2004, pp. 72-3.

£2000-2500

120
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121
A COMPOSITE HARQUEBUSIER’S ARMOUR, LONDON,
MID-17TH CENTURY

comprising pot with hemispherical skull formed in two
pieces joined medially along a low comb and fitted at the
brow with a flat pivoted peak struck at its front with the
maker’s mark WF and supporting on its underside a triple-
barred face-guard, at the nape with a one-piece neck-
guard embossed to simulate three lames and struck at its
lower end with the cross of St George within an
escutcheon, the government ownership mark of the time
of the Commonwealth, and its sides with pendent cheek-
pieces, heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a medial
ridge, a V-shaped waist-line, a raised neck-opening and a
short outward-flanged lower edge, each side of the chest
fitted with a stud for the attachment of a shoulder-strap,
the right of the belly bearing the proof-mark of a bullet
and the centre of the neck-opening struck with the
helmeted A mark of the Armourers’ Company of London,
the maker’s mark CL and the serial number 30, and one-
piece backplate formed with an upstanding neck-opening
and outward-flanged lower edge, and fitted with scaled
shoulder-straps and waist-belt, the centre of the neck-
opening struck with the maker’s mark RS in a rectangle,
the main edges of the armour decorated with plain
inward turns, its surfaces retaining much of their black-
from-the-hammer finish (in parts rubbed, russeted or
refreshed; the face-guard and cheek-pieces of the pot and
the shoulder-straps of the backplate replaced, each struck
internally with a maker’s mark and the date 1988 in the
first two instances, and 1991 in the third), stand not
included

The government ownership mark on the pot and the
Armourers’ Company mark on the breastplate 
both date from the time of the Commonwealth, namely
1649-60.

The maker’s mark on the pot is that of the Shropshire-
born William Fosbrook who was apprenticed to the
London armourer William Ambler for seven years
commencing 1635. He became a freeman of the
Armourers’ Company in 1642. The Company’s Court of 1
April 1645 recorded that “Willm ffosbrook workman
armourer psented his marke of WF which was allowed
him & he paid for it 4d”. He was still alive in 1666 (T.
Richardson 2004, pp. 39-40).

The maker’s mark on the breastplate is possibly a version
of that of Charles le Moth who was apprenticed to the
London armourer Thomas Ashton for seven years
commencing 1623. He became a freeman of the

Armourers’ Company in 1627. The Company’s Court of
December 1637 recorded that he presented his mark CL
which was disallowed. On 8 October 1646 he was 
ordered to appear before the Court for ‘selling Armer 
wth out the Marke of this Company’ (T. Richardson 2004, 
pp. 56-7).

The maker’s mark on the backplate is probably that of
Richard Seywell whose mark ‘ii letters RS’ was listed by
the Armourers’ Company in 1619. He was elected Master
of the Company in 1636 (T. Richardson 2004, p. 79).

£2000-2500
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122
A COMPOSITE NORTH EUROPEAN HARQUEBUSIER’S
ARMOUR, MID-17TH CENTURY

comprising pot with hemispherical skull formed in two
pieces joined medially along a low comb and projecting
forward as a broad down-turned peak struck at its left
side with an indistinct mark (a shield divided per fess with
a star in the base?) and accommodating at its rear a
sliding nasal-bar secured at the brow by a rectangular
staple and locking-screw, its nape fitted with a plume-
holder and narrow one-piece neck-guard embossed to
simulate four lames, and its sides fitted with pendent
cheek-pieces (restored), one-piece breastplate formed
with a medial ridge and a centrally-notched flange at its
lower edge, each side of the chest fitted with a stud for
the attachment of a shoulder-strap, and one-piece
backplate formed with a raised neck-opening and
outward-flanged lower edge, and fitted with later scaled
shoulder-straps and waist-belt, the former struck
internally with a maker’s mark and the date 1995, the
main edges of the armour decorated with plain inward
turns accompanied on the peak and neck-guard of the pot
by recessed borders, and elsewhere by incised lines also
occurring at the edges of the simulated lames of the neck-
guard and down the centre of the backplate, the surfaces
of the armour blackened (extensively pitted and re-
coloured throughout; each side of the skull pierced with a
later pair of holes), stand not included

The breastplate and backplate are homongenous and of
above average quality. They are probably of Dutch make.

£2000-2500
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123
A COMPOSITE NORTH EUROPEAN HARQUEBUSIER’S
ARMOUR, MID-17TH CENTURY

comprising German Zischägge with hemispherical one-
piece skull decorated with a pattern of six radiating ribs,
its apex fitted with a pierced finial and circular washer, its
brow with a flat peak struck at the front with the letter M
and accommodating at its rear a sliding nasal-bar secured
at the brow by a rectangular staple and locking-screw, its
nape with a deep neck-guard of four lames and its sides
with pendant cheek-pieces, each narrowing to its lower
end and pierced at its centre with seven circular
ventilation-holes, heavy one-piece English breastplate of
duplex construction formed with a medial ridge, a V-
shaped waist-line, a raised neck-opening and an outward-
flanged lower edge, each side of the chest fitted with a
stud for the attachment of a shoulder-strap, the left of the
belly bearing the proof-mark of a bullet and the centre of
the neck-opening struck with the crowned IR government
ownership mark of the time of James II and the maker’s
mark EO, and one-piece backplate formed with a raised
neck-opening and an outward-flanged lower edge, and
fitted with later scaled shoulder-straps and waist-belt, the
former struck internally with a maker’s mark and the date
1994, the main edges of the armour decorated with plain
inward turns (pitted and patinated throughout; the
backplate with some later blueing; the nasal-bar and
associated fittings of the Zischägge replaced, and the
front suspension-leather of its right cheek-piece severed),
stand not included

The mark on the breastplate is that of the Warwickshire-
born Edward Oxendon or Oxington who was apprenticed
to the London armourer Edward Ansley for eight years
commencing 1623. He became a freeman of the
Armourers’ Company in 1631. In 1648/9 it paid him for six
days work marking arms. He is recorded as Court
Assistant of the Company in 1658 and Master in 1667 (T.
Richardson 2004, pp. 66-7). 

A further duplex breastplate by Oxendon is in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv. No. II. 228. For a
discussion of this type of breastplate, see A. de Reuck, et
al 2005.

£2000-3000
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124
A NORTH EUROPEAN ZISCHÄGGE, MID-17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY DUTCH OR FLEMISH

with hemispherical skull formed in two pieces joined
medially by rivets, decorated with a pattern of alternating
ribs and incised lines radiating from a transversely-
pierced finial riveted at its apex through a star-shaped
washer, projecting forward as a broad integral peak struck
at its right side with an indistinct mark, probably the
crowned IR government ownership mark of the time of
James II, and pierced at its rear with a rectangular hole to
accommodate a sliding nasal-bar secured at the brow by
a staple and locking-screw, fitted at its nape with a
narrow one-piece neck-guard embossed to simulate four
lames, and its sides with broad pendent cheek-pieces,
each narrowing to its lower end and pierced at its centre
with circular ventilation-holes, the main edges of the
helmet decorated with plain inward turns accompanied in
the case of the peak and neck-guard by recessed borders,
the brow of the skull and each of the simulated lames of
the neck-guard decorated with pairs of incised lines, the
surfaces of the helmet blackened (some light pitting and
re-colouring overall; the nasal-bar, neck-guard and cheek-
pieces replaced, the first and the last struck internally with
the same maker’s mark, and the last two dated 1995)

£1000-1400

125
TWO ELBOW GAUNTLETS IN MID-17TH CENTURY STYLE

for the left hand, each with long cuff extending to the
elbow, fitted with five wrist lames, embossed knuckle-
plate, hinged thumb-plates and finger-scales on leather
(light surface rust)

(2)

£200-250

126
A PAIR OF CHEEK-PIECES FROM A HARQUEBUISERS
POT, MID-17TH CENTURY

each pendent-shaped, with recessed borders, plain turned
edges, pierced with a single hole at the top, studded
throughout with domed rivets, and with later leather
throughout

10.5cm; 4Bin high

(2)

£80-100

124
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127
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
DATED 1608

with curved flattened body, decorated on the inner face
with a pattern of concentric circles, on the outer with a
fleur-de-lys and the date enclosed in a central medallion
and scrolling foliage, steel mounts comprising nozzle with
spring cut-off, basal cap, and a pair of loops for
suspension (belt hook missing)

31.5cm; 12Iin 

£300-350

128
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
DATED 1606

with curved flattened body, decorated on the inner face
with a pattern of concentric circles, on the outer with a
pair of half sunbursts and a fleur-de-lys and the date
enclosed in a central medallion, steel mounts comprising
nozzle with spring cut-off, basal cap, belt hook, and a pair
of loops for suspension

29cm; 11Gin

£300-500

127
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129
AN ITALIAN MUSKETEERS TRIANGULAR POWDER-
FLASK, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with wooden body with later velvet covering, the front
almost entirely encased by a steel plaque embossed with
three negro profile rondels, the rear face applied with a
further plaque and fitted with belt hook, four suspension
rings, and nozzle with spring cut-off

25.5cm; 10in high

£600-800

130
A GERMAN TRIANGULAR CHARGE-FLASK, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

with vellum-covered wooden body encased in steel, and
tapering nozzle with spring closure (suspension rings and
belt hook missing)

15.5cm; 6Bin high

£400-500

131
A COMBINED WHEEL-LOCK SPANNER, TURNSCREW
AND POWDER MEASURE, MID-17TH CENTURY

with head incorporating the spanner and powder
measure, moulded shank fitted with a rotating suspension
ring, and pierced moulded terminal incorporating the
turnscrew (pitted)

18.2cm; 7Bin 

£200-250

132
A .750 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK CARBINE,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

cut-down from a musket, with tapering barrel retained by
two brass and one steel band, rounded lock with brass
pan, regulation walnut stock with flat comb and carved
cheek-piece, and regulation brass mounts (worn
throughout); and A CONTINENTAL SWORD, 19TH
CENTURY, with curved fullered blade, brass stirrup hilt
cast with a down-curved quillon formed as a lionhead,
and the pommel en suite, in its steel scabbard with brass
mounts

the first: 64.5cm; 25Iin barrel

(2)

£200-250

129 130 131
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133
A PAIR OF STIRRUPS, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with oval treads formed of a pair of cusped bars and a
writhen central bar, two-piece arches with pierced central
mouldings, and fitted with a pair of pivoting rectangular
loops at the top for suspension; A CURB BIT, 17TH
CENTURY, with two-piece mouth bar, a pair of scrolling
side-bars each interrupted by a flower-shaped moulding,
and pierced terminals fitted with rings for attaching reins,
and ANOTHER CURB BIT, 17TH CENTURY, with two-piece
mouth bar, a pair of scrolling side bars each fitted with a
domed brass boss at the base and with pierced terminals
fitted with rings for the reins at the top

the first: 17.5cm; 6Pin high

(4)

£250-350

134
A MEXICAN ROWEL SPUR, 18TH CENTURY

with pierced moulded neck fitted with large fifteen-point
rowel (two spikes chipped), heel bands incised with lines,
filed mouldings and pierced pointed terminals

21.5cm; 8Iin 

£60-80

135
A TARGE IN 18TH CENTURY STYLE, MODERN

of leather-covered wood, with low domed central boss,
the outer face studded with circular arrangements of
brass rivets within a frame of broader headed brass
rivets, and with two leather straps on the inside; and
TWO FURTHER TARGES IN 18TH CENTURY STYLE,
MODERN, of wood, one covered with leather, the other
with hide, and each studded throughout with brass
domed nails around a central boss

the first: 48.5cm; 19Bin wide

(3)

£200-250

136
A SILVER-ENCRUSTED ROWEL SPUR, CIRCA 1620,
PROBABLY ENGLISH

with curved moulded neck fitted with five-point rowel,
moulded heel bands of plano-convex section with figure-
of-eight terminals for attaching buckles, and decorated
with silver flowers and foliage within linear borders
(rubbed, patinated); ANOTHER, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
POSSIBLY ENGLISH, with short moulded neck fitted with
a small five-point rowel, two-part heel bands hinged in
the centre, figure-of-eight terminals fitted with buckles
and catches respectively, and retaining traces of silver
decoration (patinated)

the first: 14cm; 5Iin 

(2)

£250-350 
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Please note that the following lots are all sold not
subject to return

137
Bible, English.The Bible: translated according to the
Ebrew and Greeke. London: Robert Barker, 1611, (title
page in facsimile)-H[errey], R.F. Two right profitable and
fruitful concordances, or large and ample Tables
Alphabeticall. London: Robert Barker, 1611-Sternhold, T.
and J. Hopkins, and others. The Whole Booke of Psalms.
London: for the company of Stationers, 1612, 22 pages
only (defective); together 3 works in one volume, 4to,
(some stains and wear), modern calf-backed marbled
boards, together with: Bible, English. The Holy Bible.
London: B. Norton and J. Bill, 1625-[Speed, J.] The
Genealogies Recorded. [London, ?c.1620], (title torn with
loss)-The Book of Common Prayer. Oxford, 1675-The
Whole Book of Psalms. Oxford, 1675; together 4 works in
one volume, 4to, nineteenth century tree calf richly gilt,
rebacked in calf (2)

£300-400

138
Biography – Knight, Sir Philip Warwick. Memoires of the
eing of King Charles I third edition. London, 1703, 8vo,
contemporary calf, rebacked-Bulstrode, Sir Richard.
Memoirs and reflections upon the governments of King
Charles the Ist and K. Charles the IId. London, 1721, 8vo,
modern calf-backed boards-Skinner, Thomas. The Life of
General Monk: Duke of Albermarle. London, 1724, 8vo,
calf; together 3 volumes

£80-120

139
Carter, Matthew. A True Relation of that honourable tho’
unfortunate expedition of Kent, Essex, and Colchester in
1648. Colchester, [?1745], 8vo, calf-[Ibid.] A True Relation
of that honourable, though unfortunate expedition of
Kent, Essex, and Colchester. Colchester, 1783, 8vo, calf (2)

£250-300

143
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140
Civil War – A Declaration of The Proceedings of His
Highnesse the Prince of Wales,and the Marquis of
Newcastle concerning their coming from Carlisle to
Dunkirk, and from thence to Berwick in the North off
England, with an Army, for the defence and preleration of
the kings majesties Royall Person. And to Join with Sir
Marmaduke Langdale. London, 1648-The Declaration of
Col: Edwyn Sandys in vindication of himself from those
calumnious Aspersions cast upon him by the Lord
Falkland and Secretary Nicholas. London, 1642-Lieut:
Generall Cromwells letter to the Honorable, William
Lenthall Esq; Speaker of the House of Commons; of the
Storming and Taking Basing-House. London, 1645; 3
volumes, 4to, the first in modern red half morocco
[bookplate of Fairfax of Cameron], the other two in
modern boards (3)

£300-400

141
Civil War – A Fight at Sea between the Parliament Ships
& thofe that revolted, and the boarding of some of the
Parliament Ships, by a party from the three castles in
Kent that are kept for the king and the storming of
Waymor Castle. And also a bloody fight in Ireland. And a
treaty of the commanders of the Revolted Ships with the
Duke of Yorke. 1648, 4to, modern morocco with Fairfax
arms to sides [bookplate of Fairfax of Cameron]

£300-400

142
Cromwelliana. A chronological detail of events in which
Oliver Cromwell was engaged, from the year 1642 to his
death 1658. London, 1810, folio, EXTRA ILLUSTRATED
with engraved portraits and plates from the seventeenth
to nineteenth centuries, contemporary straight grain red
morocco gilt, gilt edges, [armorial bookplate of the Right
Hon. Washington Sewallis Earl Ferrers]

£250-350

143
[Cruso, John] Military instructions for the cavallrie: or
Rules and directions for the service of horse, collected out
of divers forrein authours, ancient and modern: and
rectified and supplied, according to the present practise
of the Low-Countrey warres. Cambridge, 1644, folio,
engraved title, and plates, some folding, (some defective
and mounted; incomplete), calf, rebacked (new
endpapers), [armorial bookplate of Desmond Seaton
Reid] 

£250-350

147
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144
England’s Worthies: under whom all the civill and bloudy
warres since anno 1642to anno 1647 are related. London,
1819, 4to (facsimile of the 1647 edition), original
wrappers-Almack, E. The Cavalier Soldier’s Vade-Mecum.
London, 1900, 8vo, original cloth – [Harris, W.] An
historical and critical account of Hugh Peters after the
manner of Mr Bayle… printed 1751. London, 1818, 4to,
original wrappers-Townsend, G.F. The Siege of Colchester.
London, [no date], 8vo, original cloth (4)

£50-70

145
Essex – A Perfect Diurnall of all the passages and
proceedings betwixt The Lord Generals and Col. Gorings
army, since his Excellency first marcht into Essex.
London, 1648 – The Remonstrance and Declaration of the
Knights, Esquires, Gentlemen, and Freeholders, in
Colchester, now in the Armes for the King and Kingdom.
1648 – A Fight The Lord Goring beaten at Colchester in
Essex; London; 1648-The Resolution of Sr Marmaduke
Langdale. London, 1648-An exact narrative of every dayes
proceedings since the insurrection of Essex. London,
1648-Another Fight at Colchester. London, 1648-Severall
Papers and letters betwixt his Excellency the Lord Fairfax
the Earle of Norwich, Lord Capell, Sir Charles Lucas,
about the surrender of Colchester. London, 1648-The
Votes and Proceedings in Parliament. London, 1648 (5
works in one); together 4 volumes, 4to, modern morocco
or cloth, [each with armorial bookplate of Fairfax of
Cameron]

£700-1000

146
Essex – The Copy of a letter sent from a person of much
Honour and Reafon, accidentally present at that hot
encounter betwixt the forces under the command of the
Lord Goring, Earl of Norwich, and Sir Charles Lucas of the
Royal Party. 1648-The severall fights neere Colchester in
Essex. 1648-The Particulars of the Fight at Colchester.
1648-The Lord Goring , the Lord Capel and Sir Charles
Lucas, their letter directed to the Lord Generall, and the
Lord Fairfax… concerning the City of Colchester. 1648-The
Lord Gorings message to the Lord Generall, concerning
the surrender of the town of Colchester. 1648; together 4
works in one volume, 4to, modern morocco, with Fairfax
arms to sides, [bookplate of Fairfax of Cameron]

£400-600

147
Hexham, Henry. The first part of the principles of the art
military, practiced in the warres of the United
Netherlands, under the commaund of His Highnesse the
Prince of Orange our Captaine Generall. For so much as
concernes the duties of a soldier, and the officers of a
companie of foote, as also of a troupe of horse, and the
exercising of them through their severall motions.
Represented by figvre the word of commaund and
demonstration. Delft, 1642, second edition; [Ibid.] The
Second Part. Delft, 1642, second edition; [Ibid.] The Third
Part. The Hague, 1640, First Edition; [Ibid.] An Appendix.
The Hague, 1643; together 4 parts in one volume
(including Appendix), folio, engraved illustrations and
plates, many folding, (lacking the volvelles and one plate)
contemporary vellum, rare

£800-1200

149
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148
Kent and Essex – A Narrative of the Great Victory
obtained by the Lord Generall in Kent; London, 1648-A
letter from his excellency the Lord Fairfax… concerning
all the proceedings in Kent. London, 1648; (2 works in
one) –  A petition presented to the Lord and Commons by
the Royall Party in the County of Sussex. London, 1648-
The Articles of Agreement between the Lord Generall and
the Kentish Men at the delivering up of the city of
Canterbury. London, 1648 (2 works in one) – A Great
Victory obtained by his Excellencie the Lord Generall
Fairfax. London, 1648-Kentish Long-tayles and Essex
Calves. London, 1648 (2 works in one); all 4to, modern
morocco, arms to sides, bookplate of Fairfax of Cameron
(3)

£300-400

149
Sprigge, Joshua. Anglia rediviva; Englands recovery:
being the history of the motions, actions, and successes
of the army under the immediate conduct of His
Excellency Sr. Thomas Fairfax, Kt. Captain-General of all
the Parliaments forces in England. London, 1647, folio,
frontispiece, folding table, eighteenth century manuscript
notes tipped in, (lacking portrait and plate), [signature of
William Chapple dated 1772 on title and John Bowring],
nineteenth century half calf 

£250-350

150
Ward, (General) Robert. Anima’dversions of Warre; or, A
militarie magazine of the truest rules, and ablest
instructions, for the managing of warre [-The second
Booke]. London: J. Dawson, 1639, 2 parts in one, folio,
engraved title, woodcuts in text, folding plates or tables,
contemporary calf with arms to sides [?of Thomas Archer;
his seventeenth century signature on preliminary blank]

£250-350

148
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VARIOUS OWNERS

151
A FINE ENGLISH SPORTSMANS LOCK KNIFE CIRCA 1900

the knife containing fourteen different implements, the
chequered ivory scales with white metal escutcheons and
mounts, the steel work retaining most of its original
polish 

15cm; 6in closed, 28cm: 11in open

£600-800

152
A BOWIE KNIFE BY J.RODGERS NO.6 NORFOLK STREET,
SHEFFIELD CIRCA 1900

the hilt with antler scales and oval escutcheon, the clip
pointed 9”blade retaining most of its original polish,
complete with brown leather scabbard with white metal
mounts

13in; 33cm

£400-600

153
A COLLECTION OF SIX SWEDISH BARREL KNIVES, MID
19TH CENTURY

varying in length from 11ins (28cms) to 3ins (8cms)
overall, folded, the barrels of maple with steel mounts

(6)

£400-600

154
A PIHA KAETTA AND A SPANISH KNIFE, 19TH CENTURY

the Piha Kaetta 13 ins (33cm) overall, the Spanish knife
closed 

20cm; 8in closed

£400-600

151

152

153
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155
A FINE BOWIE KNIFE BY WADE & BUTCHER, SHEFFIELD,
19TH CENTURY

with robust blade formed with a pronounced clipped-back
point, retaining much original polish, stamped ‘The
Hunter’s Companion’, with the maker’s details and ‘X C D’
at the forte on one side, German silver cross-piece,
German silver ferrule, natural staghorn grip, German
silver pommel, and remaining in very good condition
with much original polish throughout, in its original
leather scabbard

36.8cm; 14Iin

£1800-2200

156
A LARGE BOWIE KNIFE BY WADE & BUTCHER,
SHEFFIELD, 19TH CENTURY

with robust broad blade retaining much original polish,
double-edged for the last 4in and formed with a filed
back-edge, with the maker’s details and stamped ‘X C D’
at the forte on one side, polished steel oval cross-piece
(areas of patination), steel tang fitted with a pair of
polished natural staghorn grip-scales over brass fillets,
retained by six German silver rivets on each side, one
side with a slender rectangular silver plaque, in its
original leather scabbard applied with an inscribed paper
label at the top

40.5cm; 16in

The inscription reads:

‘This ‘Bowie’ Knife was made especially for Seymour
Butcher for his travels in Western America and S. America
1874’.

£2200-2500

155 156
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157
FOUR ENGLISH HUNTING KNIVES, LATE 19TH CENTURY
AND EARLY 20TH CENTURIES

the first by James Barber of Sheffield with antler handle
and steel crosspiece, the 8Iin (20 cm) blade with clip
point, in later leather scabbard; the second by Henry
Hobson and Son with deers foot handle and 5 in (13cm)
clip pointed blade; the third Taylor ‘The Eye Witness’ of
Sheffield with chequered ebony handle and 6Iin (16cm)
spear pointed blade retaining most of its polish and
scabbard; the fourth by Geo. Wolstenholm and Son with
IXL trademark to forte the antler handle with nickel
mounts, the spear pointed 8in (21 cm) blade retaining
some polish, with its original gilt tooled scabbard with
nickel mounts

(4)

£400-600

158
TWO BOWIE KNIVES

the first with ivory scales and 8in (20cm) spear pointed
blade by J.E. Middleton with nickel mounts, the second
by George Butler the chequered horn scales on nickel
mounts the 8in (20cm) blade retaining most polish in its
original brown leather scabbard

(2)

£400-600

157
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159
SIX MULTI BLADED PENKNIVES

with ivory scales mounted with named and unnamed
escutcheons, the first 6in (15cm) folded, the remaining 4in
(10cm)

(6)

£400-600

160
4 MULTIBLADED FOLDING KNIVES

the first with silver scales by Harrison Brothers and
Howson 2Nin (7cm), the second with silver scales 4in
(10cm) folded; the third by Ibberson with mother of pearl
scales 3Iin (9cm) folded; the fourth with antler scales
and nickel mounts by Nowell and Sons 4 in (10cm) folded

(4)

£400-600

161
ELEVEN MULTI BLADED PENKNIVES WITH ANTLER
SCALES

the first a lock knife by Taylor ‘Eye Witness’ 5Iin (14cm);
the second “The Lord Mayor’s own” by Thomas Turner
4in (10cm); the third ‘Real Lambsfoot IXL’
G.Wolstenholme; the fourth by George Gill 3Iin (9cm)
the fifth by J.Blyde 3Nin (9Icm) the remaining five
multibladed mainly 20th Century

(11)

£400-600

161

160
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162
A RARE HALBERD, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with two-stage central spike of stiff diamond section for
the upper portion and flattened at the base, curved axe-
blade inlaid with three brass rondels top and bottom and
pierced with a quatrefoil in the centre, triangular rear
spike with reinforced tip, tapering socket fitted with a
quatrefoil-shaped washer and a further shield-shaped
panel on each side, a pair of long straps, on a later
wooden haft

110.8cm; 43Kin head

£1800-2400

163
AN ITALIAN SPEAR, MID-16TH CENTURY

cut-down from a spetum, with strongly tapering central
blade of flattened-diamond section, wasted at the base
and formed with a pair of residual lugs, faceted tapering
socket, a pair of short straps with shaped terminals, on an
associated wooden haft with brass-capped fluted studs

121.5cm; 47Nin head

£500-700

162 163

Hafted Weapons
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164
A RARE ITALIAN SPEAR, LATE 15TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of flattened-diamond section, pierced
with three holes on each side at the base, retaining traces
of decoration including punched stars and incised lines,
stamped with a mark on one side at the base, tapering
socket, on a later wooden haft

57.5cm; 22Kin head

£1400-1800

165
A RARE LUGGED SPEAR, LATE 15TH/16TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY SWISS

with tapering blade of flattened-diamond section, formed
with a pair of triangular lugs, the right lug stamped with a
mark on each side, tapering socket, and a pair of short
straps (repairs), on a later wooden haft

74cm; 29Bin head

A lugged spear of identical form stamped with the same
mark is preserved in the Schweizerisches
Landesmuseum, Zurich. See H. Seitz 1965, p. 230.

£1500-2000

164 165
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166
A HALBERD, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY,
GERMAN OR SWISS

with reinforced central spike of tapering square section,
broad axe-blade with forward leaning straight blade,
struck with a five-pointed star mark beneath the spike on
one side, triangular rear fluke notched at the base, and a
pair of long straps, on a later wooden haft fitted with an
additional pair of straps (the steel parts pitted)

87.2cm; 34Gin head

A halberd struck with the same mark and formerly in the
collection of the Prince of Liechtensein was sold
Christie’s, 3rd July 1991, lot 68.

£1500-2000

167
A RARE GERMAN HALBERD, SECOND HALF OF THE
16TH CENTURY

with central spike of diamond section terminating with a
slender leaf-shaped blade at the top and rectangular at

the base, slightly curved forward-leaning axe-blade
pierced with three central holes, rear spike pierced en
suite (laminated), and a pair of short straps, on a later
wooden haft 

74cm; 29Bin head

£700-900

168
A GERMAN HALBERD, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with central spike of diamond section, forward-leaning
axe-blade with near straight leading edge, pierced with a
pair of slipped circles, notched rear spike formed en suite
and stamped with a mark on one side, tapering socket,
and a pair of straps (pitted throughout), on a later
wooden haft 

120cm; 47Din head

£600-800 

166 167 168
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169
A GERMAN ETCHED STATE HALBERD OF THE GUARD OF
THE ARCHDUKE FERDINAND OF AUSTRIA, DATED 1596

with tapering central spike of hollow-diamond section,
axe-blade with concave leading edge and an additional
spike behind at the top and bottom, down-curved rear
spike cut with a series of notches, etched over almost its
entire surface with scrolling foliage, ball flowers and
pellets on a granular ground, with the date on each side
of the spike, the initial ‘F E Z O’ for Ferdinand Erzherzog
zu Österreich on each side, one incorporating the
crowned Archducal arms, the other with the flaming fire
steels and ragged staves of Burgundy, etched socket, a
pair of plain straps, on a later wooden haft fitted with an
additional pair of straps (the etching with areas of wear)

109.2cm; 43in head

Archduke Ferdinand of Austria and Syria was born at
Graz in 1578 and died in Vienna 1637. He became King of
Bohemia in 1617, King of Hungary in 1618, and Holy
Roman Emperor in 1619. His election to the Imperial
throne was delayed as the Bohemians realised that he
might threaten their religious, and possibly civil, liberties.
Consequently he was renounced as King of Bohemia and
the Elector Palatine, Frederick V, was chosen in his place.
The ensuing uprising sparked the beginning of the thirty
years war.

£4000-5000

169
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170
A GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY

with slender central spike, forward leaning curved axe-
blade cut with an additional pair of notches to the rear
and pierced with a trefoil, triangular rear spike formed en
suite, tapering socket, and a pair of long straps (one side
extensively delaminated, cleaned)

118.8cm; 46Nin head

£500-700

171
A RARE ITALIAN HALBERD, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with broad tapering central blade of flattened-diamond
section, tall axe-blade with curved leading edge, stamped
with a large scorpion mark charged with a cross and the
letter ‘B’ on one side, blunt rear-edge rising to a sharp
hooked spike, a pair of basal lugs, moulded neck, tapering
socket, and a pair of straps, on a later wooden haft

125.5cm; 49Iin head

The scorpion mark frequently occurs on Italian 16th
Century hafted weapons and is also featured in Italian
frescoes of the period. A similar halberd struck with the
same mark is recorded in the Marzoli collection, no.
MCJ21 and a falchion with the same mark is preserved in
the Stibbert Museum, Florence, cat. no. 488. See L.G.
Boccia and E. T. Coelho 1975, no. 254 and A. V. B. Norman
1986, p. 190. 

£1500-2000
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172
AN ITALIAN DECORATED HALBERD, THIRD QUARTER OF
THE 16TH CENTURY

with central spike of diamond section, forward-leaning
curved axe-blade with reinforced tip, formed with a
rounded lug pierced with a hole at the top and bottom and
engraved and chiselled with foliage inhabited by a naive
beast, triangular rear fluke engraved with a cityscape,
pierced with a three holes and with reinforced tip, tapering
socket, a pair of short straps, on a later wooden haft (the
etching worn, possibly later) 

73.2cm; 28Pin head

Two further decorated halberds from this group are preserved
in the Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan, cat. nos. 486 & 487, the
catalogue of which ascribes the decoration to a later date.

£600-800

173
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, forward-
leaning curved axe-blade with reinforced tip, formed with

a rounded lug behind the blade at the top and bottom
and pierced with two cross-shaped apertures, triangular
rear fluke pierced with a series of circles and with
reinforced tip, tapering socket, a pair of short straps, and
retaining traces of original engraved decoration, on a
later wooden haft

88.5cm; 34Pin head

Another halberd from this group is preserved in the Poldi
Pezzoli Museum, Milan, cat. no. 501. 

£600-800

174
A EUROPEAN SPEAR, 17TH/18TH CENTURY

of tapering square-section, with moulded base, conical
socket, and a pair of long straps, on a later wooden haft

74.2cm; 29Din head

£150-200
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175
AN ITALIAN RUNCA, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with tapering central blade of hollow-diamond section,
moulded at the base and formed with a pair of up-turned
crescentic arms of flattened-diamond section, tapering
faceted socket, and a pair of straps, on a later wooden
haft

108cm; 42Iin head

£800-1000

176
A GERMAN HALBERD, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with two-stage central spike of diamond-section for the
upper portion, forward leaning oblique axe-blade, large
rounded rear spike formed with a notch beneath
(adapted), tapering socket, and a pair of short straps (one

cracked through at the top), on a later studded wooden
haft (the head cleaned)

68.8cm; 27in head

£700-900

177
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, forward-
leaning curved axe-blade with reinforced tip, formed with
a rounded lug behind the blade at the top and bottom
and pierced with two circles, triangular rear fluke pierced
with four circles, reinforced tip, and struck with a mark on
one side, tapering socket, and a pair of straps, on a later
wooden haft (the head cleaned)

100.1cm; 39Iin head

A halberd of very similar form struck with the same mark
is preserved in the Stibbert Museum, Florence, cat. no.
511.

£700-900
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178
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, forward-
leaning curved axe-blade with reinforced tip, formed with
a rounded lug behind the blade at the top and bottom
and pierced with two cross-shaped apertures, triangular
rear fluke pierced with five circles, reinforced tip, and
struck with a mark on one side, tapering socket, and a
pair of straps, on a later wooden haft (the head cleaned)

103.2cm; 40 Kin head

The mark is the same as that on the previous lot.

£600-800

179
A GERMAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with long tapering central spike of diamond section,
curved axe-blade pierced with groups of holes (the upper
tip chipped), triangular rear spike pierced en suite and

stamped with a mark on one side, tapering socket, and a
pair of long straps, on a later wooden haft

99.8cm; 39Din head

A similar halberd struck with the same mark is preserved
in the Poldi Pezzoli museum, Milan, cat. no. 484.

£700-900

180
A GERMAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, curved axe-
blade formed with an additional small nodule behind the
tips, two-piece rear spike stamped on one side with a
heart mark at the top and a further mark at the bottom
(worn), and pair of long straps (pitted), on a later wooden
haft

122cm; 48in head

£500-600
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181
A STYRIAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with broad leaf-shaped central blade formed with a
medial ridge on each side, small curved axe-blade formed
with a short lug at the top and the bottom, triangular rear
spike stamped with a mark on one side and with an up-
turned lug at the top, faceted socket, and a pair of short
straps (small delaminations and cracks), on a later
wooden haft

51.5cm; 20Din head

The mark is probably that of Peter Shreckeisen of
Waldneukirchen, Steyr. Another halberd by this maker is
preserved in the Landeszeughuas, Graz, inv. nr. St 400.
See P. Krenn 1997, pp.50-51.

£300-400

182
A NORTH EUROPEAN HALBERD, 17TH CENTURY, DUTCH
OR GERMAN

with long tapering central spike, v-shaped axe-blade

pierced with three slipped circles, shaped rear fluke
pierced en suite, formed with an up-turned spike at the
top and stamped with a mark, perhaps the town arms of
Amsterdam, on one side, and a pair of long straps, on a
later studded elm haft 

118.5cm; 46Nin head

£500-700

183
A SWISS HALBERD BY BALTHASAR ERHARDT, ZURICH,
CIRCA 1606-36

with central spike of diamond section stamped with the
maker’s mark at the base, slightly curved near rectangular
axe-blade, triangular rear fluke, and a pair of long straps,
on an early wooden haft fitted with an additional pair of
straps and impressed with the letters ‘CFH’ on each side

84.5cm; 33Din head

Balthasar Erhardt made a number of halberds for the
Zurich Zeughaus during the period 1606-36. See J. A.
Meier 1982, pp. 223-250, ill. 8.

£1000-1500
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184
A RARE PARTISAN, LATE 17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
GERMAN

with tapering central blade formed with a pronounced
medial ridge, a pair of flat up-turned crescentic basal lugs
and retaining traces of etching including a figure in
contemporary dress on each side, tapering faceted socket
and a pair of straps, on an early wooden haft finely
carved with scale pattern within a trellis framework of
foliage, and with conventional foliage top and bottom
(minor chips)

88.5cm; 34Pin head

Partisans with carved hafts are notably rare.

£800-1000

185
A RARE FRENCH PARTISAN FOR THE GUARD OF
ARCHERS OF THE TRIBUNAL OF MARSHALS, EARLY
18TH CENTURY

with broad central blade formed with a medial ridge,
reinforced at the tip and formed with a pair of up-turned
crescentic lugs at the base, moulded neck, tapering
socket, and a pair of short straps, the head decorated on
each side with an elaborate trophy-of-arms at the base
including a marshal’s baton and a sword, centring on a
vacant escutcheon enclosed by the collar of the order of

St Michel, all on a blued panel (areas of pitting, the bluing
largely oxidised), on its original wooden haft (light worm),
complete with its silk tassel

57cm; 22Iin head

The central escutcheon was previously fill with the
crowned Royal Arms and a sun-in-splendour, the personal
device of Louis XIV, probably erased during the French
Revolution. Another example from this group, formerly in
the collection of Jeanne et Robert-Jean Charles, was sold
Ader Tajan, Paris, 9th December 1993, lot 299. 

£700-900

186
A RARE PARTISAN, LATE 17TH CENTURY PROBABLY
GERMAN

with broad central blade formed with a pair of long
shallow central grooves on each side, the base with a pair
of shaped up-turned lugs, faceted socket with moulded
neck, and a pair of long straps, on an early wooden haft
finely carved with bold notched chequering arranged in
four broad panels over almost it entire length

69.8cm; 27Iin head

£600-800
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187
A NORTH EUROPEAN HALBERD, 17TH CENTURY, DUTCH
OR GERMAN

with long tapering central spike, v-shaped axe-blade
pierced with three slipped circles, shaped rear fluke
pierced en suite, formed with an up-turned spike at the
top and stamped with a mark on one side, and a pair of
long straps, on a later wooden haft 

97.2cm; 38Din head

£500-700

188
A GERMAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH/EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with tapering central spike of diamond section formed
with a pair of very small basal lugs, acutely pointed
crescentic head formed with an additional pronounced
spike at the top and the bottom, rear spike formed en
suite and stamped with a mark, four hearts arranged in a
circle, tapering faceted socket, and a pair of straps, on a
later wooden haft

60cm; 23 Kin head

This halberd is clearly from the same group as lot 115.
Two others, formerly in the armoury of the Dukes of
Brunswick, were included in Sotheby’s sale of the Works
of Art from the Royal House of Hanover, 2005 lots 254
and 255. 

£800-1000

189
A HALBERD, POSSIBLY LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with tapering central spike waisted at the base, crescentic
axe-blade pierced with three holes and formed with a pair
of lugs at the rear, flat down-curved rear spike pierced with
a single hole and with an additional pair of lugs, conical
socket, and a pair of long straps, on a wooden haft

82.2cm; 32Din head

£300-400

190
ANOTHER, SIMILAR

with tapering central spike waisted at the base, crescentic
axe-blade pierced with three holes and formed with a pair
of lugs at the rear, flat down-curved rear spike pierced
with a single hole and with an additional pair of lugs,
conical socket, and a pair of long straps, on a wooden
haft

82.2cm; 32Din head

£300-400
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191
AN ITALIAN PARTISAN, MID-17TH CENTURY

with broad leaf-shaped central blade of flattened-diamond
section, formed with a pair of short up-turned basal lugs
and a pair of notches, conical socket, and a pair of long
straps, decorated on each side of the head with pointilée
work, foliage and a central rondel (worn), on a later
wooden haft

89cm; 35in head

The pointilée work is reminiscent of a group of hafted
weapons associated with the guard of Henry VIII. See G.
M. Wilson 1985 pp.15-20. 

£900-1200

192
A GERMAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY AND
ANOTHER, 18TH/19TH CENTURY

the first with tapering central spike, pierced crescentic
axe-blade, rear spike, and a pair of straps (pitted, losses),
on a later wooden haft; the second stamped with a mark
at the base (pitted); and a socket bayonet (pitted), on a
wooden haft

the first: 87cm; 34Din head

(3)

£100-150

193
A PARTISAN, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with broad leaf-shaped blade formed with a pair of short
up-turned crescentic basal lugs, and moulded tapering
socket, on a later studded wooden haft 

42cm; 16Iin head

£250-350

194
A MUSKET REST, 17TH CENTURY

with steel head of characteristic form, tapering moulded
neck, wooden haft (perhaps the original), and moulded
steel shoe

12cm; 4Nin head

‡ £180-220

195
A GERMAN HALBERD, CIRCA 1730, POSSIBLY SAXON

with leaf-shaped central blade, crescentic axe-blade,
broad rear fluke, tapering socket, and a pair of long straps
(the socket and straps probably a working replacement),
on an early wooden haft

84cm; 33in head

£400-500 
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196
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY

formed of a goosewing-shaped blade stamped with a
series of decorative marks and initials on one side,
rectangular rear pean, and short tapering socket (areas of
pitting)

51.5cm; 20Din head

£250-300

197
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY

formed of a goosewing-shaped blade stamped with a
series of decorative stars, crescents and the initials IZ on
one side, rectangular rear pean, and short tapering socket
(areas of pitting)

48cm; 18Pin head

£250-300

198
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY

formed of a goosewing-shaped blade stamped with a
series of decorative stars and crescents, rectangular rear
pean, and short tapering socket (areas of pitting)

37.8cm; 14Nin head

£250-300

199
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY

formed of a slightly curved blade stamped with a series
of decorative pellets, crescents and lines, rectangular rear
pean, and short tapering socket (areas of pitting)

28.5cm; 11Bin head

£250-300

200
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY

formed of a canted slightly curved blade stamped with a
series of decorative stars and crescents one side,
rectangular rear pean, and short socket (areas of pitting)

36.5cm; 14Gin head

£250-300
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201
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY

formed of a goosewing-shaped blade stamped with a
series of decorative stars, crescents and lines on one side,
rectangular rear pean, and short tapering socket (chipped,
areas of pitting)

40cm; 14Nin head

£250-300

202
A GEORGE II STATE PARTISAN OF THE YEOMAN OF THE
GUARD, CIRCA 1820-30 

with tapering central blade of flattened diamond-section,
the base of broad crescentic form incorporating two pairs
of short straight ribbon-like lugs, moulded socket large
pierced collar, the head engraved ‘GR2’, and a pair of
straps, on an early wooden haft with iron shoe (the steel
parts pitted, haft extensively wormed, the lower portion
replaced)

69.8cm; 27Iin head

A number of State Partisans decorated with the cyphers
of King George IV and Queen Victoria are preserved in the
Royal Armouries, Leeds. They were re-used and
decorated as each monarch changed, making the present
example a rare survivor. See C.J. Foulkes 1915, pp.229-
230, nos. 347-370. 

£400-600

203
AN AXE, EARLY 16TH CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN

with small crescentic blade stamped with a series of
triangular marks at the base, and inlaid with three panels
of brass on each side (two missing), and faceted socket
incised with lines and inlaid with a further brass panel

11.5cm; 4Iin head

£300-400

204
A FIGHTING AXE, EARLY 17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
ITALIAN

with tapering leaf-shaped central blade moulded at the
base, slightly curved axe-blade stamped with two sickle-
like marks on each side, stout rear spike of diamond
section, and a pair of straps, on a later wooden haft

45.7cm; 18in head

£1000-1200

201
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205
AN EAST EUROPEAN MACE, 17TH CENTURY

formed entirely of steel, with spherical head formed of six
near semi-circular flanges and with a button finial at the
top, cylindrical haft formed with a raised collar beneath
the head and pierced for a thong, the grip decorated with
spiralling linear ornament and with plain domed finial at
the bottom (heavily pitted throughout)

55.1cm; 21Nin 

£1000-1400

206
A GERMAN MACE, MID-16TH CENTURY

formed entirely of steel, with head of six shaped flanges,
each reinforced in the centre, cylindrical haft pierced for a
thong, spirally moulded grip with a raised collar top and
bottom, and formed with a tapering finial at the base
(pitted throughout)

61.2cm; 24Bin 

£1200-1800

205 206
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207
A RARE GOTHIC POLE-AXE, LAST QUARTER OF THE
15TH CENTURY, POSSIBLY ENGLISH

with tapering central spike of rectangular section, slightly
curved axe-blade, incised with pairs of lines along the back
edges, pierced with three rondels at the top and bottom, a
circular arrangement of rondels in the centre, retaining
some original brass inlay, robust rear spike, the head
retained by a saddle bracket pierced by a transverse bolt
retaining further brass inlays on one side, a pair of short
straps, on a later wooden haft (the head pitted, small chips)

28cm; 11in head

An axe of closely related form found at Newbury is
illustrated in G. F. Laking 2000, vol. 3 p. 98.

£2500-3500

208
AN EAST EUROPEAN WAR HAMMER, 17TH CENTURY

with steel head formed of eight pierced shaped flanges,
moulded slightly down-curved tapering rear spike, fluted
neck, tapering tubular haft retaining an early leather
covering over cord, and modern leather thong

68cm; 26Nin 

£1000-1200

207 208
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210
A RARE DAGGER, 14TH CENTURY, PROBABLY SWISS 

in excavated condition, with tapering blade double-edged
over its upper three quarters, stamped with a mark, the
letter ‘O’ twice conjoined, on one side, rectangular single-
edged ricasso (expertly repaired), the tang retaining a
shoulder on one side, with flattened pointed globular
terminal and pierced with nine holes for retaining a grip 

40.5cm; 16in 

An almost identical dagger is preserved in the
Landesmuseum Zurich. See H.Schneider, 1980 p. 206 n.
376 

£600-800

209 210

European Edged Weapons
209
A BRONZE SHORTSWORD, CIRCA 1100-800 B.C. 

in excavated condition, cast in one piece, with double-
edged blade formed with a long medial ridge (one edge
extensively chipped), slightly flared towards the base and
cut with short recesses at the sides, wide flat tang pierced
with holes for attaching a grip, and in largely untouched
patinated condition throughout

70cm; 27Kin blade

£300-400
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211
A MEDIEVAL ‘GREAT’ SWORD, SECOND HALF OF THE
14TH/EARLY 15TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with broad blade cut with a
shallow three-quarter length fuller on each face, cut with
a running wolf mark on one side and inlaid with a
running wolf mark in latten on the other, iron hilt
comprising straight cross-piece of rectangular section
swelling slightly towards the terminals, and strongly
formed wheel pommel (the blade and cross-piece each
with filled repairs, repatinated throughout)

98cm; 38Kin blade

A sword of similar form with a Nashki Arabic inscription
recording its bequest to the city of Alexandria in the year
1400-01 is illustrated in E. Oakeshott 1991, p. 103, No. 8.

£3000-5000

211
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212
A GERMAN TWO-HAND PROCESSIONAL SWORD, LATE
16TH/EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with very broad double-edged blade of flattened-
hexagonal section widening towards a spear-point, cut
with the sacred trigram ‘IHS’ on one side, rectangular
ricasso formed with a pair of crescentic lugs, symmetrical
steel hilt of flattened bars, comprising slightly down-
curved quillons widening towards the tips, inner and
outer ring-guards widening towards the centre and fitted
with a further ring-guard inside, large globular pommel,
and two-stage wooden grip (cracked, binding missing)

127cm; 50in blade

Provenance
The Armoury of the Dukes of Brunswick, Schloss
Blankenburg, sold 1868. 

The Robert Bohlmann Collection.

£3500-4500

212
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213
A GERMAN TWO-HAND PROCESSIONAL SWORD, LATE
16TH CENTURY

with broad wavy blade of flattened section, tapering at
the base, struck with a flowerhead mark on one side and
with a pair of short crescentic lugs, broad long ricasso
decorated with a pair of wavy lines extending over the
forte on each side, steel hilt of flattened bars, comprising
slightly down-curved cross-piece with pointed terminals
formed with a pair of tightly recurved lugs behind and an
additional pair of lugs at the base, inner-and outer ring-
guard, decorated throughout with pairs of incised lines,
fluted plummet-shaped pommel chiselled with short
scrolls, and contemporary moulded leather-covered
wooden grip with fluted brass rosette rivets

115cm; 45Din

£3000-4000

213
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214
A COMPOSITE GERMAN RAPIER, THIRD QUARTER OF
THE 16TH CENTURY

with broad blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
‘IOHANI’ and ‘PICINI’ within a framework of decorative
marks on the respective faces, rectangular ricasso
engraved with lines at the borders and struck with a
mark, a strung bugle, on each side (the tip of the blade
pitted), steel hilt of rounded bars comprising a pair of
vertically recurved canted quillons with ovoid tips, upper
and lower ring-guards, the former swelling towards the
centre, inner guard formed en suite, faceted plummet-
shaped pommel, and wooden grip with later leather
covering (the steel parts cleaned)

95cm; 37Gin blade

£2000-2500

215
A GERMAN SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with broad flat blade stamped ‘Andrea Farara’ within the
centre of three short fullers on each face, rectangular
ricasso, symmetrical steel hilt of flattened bars including
vertically recurved quillons, upper and lower ring-guards
joined by a diagonal bar, the latter formed with an
additional up-turned frontal arm, associated compressed
barrel shaped pommel, the principle bars finely hatched
for damascening (now missing), and spirally bound grip
of plaited wire with Turk’s heads

92cm; 36Din blade

£2000-3000

214 215
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216
A VERY RARE ITALIAN SWEPT-HILT RAPIER FOR A BOY,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with slender blade of flattened-diamond section signed
‘Claudio Franzini’ between a series of decorative marks
on each face and extending to the forte, steel hilt of
faceted slender bars, comprising straight horizontally
recurved quillons with spatulate terminals, outer guard of
three rings swelling in the centre, the upper joined to the
knuckle-guard by an additional diagonal bar and the
lowest fitted with a sprung-in plate finely pierced with
star-shaped apertures, a pair of arms, ogee écusson,
inner-guard of four bars joined at a single bar meeting the
knuckle-guard, faceted pommel, and the grip bound with
plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

92.5cm; 36Fin blade

£3000-4000

217
A RARE GERMAN ARMING SWORD FOR A BOY, FIRST
HALF OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with slender tapering blade of flattened-diamond section,
stamped with the abbreviated inscription ‘VVDEUS’
within a short fuller on each side rubbed), steel hilt
comprising a pair of down-turned quillons with small
bud-like silver terminals, outer ring-guard fitted with a
pierced sprung-in silver plate, spherical pommel, and
wooden grip, probably the original, bound with plaited
wire and Turk’s heads

49.5cm; 19Iin blade

£3500-4500

216 217
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218
A PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER, CIRCA 1630

with broad tapering blade signed ‘Antonio Piccinino’
between a series of decorative scrolls within a short fuller
on each face, rectangular ricasso cut with a fuller and
stamped with a mark on each side, symmetrical steel hilt
of slender moulded bars, including vertically recurved
quillons swelling towards the terminals (small repairs),
three outer ring-guards, the lower filled with a pierced
sprung-in plate, the middle with a scalloped plate and the
upper joined to the knuckle-guard by a further bar,
knuckle-guard with flattened pierced terminal, and oval
pommel with moulded waist, and the grip bound with
plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’ (patinated, now a rich
brown colour throughout)

121cm; 47Kin blade

£3000-4000

218
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219
A FINE ENGLISH RAPIER, CIRCA 1630

with slender blade signed ‘Peter Wundes me fecit
Solingen’ (rubbed) within a short fuller on each face,
rectangular ricasso, steel hilt of very slender faceted bars,
comprising vertically recurved canted quillons with
faceted hexagonal terminals, fluted écusson, upper and
lower ring-guards joined by a pair of addorsed scrolling
bars each interrupted by a moulding en suite with the
quillon terminals, the latter filled with a sprung-in plate
finely pierced with a delicate pattern of quatrefoils,
trifuracted inner-guard filled with a sprung-in plate
pierced en suite, fluted tall ovoid pommel, and the grip
retaining an early binding of plaited wire and Turk’s heads

107cm; 42Bin blade

£4000-5000
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220
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, CIRCA 1620-30, PROBABLY
ITALIAN

with slender blade of flattened-diamond section,
rectangular ricasso stamped with a mark, P crowned, on
each side, steel hilt of rounded bars incised with slender
fluting, including a pair of straight quillons swelling
towards the tips, knuckle-guard, outer-guard formed of
three rings of differing size each swelling in the centre,
the uppermost joined to the knuckle-guard by an
additional bar, trifurcated inner-guard joined to the
knuckle-guard by a single bar, fluted barrel-shaped
pommel, and later grip of plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

115cm; 45Din blade

£3000-3500

221
AN ITALIAN MULTI-RING RAPIER, CIRCA 1630

with long tapering blade of flattened-diamond section,
tapering ricasso engraved with a bladesmith’s mark on
each side, symmetrical steel hilt of faceted bars
comprising a pair of vertically recurved quillons, slender
écusson, inner-and outer-guards of five rings, the lowest
fitted with a later figure-of-eight shaped plate engraved

with a fleur-de-lys, recurved knuckle-guard joined to the
inner-and outer-guards by a scrolling bar, faceted ovoid
pommel, and associated wire-bound grip with ‘Turk’s
heads’ (cleaned throughout)

124cm; 48Nin blade

£1800-2200

222
A MULTI-RING RAPIER, CIRCA 1630

with blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
‘Apohpohapo’ and ‘Hophaopho’ within a short fuller
surrounded by a series of dots on each face, symmetrical
steel hilt of faceted bars, including vertically recurved
quillons with scrolling terminals, knuckle-guard formed
en suite, three outer ring-guards of diminishing size
towards the base, fitted with an up-turned scalloped plate,
and faceted ovoid pommel, and the grip bound with
plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

106.2cm; 41Pin blade

£1500-1800
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223
A RARE ENGLISH RAPIER, SECOND QUARTER OF THE
17TH CENTURY

with straight double-edged blade incised with the sacred
trigram ‘IHS’ within a short fuller on each side,
rectangular ricasso, steel hilt of slender rounded bars
comprising down-curved quillon with flattened globular
terminal, a pair of arms, knuckle-guard terminating in a
chiselled scroll, outer-guard of a single-bar swelling in the
centre and joining the knuckle-guard at the top, bifurcated
inner-guard, chiselled globular pommel, the outer and
inner-guards each filled with a large steel plate, the
former embossed with scrolling tendrils and differing
patterns of foliage inhabited by a pair of addorsed marine
monsters issuant from a cuirass all’antica in the centre, a
gaping beast and a further serpent, and the latter
decorated with further designs including a classical
helmet surmounted by a pair of flaming torches, the
pommel decorated en suite, and retaining an early grip
bound with plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

115cm; 45Din blade

The form and decoration of this sword is notably unusual.
An undecorated sword of similar construction was sold
Christie’s, South Kensington, 12th July 2000, lot 53.

£4000-5000

224
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, MID-17TH
CENTURY

with tapering blade double-edged towards the tip, cut
with a pair of long fullers on each face and stamped with
the letters ‘K. A. H.’, symmetrical steel basket-guard of so-
called mortuary type, pierced and chiselled with scrolling
foliage inhabited by cherubs over the base, short scrolling
quillon, frontal guard decorated with a grotesque mask
and bifurcated at the base, knuckle-guard chiselled with
foliage and joined to the frontal guard by a pair of bars
each interrupted by a foliate moulding (minor repairs),
globular pommel chiselled with scrolling foliage, and later
wire-bound grip

89.5cm; 35Din blade

£1200-1800

223 224
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225
AN ENGLISH BACK-SWORD, CIRCA 1630 

in excavated condition, with slender single-edged blade
(tip missing), steel hilt of flattened bars including a pair of
horizontally recurved quillons with spatulate terminals,
knuckle-guard, inner ring-guard, large ribbed spherical
pommel, and spirally moulded grip (restorations)

69.5cm; 27Gin blade

£400-600

226
AN ENGLISH DISH-HILT RAPIER, MID-17TH CENTURY

with straight blade of flattened-diamond section cut with
a short fuller on each face, symmetrical steel hilt of
rounded bars, comprising dish-guard chiselled with a
large expanded flowerhead framed by two finely pierced
concentric bands, recurved quillons with fluted bulbous
terminals, fluted outer ring-guard and knuckle-guard each
interrupted by a moulding en suite with the quillon, the

former joined to the dish-guard by a pair of short
scrolling bars (one damaged), associated fluted pommel,
and later grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’
(patinated and rubbed)

91.7cm; 36Bin blade

‡ £800-1000

227
A RAPIER, LATE 16TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with blade of flattened-hexagonal
section retaining traces of an inscription within a short
fuller on each side, steel hilt including a pair of straight
quillons with spherical terminals, outer ring-guard en
suite with the quillons, large spherical pommel retaining
some chiselled decoration in imitation of a mulberry, and
with a portion of an early grip (losses)

89.5cm; 35Din blade

£400-600

225 226 227
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228
A CAVALRY SWORD, MID-17TH CENTURY

with engraved Italian blade of flattened-diamond section
over the upper portion and flattened-hexagonal section at
the forte, signed ‘Anthani’ and Mantuwa’ on a brass panel
on the respective sides, steel hilt including a pair of short
quillons with mushroom-shaped terminals, inner-and
outer-guards each interrupted by a double knop-shape in
the centre and fitted with a kidney-shaped plate
embossed with foliage and a fruit, a pair of short arms,
knuckle-guard and pommel each formed en suite with the
guards and quillons respectively, and later grip bound
with brass wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

88.8cm; 34Pin blade

£800-1000

229
A NORTH EUROPEAN CAVALRY SWORD, CIRCA 1640

with curved single-edged blade cut with a fuller along the
majority of the back-edge on each side, steel hilt
including down-curved quillon with flattened
monsterhead terminal, knuckle-guard interrupted by a

baluster moulding (shortened), outer ring-guard
previously fitted with a sprung-in plate and joined to the
pommel by an additional moulded bar, small globular
pommel, and original wooden grip

76.4cm; 30Bin blade

£600-800

230
A NORTH EUROPEAN CAVALRY SWORD, CIRCA 1640

with flat tapering blade struck with a King’s head mark on
each side (the tip with a very small chip), steel hilt
comprising down-curved quillon with button-shaped
terminal, knuckle-guard and frontal guard each
interrupted by a figure-of-eight shaped moulding and
joined by a diagonal bar, ring-guard formed of a pair of
bars filled with a steel plate chased with a grotesque
mask, thumb loop, and small plummet-shaped pommel,
and the grip with a later binding of plaited wire and Turk’s
heads’

86cm; 33 Pin blade

£400-600

228 229 230
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231
A RARE GERMAN CUP-HILT RAPIER, MID-17TH CENTURY

with slender blade stamped ‘Iacop Brach in Solnigen [sic],
steel hilt comprising a pair of tapering quillons with
button terminals, knuckle-guard en suite, écussons
chiselled with foliage, steel cup-guard with pierced
shaped brim in imitation of an expanded flowerhead,
fitted at the base with a circular plate pierced with an
elaborate arrangement of scrolling foliage within a roped
framework (small chips), compressed button pommel,
and later grip

114.5cm; 45in blade

£1500-2000

232
A SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of flattened-diamond section,
stamped with a cross mark on each side within a short
fuller, tapering fullered ricasso, steel hilt including deep
cup-guard pierced and engraved with scrolling foliage, a
pair of tapering faceted straight quillons, knuckle-guard
en suite, associated pommel chiselled with foliage, and
later grip bound with twisted wire

117.4cm; 46Din blade

£1200-1800

231 232
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233
A SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with slender blade of diamond section, signed ‘Edmas
Naya’ and ‘In Toledo’ within a short fuller on the
respective faces, tapering ricasso incised with a line on
each side, steel hilt comprising cup-guard with outwardly
turned brim, fitted with a figure-of-eight bar beneath, a
pair of straight swelling quillons, knuckle-guard,
compressed bun-shaped pommel, and later wire-bound
grip (areas of light pitting)

107.5cm; 42Din blade

£800-1000

234
A SPANISH BROADSWORD, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with broad blade of flattened-hexagonal section, steel hilt
including up-turned shell-guard front and rear, vertically
recurved quillon with moulded terminals, knuckle-guard
en suite and compressed spherical pommel, and the grip
bound with copper wire divided by slender steel panels

96cm; 37Nin blade

£600-800

233 234
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235
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILT BROADSWORD, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with broad flat tapering blade stamped with a mark and
inscribed ‘ANDRA A FARAR’ within a pair of short fullers
on each face, steel basket-guard of flattened rounded bars
carrying alternating narrow and broad cusped panels
pierced with circles and rectangles, incised with a series
of lines and crosses at the base of the quillon (tip
missing), fluted bun-shaped pommel, and retaining an
early spirally carved wooden grip bound with leather
covering (the steel parts worn throughout)

84.8cm; 33Gin blade

‡ £800-1000

236
A VENETIAN SCHIAVONA, SECOND HALF OF THE 18TH
CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade stamped ‘Giovanni
Antonio’ twice within a short fuller and incised with a
cross and orb mark on each side (pitted, inscription partly
obscured), steel hilt with basket-guard of flattened bars
including scrolling quillon, thumb-loop and brass shield-
shaped pommel cast in relief with a lion mask on one
side and a grotesque on the other, and retaining an early
leather-covered grip

90.8cm; 35Kin blade

£800-1000

235 236
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237
A LIGHT RAPIER, LATE 17TH CENTURY AND A SMALL-
SWORD, CIRCA 1740

the first with slender blade stamped ‘Sahagum’ within a
short fuller on each side, steel hilt of fluted bars including
quillon, outer ring-guard, knuckle-guard, fluted near
spherical pommel, and original steel grip; the second with
tapering blade stamped ‘Sahagum’ within a short fuller
on each side (rubbed), steel hilt including double shell-
guard, faceted globular quillon, knuckle-guard, faceted
pommel, and faceted steel grip

the first: 81cm; 31Nin blade

(2)

£350-450

238
A COMPOSITE SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, 17TH CENTURY AND
LATER

with doubled-edged fullered blade, steel hilt of slender
rounded bars including a pair of vertically recurved
quillons swelling towards the tips, outer ring-guard fitted
with an additional bar above joined to the knuckle-guard
and beneath to the arm, lower ring-guard, trifurcated

237 239

inner-guard, fluted barrel-shaped pommel, and wire-
bound grip 

84.5cm; 33Din blade

£350-450

239
A COMPOSITE INFANTRY SWORD, 17TH CENTURY AND
LATER, A SWORD IN SPANISH 15TH CENTURY STYLE,
AND A COMPOSITE ARMING SWORD, 19TH CENTURY

the first with flat double-edged blade, steel hilt including
inner and outer ring-guards of differing size each filled
with a sprung-in plate incised with a sun-in splendour,
thumb loop and knuckle-guard; the second with steel hilt
of pierced flattened bars and pierced compressed
pommel; and the third with broad blade engraved with a
shield on one side, steel hilt including straight quillons
and inner and out ring-guards each with a scrolling
terminal

the first: 78.5cm; 30Pin blade

(3)

£500-700
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240
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN THE STYLE OF CIRCA 1630,
19TH CENTURY

with slender 18th Century blade of flattened-diamond
section inscribed ‘Pour Le Roy de Bretom [sic]’ and ‘Les
Enemis des Faire’ within a short fuller on each side, steel
hilt of faceted bars including a pair of straight quillons,
three outer ring-guards, trifurcated inner-guard, and small
faceted pommel, and wire-bound grip

112.5cm; 44in blade

£600-800

241
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN EARLY 17TH CENTURY STYLE 

with blade of flattened-diamond section stamped
‘Respice’ twice within a short fuller on each side, steel hilt
of rounded bars including quillon with swelling down-
turned terminal, and fluted ovoid pommel, and wire-
bound grip with ‘Turks’ heads’ 

98.5cm; 38Nin blade

£200-300

242
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE

with fullered blade, steel hilt of rounded bars including a
pair of straight quillons with trumpet-shaped terminals,
triple ring-guard, fluted ovoid pommel, and wire-bound
grip with Turks’ heads’ 

90cm; 35Iin blade

£300-400

243
A RAPIER IN GERMAN EARLY 17TH CENTURY STYLE 

based on the type associated with the Munich Town
Guard, with tapering blade cut with a short fuller on each
face, rectangular ricasso, steel hilt of flattened bars, and
wire-bound grip 

96.5cm; 38in blade

£300-400

240

242

243
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244
A PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER IN THE STYLE OF 1630 

with 18th Century broad tapering blade engraved with
sun and moon masks, steel hilt of characteristic form
including a pair of vertically recurved quillons and
knuckle-guard each formed with knop-shaped terminals,
large mushroom-shaped pommel, and wire-bound grip 

95cm; 37Gin blade

£350-400

245
A CUP-HILT AND RAPIER BLADE, 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with blade of flattened-diamond section, rectangular
ricasso, and slender tang, the hilt formed of a ribbed
petal-shaped cup-guard, a pair of straight faceted quillons
swelling at the terminals, and knuckle-guard en suite
(rusted throughout)

112.8cm; 44Gin blade

£150-200

246
A RAPIER IN LATE 16TH/17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY

with earlier blade of flattened-hexagonal section stamped
‘Hagum’ within a short fuller on each side, steel hilt
including a pair of vertically recurved quillons with bud-
shaped terminals, outer-guard and a pair of additional
frontal arms each with mouldings en suite with the
quillon terminals, ovoid pommel, and wire-bound grip

120cm; 47Bin blade

£800-1000

247
A CUP-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering 18th Century blade stamped ‘en Toledo’
within a short fuller on each face, steel hilt including
scalloped cup-guard, a pair of long straight quillons with
trumpet-shaped terminals, compressed bun-shaped
pommel, and wire-bound grip

112.5cm; 44Din blade

£500-700

244

246

247
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248
A HAND-AND-A-HALF SWORD IN 15TH CENTURY STYLE,
LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of hollow-diamond section, steel hilt
comprising a pair of straight quillons with drooping
terminals, large wheel pommel, and leather-covered
wooden grip

88cm; 34Iin blade

This sword is based on the distinctive group formerly
preserved in the Mamluk arsenal at Alexandria, with
dates ranging from 1415-37.

£700-900

249
A HAND-AND-A-HALF SWORD IN 14TH CENTURY STYLE

with broad fullered double-edged blade, steel hilt
comprising straight quillons of square section, flattened
wheel pommel, and wooden grip bound with leather

89cm; 35in blade

£500-600

250
A GERMAN TWO HAND PROCESSIONAL SWORD IN
17TH CENTURY STYLE, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY

with broad blade of flattened-diamond section formed
with a pair of lugs at the base and enclosed with leather
over the lower portion, steel hilt including a pair of large
ring-guards and small faceted pommel, and banded
wooden grip

145cm; 57in blade

£500-700

251
A SWORD IN LATE 16TH CENTURY GERMAN OR SWISS
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

with broad tapering fullered blade, steel hilt of rounded
bars including horizontally recurved quillons with faceted
swollen terminals, upper and lower ring-guards each
moulded in the centre, faceted pommel, and wire-bound
grip

113.2cm; 44Gin blade

£400-600

252
A BALL AND CHAIN, 19TH CENTURY

formed of a large ball, a chain of twenty-two links, and
ankle iron, complete with a key

£100-150

247

248

251
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253
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, SECOND QUARTER OF
THE 17TH CENTURY

with broad straight blade double-edged towards the tip,
steel hilt of flattened bars comprising down-curved
quillon with rounded terminal, scalloped shell-guard,
knuckle-guard formed en suite with the quillon, moulded
collar, and natural staghorn grips retained by three rivets
with scalloped heads

60.5cm; 23Pin blade

£1500-2000

254
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with slightly curved blade double-edged towards a
clipped-back point, etched and gilt with trophies, the
motto ‘V.Pandur’ and a hussar on a blued panel on each
side (light wear), steel cross-piece formed with a moulded
collar (knuckle-chain missing), moulded cap pommel, and
horn grip stained in imitation of tortoiseshell

50cm; 19Nin blade

£700-900

255
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with slightly curved broad single-edged blade, short steel
cross-piece pierced with a trellis pattern centring on a
rococo bouquet, engraved steel collar, and figured
hardwood shaped grip retained by three pairs of rivets
with oval washers, and the grip incised with patterns of
wavy lines in imitation of horn; and ANOTHER, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY, with slightly curved
broad blade double-edged towards the point (repaired),
steel hilt including short down-curved quillon, curved
knuckle-guard, and shaped hardwood grip retained by
three pairs of rivets with oval heads 

the first: 54cm; 21Din blade 

(2) 

A hunting sword of similar form to the first is preserved
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art New York, see H.L.
Blackmore 1971, ill. 34.

£150-200

253 254
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256
A SILVER-HILTED OFFICER’S SWORD, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1768

with colichemarde blade etched with scrolls over the forte
(rubbed), silver hilt comprising boatshell guard cast,
pierced and chased in low relief with trophies-of-music
surrounded by scrolling foliage within a low beaded
frame, slightly recurved quillons, knuckle-guard and
pommel all decorated en suite, and associated spirally-
bound ivory grip bound with plaited wire

83.7cm; 33in blade

For a small-sword with a very similar hilt see L.
Southwick 2001, colour plate 6.

£1200-1800

257
A SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1773, MAKER’S MARK OF JOHN FAYLE

with associated hollow-triangular blade, silver hilt cast
pierced and chased in low relief, including shell-guard
formed as a sun-in-splendour within an elaborate beadwork
border studded with numerous beads in imitation of
brilliants, a pair of straight quillons, pierced quillon block,

knuckle-guard and pommel all chiselled en suite with the
shell, and the grip with later binding of silver wire and
ribband secured by an engraved collar top and bottom (one
arm with a very small chip, maker’s mark rubbed)

79.3cm; 31Din blade

John Fayle registered his mark in 1772. A sword with a
similar by William Kinman is preserved in the Royal
Armouries Leeds, IX.3782. See L. Southwick 2001, p. 290-
1 pl. 77. 

£700-900

258
A RARE NORTH INDIAN SMALL-SWORD FOR THE
EUROPEAN MARKET CIRCA 1745-50

with European colichemarde blade retaining traces of
engraved scrollwork at the forte, steel hilt comprising
double shell-guard, quillon with slightly forward-canted
globular terminal, a pair of arms, knuckle-guard, and
globular pommel, decorated throughout with gold koftgari
flowers and foliage within linear and beaded borders, and
the grip bound with alternating thicknesses of plaited wire

85.5cm; 33Kin blade

The hilt belongs to a well-known group made by an

256 257 258
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unidentified workshop in North India for export to Europe.
See A.V. B. Norman 1980, p. 348.

£1200-1500

259
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1790

with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolls and
trophies at the forte (tip slightly bent), blued steel hilt
including oval shell-guard with faceted edge, a pair of
quillons with drooping faceted terminals, knuckle-guard
and ovoid pommel faceted en suite, and the grip bound
with twisted steel wire, ribband and ‘Turk’s heads’,
perhaps the original, in its paper-covered wooden
scabbard (now in two pieces) with steel mounts including
locket with belt clip, and retaining some early blued finish
throughout (largely oxidised)

83.8cm; 33in blade 

£300-400

260
A GERMAN SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with flattened-hexagonal blade pierced with a series of
slipped circles and inlaid with brass scrolls at the forte,
steel hilt of faceted bars, including double shell-guard
incised with a single line around the border, a pair of
slender arms, forward-canted short quillon with large
faceted bud finial, knuckle-guard with large faceted
central moulding, and pommel formed en suite, and later
grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

76.5cm; 30Bin 

£300-400

261
A FRENCH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740

with tapering blade of hollow-triangular section, inscribed
‘A l’epée Roÿale à Paris’ within a panel at the forte (worn),
steel hilt including double shell-guard, bud-shaped
quillon and ovoid pommel all sparsely chiselled with
foliage, and wooden grip with a ‘Turk’s head’ top and
bottom (grip binding missing); and ANOTHER SMALL-
SWORD, CIRCA 1740, with hollow-triangular blade, and
engraved brass hilt retaining traces of gilding (knuckle-
bow and quillons missing, worn)

the first 67.5cm; 26Kin blade

(2)

£150-250

262
A SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1730

with hollow-triangular blade inlaid with a panel of brass
scrollwork at the forte, brass hilt including double shell-
guard with moulded brim, forward-canted globular
quillon, knuckle-guard and near spherical pommel,
original grip bound with brass wire and ‘Turk’s heads’ and
retaining traces of gilding throughout

77.5cm; 30Iin blade

£150-200

259 260
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Property removed from Warwick Castle
to benefit the Great Hall armour display

Lots 263 to 348
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263
A RARE BARREL AND BREECH FROM AN INDIAN FOUR-
SHOT REVOLVING GUN, 18TH CENTURY

of russet steel, the barrel chiselled with a serpent head
behind the muzzle (extensively cracked in the centre),
standing back-sight, four chambers chiselled with
scrolling foliage between, each with integral pan, and one
retaining its steel (heavily patinated throughout)

90cm; 35Iin barrel

Inv. no. F025

£200-300

263
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A RARE DANISH OFFICER’S PALLASCH, CIRCA 1720

with broad double-edged blade stamped with a celestial
motif and cut with a short fuller on each side, cut with a
running wolf mark on one side of the forte, brass hilt cast
and chased in low relief, comprising straight quillon with
monsterhead finial, frontal guard decorated with an
elaborate trophy-of-arms and joined to the knuckle-guard
by two curved bars with monsterhead finials, knuckle-
guard en suite, thumb-loop decorated with a further
trophy-of-arms, the pommel formed as a hound’s head,
and solid grip decorated with a series of trophies-of-arms
within a framework of foliage, and retaining traces of
gilding throughout

79.8cm; 31Gin blade

Inv. no. E015

This sword is based on the gold-hilted sword of King
Frederick IV (1671-1730), preserved in Rosenborg, cat. no.
40. The Rosenborg catalogue states that in 1726-27 the
Danish Mounted Life Regiment, Livregiment til Hest, was
issued with 539 broadswords with brass hilts decorated
with the cypher of King Frederick IV. While the
corresponding officer’s sword is not known it was
probably based on the gold-hilted Royal sword
mentioned above. See A. Hoff et al,1956, pp. 68-69.

£1000-1400

265
TWO CONTINENTAL OFFICER’S SWORDS, LAST
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

the first with English 1796 pattern Infantry blade etched

with foliage, and brass hilt including boatshell-guard
(incomplete); the second with associated blade, brass hilt
including boatshell-guard, knuckle-guard and faceted
pommel (quillon missing)

the first: 72.5cm; 28Din blade

(2)

Inv. no. E176 (the first)

£200-300

266
A FRENCH OFFICER’S SABRE, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with straight fullered Austrian blade double-edged
towards the point, etched with the crowned Imperial
double eagle on one side and the motto ‘Pro Deo Fide et
Patria’ above a mounted cavalryman on the other, brass
hilt of flattened bars, comprising broad guard, knuckle-
guard, frontal guard and an additional vertical guard
incorporating a fleur-de-lys within an oval, all decorated
with delicately notched borders, back-strap and pommel
decorated en suite, and retaining an early wire-bound
leather-covered grip

86cm; 33Nin blade

Inv. no. E009

It would appear that the guard was originally of ‘attack’
form with the vertical bars being able to fold. For similar
examples see C. Ariès 1975, XIII fascicule.

£1000-1500

264 266
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267
A FRENCH MODEL 1784 DRAGOON OFFICER’S SABRE À
GARDE DE BATAILLE, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with contemporary straight blade double-edged for the
last 6in and retaining traces of etched decoration over the
forte, regulation brass hilt including cap pommel
engraved with a flower, and characteristic diamond-
shaped surround to the tang, and retaining an early
leather-covered grip (binding missing)

99cm; 39in blade

Inv. no. E194

See C. Ariès 1967, 4 fascicule.

£600-800

268
A FRENCH MODEL 1784 DRAGOON OFFICER’S SABRE À
GARDE DE BATAILLE, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with contemporary straight blade double-edged towards
the point (shortened), cut with a pair of full-length fullers
on each face and signed ‘Goze Marchaud Fourbisseur a
Metz’, regulation brass hilt including cap pommel incised
with three lines and with characteristic diamond-shaped

surround to the tang, and retaining its original wire-
bound leather-covered grip

82.5cm; 32Iin balde

Inv. no. E195

See C. Ariès 1967, 4 fascicule.

£600-800

269
A FRENCH MODEL 1784 DRAGOON OFFICER’S SABRE À
GARDE DE BATAILLE, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with straight blade double-edged for the last 6in and cut
with a pair of full-length fullers on each face, regulation
brass hilt including cap pommel with characteristic
diamond-shaped surround to the tang, and retaining its
wire-bound leather-covered grip

89cm; 35in blade

Inv. no. E196

See C. Ariès 1967, 4 fascicule.

£600-800

267 268 269
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FOUR UNUSUAL BROAD BLADED DAGGERS, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with broad tapering blades, two stamped with GR
crowned at the forte, bow-tie quillons, and shaped
wooden grips (tip chipped)

53cm; 20Nin and 48cm; 18Pin

Inv. nos. E076, E089, E092 & E094 

£600-800

271
A SHORTSWORD, THE BLADE BY THOMAS GILL,
BIRMINGHAM, DATED 1792

with broad blade formed with a serrated back-edge,
etched with the maker’s details, ‘Warranted never to fail’
and the date on the respective sides of the forte, and
brass hilt cast with scrollwork in low relief

45.5cm; 17Pin blade

Inv. no. E229

£150-200

270

271
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272
THREE 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORDS

the first with German blade etched and gilt with the
crowned Royal arms and the crowned cypher of George
III over the forte, one side retaining much blued finish,
and gilt-brass hilt with folding side-guard; the second
with etched blade and folding side-guard (quillon
missing); and the third with etched blade and fixed side-
guard (quillon missing)

the first: 82cm; 32Iin blade

(3)

Inv. nos. E173, E174 & E172

£400-600

272 273 274

273
A 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY OFFICER’S DRESS
SWORD

with associated double-edged blade cut with a long fuller
on each face, and regulation brass hilt retaining traces of
gilding

81.8cm; 32Din blade

Inv. no. E175

£250-350

274
A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD

with etched and gilt blade including the crowned Royal
cypher and a mounted Hussar on one side, inscribed
‘Osborn warranted’ on the back-edge, regulation steel hilt
with faceted back-strap, and original leather-covered
wooden grip bound with silver wire

82cm; 32Din blade

Inv. no. E290

£400-500
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275
AN OFFICER’S SWORD, AND A BRASS-HILTED SMALL-
SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

the first with double-edged blade stamped with a series of
marks within a short fuller on each side, brass hilt including
double shell-guard, short quillon, knuckle-guard and ovoid
pommel, and the grip retaining two ‘Turk’s heads’, the
second with slender fullered blade (pitted), and brass hilt
including double shell-guard with moulded brim

the first 72.7cm; 28Kin blade

(2)

Inv. nos. E185 & E292

£350-450

276
AN 1853 PATTERN CAVALRY SWORD BY REEVES & CO.
MID-19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved fullered blade double-edged towards
the point stamped Reeves & Co., on the back-edge, steel
triple-bar hilt, and original banded leather grip-scales, in
its steel scabbard

91.5cm; 36in blade

Inv. no. E300

The grip incorporates Charles Reeves’s patent blade tang.
See S. Wood 2005, p.117.

£200-300

277
A VICTORIAN MAMELUKE-HILTED OFFICER’S SWORD OF
THE WARWICK YEOMANRY BY C. SMITH, 12 PICCADILLY,
LONDON, CIRCA 1840

with curved blade double-edged towards the point,
etched with scrolling foliage the crowned Royal cypher
crossed lances, ‘Warwick Yeomanry’ and rose flowers and
foliage, brass cross-piece cast with foliage, bud-shaped
foliate quillon terminals, a pair of ivory grip-scales, in its
steel scabbard etched with the maker’s details at the
mouth and with brass mounts cast with foliage, and
complete with its bullion sword knot

76.5cm; 30Bin blade

Inv. no. E226

Charles Smith is recorded at this address in the circa
1835-67.

£700-900

275 276 277
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278
A VERY RARE ITALIAN SHORTSWORD, CINQUEDEA,
EARLY 16TH CENTURY, POSSIBLY EMILIA

with broad flat tapering blade divided into three sections
respectively cut with two, three and four fullers on each
face, the central panel with traces of an inscription
including ‘Non Manus Ard...’, the forte etched on each
side with two horizontal bands, the upper incorporating a
pair of putti supporting a rondel beneath a cardinal’s cap,
and the lower with classical figures within an architectural
framework on one side and a further scene involving a
temple, figures, a flaming shrine and possibly a phoenix
on the other (worn), steel hilt comprising arched quillons,
slender écusson, characteristic shaped grip faced with
horn panels over brass fillets, and the grips inlaid with
four differing brass rondels filled with tracery on each
side (one side with small chips, the other missing half the
upper portion)

53.8cm; 21in blade

Inv. no. E028

A shortsword of similar form bearing the same mark and
with a similar decorative scheme attributed to the
Maestro da Cavallini is preserved in the Museo Civico
Bologna, inv. no. MC 336. Another, attributed to the same
master is preserved in the Musée de l’ Armée, Paris, Inv.
no. MA PO1042 and a further example, stamped with
apparently the same mark, is preserved in the Wallace
Collection, inv. no. A745. See L. G. Boccia & E. T. Coelho
1975, nos. 206-208 and 231 and A. V. B. Norman 1986,
p.168.

£10000-14000

278
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AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE SCOTTISH HIGHLAND TWO
HAND SWORD, CLAIDHEAMH MOR, THIRD QUARTER OF
THE 16TH CENTURY

with broad flat blade cut with a pair of fullers and incised
with lines on each face, stamped with two dagger-like
marks, a star, and the letters 'L K' a running wolf
between, rectangular ricasso struck with a Pi mark on one
side (rubbed, slightly bent), steel hilt comprising a pair of
robust downward-slanting quillons of flattened-
hexagonal section with characteristic quatrefoil terminals,
rounded collar flattened on each side, a pair of attenuated
langets filed with a series of lines at the base, and small
wheel pommel drawn-out on each side in the centre (the
tang shortened during the addition of a later wooden
grip) 

97cm; 38Din blade

Inv. no. E035

Remarkably few of these very distinctive swords have
survived, the majority of which are preserved in
institutional collections. No other examples have
appeared on the market in recent years. 

For a discussion of Scottish two hand swords and their
chronology see T. Willis 1996, pp. 16-19. Swords blades of
this period with the same group of marks are preserved
in the Landeszeughaus Graz, inv. nos. BL166 and BL168. 

£50000-80000
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280
A MACE, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY,
GERMAN OR ITALIAN

formed entirely of steel, the head comprising seven
wedge-shaped flanges, fitted at the top with an acorn
finial, tubular haft chiselled with scrolling foliage over the
upper portion, moulded collar pierced for a thong, the
grip decorated with a trellis pattern, and fluted basal cap
with small domed finial (areas of pitting)

60.7cm; 23Pin 

Inv. no. P009

A similar mace is preserved in the Poldi Pezzoli Museum,
Milan, cat. no. 392.

£2000-3000

281
A MACE IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

formed entirely of steel, the head formed of seven
reinforced pierced flanges, two-stage haft hammered over
the upper portion, and no provision for a thong

66.2cm; 26in

Inv. no. P008

£700-900

282
A RARE SO-CALLED HEADSMAN’S AXE, 17TH CENTURY

with curved axe-blade pierced with two groups of slipped
circles arranged as a stylised quatrefoil, fitted on one side
with a fluted low domed rivet, the upper and lower edges
each pierced with a series of slipped circles and filed
mouldings en suite, and tapering tubular socket with
roped mouldings, on a wooden haft

27.5cm; 10Nin head

Inv. no. P084

£1400-1800

280

282
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283
A RARE NORTH ITALIAN HAMMER FOR FOOT COMBAT,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY

with central spike of stiff-diamond section moulded at the
base and continuing to a pair of short straps (the lower
portion of the straps missing), hammer head of three
robust spikes formed with a roped moulding behind, and
rear spike of hollow-diamond section with a basal
moulding en suite with the central spike: on a short later
wooden haft

30.5cm; 12in head

Inv. no. P007

A decorated hammer of similar form is preserved in the
Museum für Deutsche Geschichte, inv. no. AD 4986.
Another, probably from the Farnese Armoury, is
preserved in the Museo de Capodimonte, Naples, CA
3856. See H. Müller & H. Kölling 1990, no. 310 and L. G.
Boccia & E. T. Coelho 1975, no. 476.

£3000-4000

283
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284
A FINE ENGLISH SILVER-ENCRUSTED HUNTING
HANGAR, MID-17TH CENTURY

with curved blade double-edged towards the point
(shortened) cut with a series of fullers, stamped with a
brass-lined cross and orb mark and a further mark on the
each side, steel hilt comprising down-curved quillon with
flattened globular finial, down-curved shell-guard pierced
with a slot on each side, flattened knuckle-guard
interrupted by a central moulding en suite with the
quillon, characteristic cap pommel joined to the knuckle-
guard by a scroll, decorated over its entire surface
including the underside of the shell-guard with beadwork
panels filled with silver flowerheads, retaining traces of
early gilding, and the lower portion of the grip with its
original woven binding of silver ribband and twisted wire

43.5cm; 17Bin blade

An almost identical sword is preserved in the Royal
Armouries, Leeds, inv. no. IX.755.

£2000-2500

284
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285
A FINE AND RARE ENGLISH RAPIER WITH SILVER-
ENCRUSTED HILT, CIRCA 1620

with three-stage blade cut with three slender fullers over
the forte and retaining traces of etched decoration
(rubbed, a brazed repair), steel hilt of flattened rounded
bars, comprising a pair of vertically recurved quillons
swelling towards the terminals and with very small bud
finials, knuckle-guard swelling in the centre, a pair of
arms and écusson, outer ring-guard joining the latter to
the knuckle-guard, an additional up-turned forward arm,
inner guard, and large spherical pommel, decorated with
chased silver cherubic masks on a ground of scrollwork
sewn with pellets and flowers within linear frames
(rubbed, small losses, later wooden grip)

87cm; 34Din blade

Inv. no. E003

Literature: James G. Mann, Die Waffen sammlung auf
Warwick Castle, in Zeitschrift für Historische Waffen-und
Kostümkunde, 1937, p. 53.

The form of this hilt and its decoration is strikingly similar
to a rapier in the Wallace Collection, inv. no. A596. The
Wallace rapier originated from William Meyrick and was
described in the 1861 catalogue as ‘hilt and
pommel....stated to have been recently dug up at Saffron
Walden;....A suitable blade...has been added...’. The
quality of both the decoration and the hilt itself would
suggest that both originate from a Royal London
workshop, such as that of Nathaniel Matthewe (recorded
1584-1641). Matthewe is mentioned in the Great
Wardrobe accounts in the early 17th Century where it
appears that he was required to supply swords for
specific occasions such as for the enrollment of a Knight
of the Bath and the installation of a Garter Knight. On
28th September 1614 he is recorded supplying ‘....a
hunting weapon with a knife....set with cherubs’ heads of
silver, the whole damascened with gold embossed and
chased, the grip of large silver wire gilded.....’. See A. V.
B. Norman 1986 p. 138 and L. Southwick 2001, pp. 178-
179.

£4000-6000

285
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286
A FINE AND RARE ENGLISH RAPIER WITH SILVER-
ENCRUSTED HILT, CIRCA 1620

with two-stage blade cut with a running wolf mark on one
side of the upper portion, stamped with a series of dots
and with a double eye-lash mark on each side of the forte,
steel hilt of flattened rounded bars, comprising a pair of
vertically recurved quillons swelling towards the
terminals, outer ring-guard and knuckle-guard with a
central moulding en suite with the quillons and joined by
a diagonal bar, and plummet-shaped pommel, decorated
throughout with chased silver squatting figures
surrounded by scrolling leafy tendrils, bouquets and
pellets all within ropework frames (rubbed, small losses),
and later wooden grip

87.5cm; 34Kin blade

Inv. no. E001

Literature: James G. Mann, Die Waffen sammlung auf
Warwick Castle, in Zeitschrift für Historische Waffen-und
Kostümkunde, 1937, p. 53.

The character of the ornament is similar to that on a
basket-hilted broadsword preserved in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, inv. no. 49.163.6. See L. Southwick 2001,
p.272 plate 3. See also the footnote to the previous lot.

£4000-6000

286
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287
A RARE ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED RAPIER, CIRCA 1620-30

with blade of flattened-diamond section, stamped ‘In
Solingen;’ within a short fuller on each face, finely pierced
and chiselled steel hilt comprising large basket with
scrollwork frames at the front and back, each filled with
addorsed pairs of figures divided by a grotesque mask
issuant with scrolling tendrils rising to a flowerhead, the
guard drawn-up on one side and decorated with further
panels filled with scrolling tendrils inhabited by cherubs,
écusson decorated with a grotesque mask issuant with
scrolling tendrils on each side, inner and outer ring-
guards chiselled with conventional foliage interrupted by
a pair of cherubic medallions and a central portrait
medallion, joined to the basket-guard on each side by a
pair of fluted scrolling bars with a differing figurative
terminals, knuckle-guard chiselled with foliage interrupted
by a portrait medallion, and spherical pommel chiselled
on each side with a differing scene involving
monsterhead tendrils inhabited by a seated figure, (later
wooden grip, cleaned throughout, one arm and the
quillon terminals missing, small chips and cracks)

106.5cm; 42in blade

Inv. no. E030

This sword is distinguished by the exceptional quality of
steel chiselling on the hilt as well as the scheme of its
decoration. A closely related sword, complete with its
accompanying left-hand dagger, is preserved in the
Armeria Reale, Turin inv. no. G118. See C. Bertolotto et al
1982, no. 150-151.

£3000-4000

287
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288
AN ITALIAN MULTI-RING RAPIER, CIRCA 1630 AND
LATER

with straight blade of flattened-diamond section,
symmetrical steel hilt of wavy bars including up-curved
quillon (the other missing), and six concentric rings of
increasing size from the base, the lowest filled with a
pierced and chased steel plate, and ovoid pommel cut
with a chevron pattern

112cm; 44Bin blade

Inv. no. E101

£1200-1800

289
A NORTH EUROPEAN PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER, CIRCA
1630

with associated fullered blade (tip missing), rectangular
ricasso stamped with the bladesmith’s mark, B crowned,
symmetrical steel hilt of flattened bars, including a pair of
vertically recurved quillons with knop-shaped terminals,
fluted écusson, knuckle-guard, upper ring-guard joined to

the knuckle-guard by an additional bar and to the lower
ring-guard by two short bars (sprung-in plates missing),
and faceted knop-shaped pommel, and the grip with later
wire binding

108cm; 42Iin blade

Inv. no. E113

£1500-2000

290
A NORTH EUROPEAN BACKSWORD, MID-17TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN

with associated curved blade double-edged towards the
tip, cut with three slender fullers on each side, stamped
with a Pi mark three times and a double cross and orb
mark on the reverse, steel hilt of flattened bars
comprising down-curved scrolling quillon, outer ring-
guard drawn-up to a frontal bar joining the pommel and
filled with a pierced sprung-in plate, knuckle-guard with
central moulding (brazed repairs), inner ring-guard with
thumb-loop and contemporary pommel (later grip)

83cm; 323/4in blade

Inv. no. E118

£400-500

288 289 290
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291
A NORTH EUROPEAN BROADSWORD, THIRD QUARTER
OF THE 17TH CENTURY, GERMAN OR DUTCH

with broad blade cut with the inscription ‘Nobis Qui
Aonura’ and ‘Si Daas Asa Dro’, finely pierced and
chiselled steel hilt including shell-guard with an oval
cartouche on each side supported by a river god,
decorated on each face with classical scenes including
Priam before Achilles, a pair of arms formed as scaly
serpents, quillon block and ovoid pommel each chiselled
with a central mask flanked by demi-figures and scrolling
tendrils (knuckle-guard and quillons missing)

80cm; 31Iin blade

Inv. no. E005

£600-800

292
A NORTH EUROPEAN RAPIER, CIRCA 1640

with tapering blade retaining traces of an inscription
within a half-length fuller on each side, steel hilt including
quillons with mushroom-shaped terminals, knuckle-guard

with a central moulding en suite, pierced double shell-
guard (chipped), and globular pommel (later grip, pitted
throughout)

85.5cm; 33Kin blade

Inv. no. E020

£300-500

293
A NORTH EUROPEAN RAPIER, CIRCA 1630-40

with tapering blade of flattened-diamond section, steel
hilt comprising short down-curved quillon with fluted
globular moulding, inner-and outer ring-guard each
interrupted by a baluster moulding and fitted with a
pierced sprung-in kidney-shaped plate (chipped),
moulded knuckle-guard joined to the ring-guard with a
scrolling bar on each side, and chiselled ovoid pommel
(worn throughout, later grip)

80cm; 31Iin blade

Inv. no. E099

£300-400

291 292 293
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294
A COMPOSITE ITALIAN BROADSWORD, CIRCA 1620-30

with very broad blade of flattened-diamond section cut
with a pair of short fullers and stamped with a series of
marks including a double eyelash on each face, steel hilt
comprising down-curved quillons (one incomplete) and
ring-guard each decorated with faceted mouldings, up-
turned scalloped shell-guard, faceted ovoid pommel, and
later wooden grip

60.8cm; 24in blade

Inv. no. E301

£350-450

295
A COMPOSITE SPANISH LEFT-HAND DAGGER, PARTLY
17TH CENTURY

with slender blade of stiff-diamond section, rectangular
forte, steel hilt comprising a pair of straight writhen
quillons with button terminals, up-turned frontal guard

pierced with a design of scrolling foliage around a
triangular central panel, and spirally fluted compressed
button-shaped pommel (later grip, worn throughout)

45.5cm; 17Pin 

Inv. no. E103

£600-800

296
A SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, 18TH CENTURY AND
LATER

with short slender blade stamped ‘En Toledo’ within a
short fuller on one side, steel hilt involving pierced cup-
guard decorated with scrolls and a central scallop, a pair
of straight writhen quillons, knuckle-guard en suite and
faceted brass pommel (areas of pitting, later grip)

69.5cm; 27Iin blade

Inv. no. E313

£400-600

294 295 296
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297
A RARE ENGLISH PLUG BAYONET FOR THE ROYAL
GUARD OF JAMES II, DATED 1686

with tapering double-edged blade etched with the
inscription ‘God Save King James the 2’ on one side and
with the date above a panel of foliage on the other,
stamped with a mark, a Tudor Rose crowned, on each
side (one side mis-struck), cast and chiselled brass hilt
comprising a pair of straight quillons with warrior head
terminals, matching pommel, and turned hardwood grip

47.5cm; 18Nin 

Inv. no. E026

The crowned Tudor Rose has been used on property of
the Royal household since the reign of Henry VIII. Another
bayonet from this group is preserved in the Royal
Armouries, Leeds. See M. Harrison 2005, p. 152 and C. J.
Ffoulkes 1915, p.315, no. 67.

£800-1000

298
A RARE ENGLISH PLUG BAYONET FOR THE ROYAL
GUARD OF JAMES II, DATED 1686

with tapering double-edged blade etched with the
inscription ‘God Save King James the 2’ on one side and
with a crown on the other, stamped with a King’s Head
mark on each side and with the mark of the London
Cutler’s company on one side, cast and chiselled brass
hilt comprising a pair of straight quillons with warrior
head terminals, matching pommel, and turned hardwood
grip (cracked)

42cm; 16Iin 

Inv. no. E025

See footnote to the previous lot. The London Cutler’s
mark is first mentioned in an order of the Company’s
Court dated 25th June 1606 when ‘foreigners’ were
instructed to strike it on their work, it is likely that this
was to make them conform to the standard practice of the
company. See C. Blair 1974, pp. 443-444.

£800-1000

297 298
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300
AN ENGLISH PLUG BAYONET, CIRCA 1680-90

with tapering blade double-edged towards the tip,
stamped with a King’s head mark on one side, cast and
chiselled brass hilt comprising a pair of straight quillons
with warrior head terminals (one slightly bent), matching
pommel, and turned hardwood grip

42cm; 16Iin

Inv. no. E024

£700-900

299
AN ENGLISH PLUG BAYONET, CIRCA 1680-90

with tapering blade double-edged towards the tip,
stamped with a King’s head mark on one side, cast and
chiselled brass hilt comprising a pair of straight quillons
with warrior head terminals, matching pommel, and
turned hardwood grip

44cm; 17Din 

Inv. no. E023

£700-900

299 300
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301
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with fullered blade stamped with a King’s head mark five
times and signed Hans Ollich NH enclosed by a series of
decorative cross marks on each side, finely constructed
steel hilt of rounded bars carrying two square panels on
either side of a rectangular panel, each pierced with a
series of circles and decorated with filed lines and
wrigglework, the outer bars joined by an s-shaped bar
and with a ramshorn shaped panel beneath, broad
scrolling quillon, fluted bun-shaped pommel, early
fishskin-covered wooden grip, and retaining an early
doeskin liner

82.7cm; 32Din blade

Inv. no. E132

£1800-2200

301
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302
A RARE COMBINED FLINTLOCK PISTOL AND HUNTING
SWORD, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1770

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the
point, brass hilt formed of a pierced down-turned
scalloped shell-guard, knuckle-guard interrupted by a
central moulding and gadrooned cap pommel, fitted with
cannon barrel on the right side of the forte and steel
spring on the left (steel missing), and natural staghorn
grip incorporating the cock and trigger (defective)

69.5cm; 27Gin blade

Inv. no. E198 

£1200-1800

303
A RARE COMBINED FLINTLOCK PISTOL AND HUNTING
SWORD, CIRCA 1770

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the
point, brass hilt formed of an engraved down-turned
shell-guard, knuckle-guard and cap pommel, fitted with
cannon barrel on the right side of the forte and steel on
the left, and green-stained horn grip (repaired)
incorporting the cock and trigger (defective)

72.5cm; 28Iin blade

Inv. no. E200

£1000-1200

302
303
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304
A DUTCH HUNTING SWORD WITH CARVED IVORY HILT,
SECOND HALF OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with tapering blade stamped ‘Int Domini’ enclosed by a
series of decorative marks within a short fuller on each
side, steel hilt comprising a pair of flattened quillons
formed as the fore-quarters of a boar, fluted down-curved
shell-guard decorated with a central grotesque, and finely
carved ivory grip reeded over the lower portion, rising to
a maned lion’s head with a pair of warriors at its nape
(small chips)

73.6cm; 29in blade

Inv. no. E018

£1200-1800

305
AN ENGLISH SILVER-HILTED HUNTING SWORD, CIRCA
1730, AND A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, MID-18TH
CENTURY

the first with curved fullered blade, silver hilt including
quillon shaped as a birds head (the other quillon
missing), associated pommel, and spirally carved green-
stained ivory grip; the second with curved blade double-

edged towards the point, etched with a Hussar on each
side beneath the inscription ‘Vivat Pandur’, brass hilt, and
spirally carved green-stained grip (damaged)

the first: 60.8cm; 23Pin blade

(2)

Inv. nos. E201 & E203

£250-300

306
AN ENGLISH HUNTING SWORD, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with straight single-edged blade cut with a long fuller
along the back-edge on each side, stamped with traces of
the Shotley Bridge running fox including the letters SH at
the forte, brass hilt comprising a pair of short quillons
decorated with beading around the terminals and the
centre, beaded collar, natural staghorn grip carved with
foliage at the base, and cap pommel en suite with the
cross-piece

73.5cm; 28Pin blade

Inv. no. E223

£300-400

304 306
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307
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, etched
and gilt with a stag and a trophy-of-arms on each side of
the forte, brass hilt including shell-guard cast and pierced
with rococo ornament, a pair of short quillons, and cap
pommel, and green-stained ivory grip (binding missing)

51cm; 20Bin blade

Inv. no. E019

£250-350

314
TWO GERMAN HUNTING SWORDS, MID-18TH CENTURY

the first with straight fullered blade double-edged
towards the point and stamped with a mark on one side,
brass hilt cast in low relief, including down-turned shell-
guard decorated with a woodland scene, knuckle-guard
decorated with a hunter and cap-pommel (rubbed, later
grip); the second retaining traces of etching on the blade,
brass hilt including down-turned shell-guard cast with
rococo scrollwork, a hunting horn and a reclining lion,
and stained horn grip (quillon missing, worn)

the first: 59.2cm; 23Din 

(2)

Inv. nos. E013 & E204

£400-500

307 308
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309
A SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 18TH CENTURY AND A
FRENCH COURTSWORD, 19TH CENTURY

the first with hollow-ground blade (pitted, small nicks),
brass hilt cast in low relief, including double shell-guard
decorated with an arrangement of radiating scrolls,
square knuckle-guard decorated with further scrolls, and
the pommel en suite, and the grip retaining some early
binding of brass wire and ‘Turk’s heads’; the second with
sparsely etched blade, brass hilt cast in low relief,
including down-turned shell-guard decorated with
neoclassical motifs, and chequered hardwood grip
(pommel loose)

the first: 82.2cm; 32Din blade

(2)

Inv. nos. E011 & E235

£200-250

310
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolling foliage
at the forte (worn), steel hilt including double-shell-guard
pierced and chiselled with a trellis pattern of foliage,

quillon-block and ovoid pommel each pierced en suite
and knuckle-guard decorated with foliage (later grip)

76.5cm; 30Bin blade

Inv. no. E012

£300-400

311
A SMALL-SWORD WITH CHISELLED BRASS HILT, CIRCA
1760

with hollow-triangular blade, gilt-brass hilt cast and
chiselled in low relief, including double shell-guard
decorated with four scenes from antiquity, each
surrounded by scrolls, monsterhead tendrils and garlands
on a finely punched ground, globular quillon, quillon-
block decorated with David and his lyre seated on each
side, knuckle-guard with a central moulding involving
bouquets and a mask, ovoid pommel decorated with
trophies, Bacchus and a further figure, and gilt-brass grip
with classical figures and bouquets en suite

83.2cm; 32Nin blade

Inv. no. E145

£300-400

309 310 311
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312
TWO ENGLISH SMALL-SWORDS WITH BLACKENED
STEEL HILTS, MID-18TH CENTURY

the first with colichemarde blade etched with scrolling
foliage and birds-of-prey over the forte, blackened steel
hilt, comprising double shell-guard with moulded brim, a
pair of arms, globular quillon, knuckle-guard, and ovoid
pommel (later grip); the second similar, the blade inlaid
with a panel of brass scrollwork at the forte, and hilt of
smaller proportions

the first: 84.2cm; 33Bin blade

(2)

Inv. nos E178 & E179

£450-550

313
TWO ENGLISH SMALL-SWORDS WITH BLACKENED
STEEL HILTS, MID-18TH CENTURY

with minor differences, each with colichemarde blade
etched over the forte (worn), blackened steel hilt,
comprising double shell-guard with moulded brim, a pair

of arms, globular quillon, knuckle-guard, and ovoid
pommel (later grip)

82.7; 32Kin and 81cm; 31Nin blades 

(2)

Inv. nos E180 & E181

£600-800

314
TWO ENGLISH SMALL-SWORDS WITH BLACKENED
STEEL HILTS, CIRCA 1740

the first with hollow-triangular blade, blackened steel hilt,
comprising inner-and outer shell-guards of slightly
different size, each with moulded brim, a pair of arms,
globular quillon, knuckle-guard, and ovoid pommel (later
grip); the second similar, of smaller proportions (worn)

the first: 83.2cm; 32Kin blade

(2)

Inv. nos E244 & E243

£300-400

312 313 314
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315
TWO ENGLISH SMALL-SWORDS WITH BLACKENED
STEEL HILTS, MID-18TH CENTURY

with minor differences, each with hollow-triangular blade,
blackened steel hilt, comprising double shell-guard with
moulded brim, a pair of arms, globular quillon, knuckle-
guard, and ovoid pommel (later grip)

80cm; 31Iin blades

(2)

Inv. nos E245 & E246

£300-400

316
AN ENGLISH SMALL SWORD WITH CUT-STEEL HILT,
LATE 18TH CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade decorated with gilt
scrollwork on a panel at the forte (worn, tip chipped),
polished steel hilt including oval dish-guard set with two
concentric bands of beadwork on the outer face and a
series of faceted bands and beadwork inside, a pair of
slender arms surmounted by a minute ring on each side,
down-curved flattened globular quillon, spirally fluted
quillon block set with faceted beads, knuckle-guard and
ovoid pommel each decorated with spiral mouldings

filled with faceted beads, original grip of blued ribband
set with alternating rows of gilt and blued beads, and
retaining some original polish and blue throughout

76cm; 30in blade

Inv. no. E146

£500-700

317
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740, AND
ANOTHER, MID-18TH CENTURY

the first with hollow-triangular blade, steel hilt chiselled
throughout with scalloped patterns within moulded
frames, including double shell-guard, knuckle-guard
interrupted by a moulding, and matching pommel (later
grip); the second with hollow-triangular blade, steel hilt
pierced with a pattern of scrolling flowers and foliage
enclosing a trellis framework, including shell-guard (the
rear portion missing), knuckle-guard, and pierced
pommel, and retaining an early grip of plaited silver wire
and ribband

the first: 80.7cm; 31Pin blade

(2)

Inv. nos. E191 & E321

£500-700

315 316 317
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318
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD WITH BLUED STEEL HILT,
CIRCA 1790

with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolls and
foliage over the forte, blued steel hilt engraved with
bands of beadwork and foliage, including oval dish-guard,
small globular quillon, knuckle-guard, ovoid pommel, and
with some blued finish throughout (areas of oxidation,
later grip)

83.5cm; 32Pin blade

Inv. no. E192

£300-400

319
A FRENCH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1730

with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrollwork and
fruit at the forte, chiselled steel hilt including double shell-
guard decorated on the outer face with a stag set upon by
hounds on one side and a pair of hounds attacking a wolf
on the other, and with two differing scenes including
gamebirds put up by hounds on the inside, knuckle-guard
chiselled with scrolling foliage, and the pommel en suite
with the shell, all enriched with a finely punched gold
ground (worn), and the grip retaining an early binding of
plaited silver wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

81.5cm; 32Bin blade 

Inv. no. E010

£500-700

320
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with colichemarde blade etched with scrolls and a
crowned mullet at the forte (worn), steel hilt including
double-shell-guard pierced and chiselled with trophies-of-
arms, moulded globular quillon, quillon-block pierced
with trophies-of-arms, knuckle-guard interrupted by a
foliate moulding, and ovoid pommel pierced en suite with
the shell (later grip)

81.8cm; 32Iin blade

Inv. no. E190

£500-700

321
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade retaining traces of etched
scrollwork at the forte, steel hilt including double shell-
guard pierced and chiselled with a bird-of-prey carried by
elaborate trophies-of-arms (one small chip), moulded
globular quillon decorated with foliage, quillon-block
pierced with further birds in differing attitudes on
trophies, knuckle-guard, ovoid pommel pierced en suite
with the shell, and retaining traces of early bluing (later
grip)

85.7cm; 33Kin blade

Inv. no. E189

£500-700

318 319 320 321
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322 323 324

322
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with colichemarde blade etched with scrollwork and
foliage at the forte, steel hilt including double shell-guard
pierced and chiselled with designs of scrollwork centring
on an expanded flowerhead on each side, globular
quillon and knuckle-guard each chiselled with scrolls, and
ovoid pommel pierced en suite with the shell (later grip)

84cm; 33in blade

Inv. no. E188

£300-400

323
TWO BRASS-HILTED SMALL-SWORDS, MID-18TH
CENTURY

the first signed ‘Ivan Wiersberg’ and ‘Spaero en Solingen’
within a short fuller on each side at the forte, brass hilt
including double shell-guard with moulded brim, globular
quillon, knuckle-guard and ovoid pommel, and the grip
bound with brass wire and ‘Turk’s heads’; the second with
slender hollow-triangular blade etched with a running
pattern of scrolling foliage over the forte, and brass hilt

similar to the preceding, and the grip bound with plaited
silver wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

the first: 71.2cm; 28in blade

(2)

Inv. nos. E184 & E183

£450-550

324
AN ENGLISH OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

with tapering blade of flattened-hexagonal section, etched
with strapwork over the forte on each side, gilt-brass hilt
including a pair of straight quillons swelling towards the
terminals, double shell-guard and knuckle-guard all
engraved with wavey lines, urn-shaped pommel engraved
en suite, and later grip bound with copper wire and
‘Turk’s heads’

77.5cm; 30Iin blade

Inv. no. 187

£300-400
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325
THREE COURTSWORDS, 19TH CENTURY

the first William IV, by Prosser, maker to the King and the
Royal family, with etched blade (worn), gilt-brass hilt cast
with the Royal cypher on the shell-guard, in its scabbard
with maker’s details on the locket; the second Victorian,
similar, (worn, scabbard missing); the third etched with
figures, trophies and foliage on the blade, and with brass
hilt cast with beadwork (worn, scabbard missing)

the first: 79.7cm; 31Din blade

(3)

Inv. nos. E231, E232 & E147

£250-350

326
AN ENGLISH OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, LATE 18TH
CENTURY AND ANOTHER SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1800

the first with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolling
foliage over the forte (worn, expertly repaired) gilt-brass
hilt engraved with trophies-of-arms and foliage including
a pair of straight quillons with flattened globular
terminals, oval dish-guard decorated on both sides,
knuckle-guard, urn-shaped pommel and a pair of plain

arms, and the grip retaining an early binding of plaited
copper wire and ribband; the second with hollow-
triangular blade moulded brass hilt including double
shell-guard, knuckle-guard and ovoid pommel

the first: 81.5cm; 32Bin blade

(2)

Inv. nos. E017 & E186

£500-700

327
A GERMAN SMALL-SWORD, LAST QUARTER OF THE
18TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of flattened-hexagonal section, etched
and gilt with scrolls and trophies over the forte, and the
ricasso inscribed ‘Berlin’, brass hilt including boatshell-
guard with roped moulded brim, knuckle-guard en suite
and the pommel decorated with a scallop on each side,
and the grip bound with twisted brass wire

81.2cm; 32in blade

Inv. no. E016

£400-500

325 326 327
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328
A RARE LARGE MEXICAN ROWEL SPUR, 17TH/18TH
CENTURY

with short moulded neck, rowel box formed of a pair of
plates with five sprung coil-shaped finials, seven-point
rowel with alternating shorter key-shaped projections
(four incomplete), retained by a large circular washer
pierced with scrolling foliage on each side, heel-band of
flattened rounded section, chiselled with foliage and a
lion on the top, and with broad pierced terminals, fitted
on one side with a hinged catch pierced and chiselled as
a double eagle, and the other retaining its foot link
(losses, pitting)

31cm; 12Bin 

Inv. no. H016

A very similar spur, probably the pair to this, was sold
Bonhams Knightsbridge 25th July 2007, lot 94. For other
examples see S. V. Grancsay 1955, 115 & 118, the latter is
dated 1738. 

£1000-1500

329
AN ENGLISH SILVER-ENCRUSTED SPUR, AND ANOTHER,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY 

the first with curved moulded neck fitted with five-point
rowel, moulded heel bands of plano-convex section with
figure-of-eight terminals for attaching buckles, and
decorated with silver flowers and fruit within beadwork
borders (rubbed); the second plain, and of similar form
(cleaned)

the first: 16cm; 6Din 

(2)

Inv. nos H001 & H034

£400-600

328

329
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330
A RARE ENGLISH CROSSBOW FOR A CHILD, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

with slender steel bow, folding fore-sight (one arm
missing, incomplete), slender hardwood tiller of near
square-section, retaining some engraved bone plaques on
the top, the underside inlaid with twisted brass wire
(extensive losses, pommel missing), and built-in steel
gaffle (worn throughout)

58cm; 22Nin tiller

Inv. no. C001

£400-500

331
AN ENGLISH STONEBOW BY BARKER, WARRINGTON,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with steel bow fitted with a later string with wooden
spacers, folding fore-sight (incomplete), figured walnut
tiller of gun-stock form with built-in gaffle, signed on the
back-sight and engraved with a flower, and steel butt-
plate engraved No 110

69.5cm; 27Iin tiller

Inv. no. C002

£700-900

332
AN ENGLISH CROSSBOW, SECOND HALF OF THE 18TH
CENTURY

with robust recurved steel bow, later string, figured
walnut tiller with turned knop-shaped terminal
(extensively chipped), encased with large steel plaques
over the sides, brass nut, a pair of lugs for a cranequin,
and lever trigger with spirally moulded pierced finial

84.7cm; 33Din tiller

Inv. no. C006

£800-1000

330

331

332
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333
AN ENGLISH STONEBOW BY T. BARKER, WARRINGTON,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with steel bow fitted with an early string with bone
spacers, folding fore-sight (incomplete), figured walnut
tiller with turned steel knop-shaped finial, built-in gaffle,
signed on the back-sight and engraved with a flower
above and beneath, and plain steel side-plates

71.5cm; 28Bin tiller

Inv. no. C007

£800-1000

334
AN ENGLISH CROSSBOW SIGNED J. SLURMAN, BURY,
SECOND HALF OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with robust recurved steel bow, later string, figured
walnut tiller of gunstock form, encased with large steel
plaques over the sides, steel nut, signed on a rectangular
plaque behind and inlaid with an engraved scrolling
plaque, engraved steel butt-plate, and lever trigger with
moulded acorn finial

86.5cm; 34in tiller

Inv. no. C003 

£600-800

333
334
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335
A LARGE FLEMISH TARGET CROSSBOW, FIRST HALF OF
THE 18TH CENTURY

with heavy steel bow retained by large moulded irons
and fitted with an early string, struck with a mark (Neue
Støckel 8494), fitted with modern string of twisted cords,
figured walnut tiller (cracked) with large protruding
bevelled rest, steel-lined bolt channel, bone nut, inlaid
with a vacant heart-shaped escutcheon behind, large
brass side-plates, steel stirrup, steel bar trigger, and
moulded steel trigger-guard (bent)

96cm; 37Nin tiller

Inv. no. C009

£800-1000

336
A LARGE CROSSBOW SIGNED T. PEETERS, MARIANNE,
18TH CENTURY, PROBABLY FLEMISH

with robust steel bow of tapering section (later string),
figured walnut tiller of gun-stock form with carved bolt
channel, fitted with adjustable brass bolt guide at the
front and on each side of the nut, the former with a steel
spike-rest beneath, the sides of the tiller encased in large
steel plaques and signed on the left, brass nut, a pair of
lugs for a cranequin, steel bar trigger, brass butt-plate,
brass trigger plate, and steel pivot mount, and with a
ratchet bar from a windlass

116.5cm; 41Pin tiller

(2)

Inv. no. C010

£1200-1800

335
336
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337
A 16 BORE FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY DURS EGG,
CIRCA 1785

with earlier two-stage Spanish barrel fitted with silver
‘spider’ fore-sight, signed by the barrelsmith ‘Esquibel en
Madrid Anno 1719’ and stamped with his marks (Neue
Støckel 302 and 303) on a matted ground over the breech
(losses), gold vent, engraved grooved breech tang, signed
stepped lock engraved with foliage and fitted with roller,
highly figured walnut half-stock carved with an apron
with a rococo flower about the barrel tang, the grip cut
with characteristic pineapple chequering, steel mounts
engraved with rococo ornament, including trigger-guard
and butt-plate, and horn fore-end cap (later ramrod, worn)

99.7cm; 39Din barrel

Inv. no. F088

£1500-2000

338
A 16 BORE FLINTLOCK FOWLING-PIECE, CIRCA 1720

previously with a take-down forward-section of the barrel
(now missing), tapering breech, grooved tang, engraved
rounded lock (cock missing), figured walnut half-stock
with detachable butt, and engraved moulded brass
mounts including trigger-guard with foliate terminal, and
butt-plate en suite

64.8cm; 25Iin overall

Inv. no. F020

£400-600

338
337
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339
A 13 BORE SPANISH MIQUELET-LOCK SPORTING GUN
BY BETOLAZA EN EIBAR, DATED 1813

with two-stage barrel retained by two pierced steel barrel
bands, fitted with silver ‘spider’ fore-sight, chiselled with
foliage enriched with silver and gold at the median
(losses), stamped with the gold-lined barrelsmith’s marks,
inlaid with scrolling foliage and the date in silver over the
breech (losses), the tang chiselled with foliage, chiselled
lock stamped with a maker’s mark (indistinct), figured
walnut three-quarter stock carved about the barrel tang
and beneath the fore-end (chips, small cracks and
repairs), and engraved moulded steel mounts including
solid side-plate, vestigial butt-plate, and broad trigger-
guard

91.3cm; 36in barrel

Inv. no. F093

£900-1200

340
A .700 CALIBRE PRUSSIAN FLINTLOCK MILITARY RIFLE,
LATE 18TH CENTURY

with tapering rifled barrel fitted with brass fore-sight and
retaining traces of a mark at the breech, strongly bevelled
stepped regulation lock marked ‘Potsdam’, moulded
figured walnut full stock with short butt, and regulation
brass mounts including four faceted ramrod-pipes, and
steel ramrod

93cm; 36Iin barrel

Inv. no. F094

£1400-1800

339
340
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341
A .650 CALIBRE VOLUNTEER FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY
DURS EGG, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

based on the India pattern musket, with tapering sighted
barrel incised with the number ‘3’ over the breech, signed
rounded lock of regulation type, figured walnut full stock
impressed with a series of initials in the ramrod channel,
regulation brass mounts including trigger-guard, butt-
plate numbered en suite with the breech, and three
ramrod-pipes (the swing swivels missing), original steel
ramrod and socket bayonet each with matching number

94cm; 37in barrel

Inv. no. F048

£1200-1500

342
A .650 CALIBRE VOLUNTEER FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY
DURS EGG, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

based on the India pattern musket, with tapering sighted
barrel incised with the number ‘7’ over the breech, signed
rounded lock of regulation type, figured walnut full stock
impressed with a series of initials in the ramrod channel,
regulation brass mounts including trigger-guard, butt-
plate numbered en suite with the breech, and three
ramrod-pipes (the swing swivels missing), original steel
ramrod and socket bayonet each with matching number

94cm; 37in barrel

Inv. no. F044

£1200-1500

341
342
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343
A .650 CALIBRE VOLUNTEER FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY
DURS EGG, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

based on the India pattern musket, with tapering sighted
barrel incised with the number ‘10’ over the breech,
signed rounded lock of regulation type, figured walnut full
stock impressed with a series of initials in the ramrod
channel (fore-end chipped), regulation brass mounts
including trigger-guard, butt-plate numbered en suite with
the breech, and three ramrod-pipes (the swing swivels
missing), associated steel ramrod stamped ‘9’ and
original socket bayonet stamped ‘10’

94cm; 37in barrel

Inv. no. F047

£1200-1500

344
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
DATED 1786

of regulation specifications, the breech stamped with
proof and Ordnance marks, rounded lock engraved with
‘GR’ crowned, ‘Tower’ and stamped with Ordnance mark,
the stock stamped with Ordnance marks and the date
(worn, indistinct), steel ramrod, and associated socket
bayonet

99cm; 39in barrel

Inv. no. F051

£1500-2000

343
344
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345
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
DATED 1786

of regulation specifications, the breech stamped with
proof and Ordnance marks, rounded lock engraved with
‘GR’ crowned, ‘Tower’ and stamped with Ordnance mark,
the stock stamped with Ordnance marks and the date,
steel ramrod, and associated socket bayonet

99cm; 39in barrel

Inv. no. F055

£1500-2000

346
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
DATED 1786

of regulation specifications, the breech stamped with
proof and Ordnance marks, rounded lock engraved with
‘GR’ crowned, ‘Tower’ and stamped with Ordnance mark,
the stock stamped with Ordnance marks and the date
(worn, indistinct), steel ramrod, and associated socket
bayonet by Wooley

99cm; 39in barrel

Inv. no. F056

£1500-2000

345
346
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347
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
DATED 1786

with minor differences to the regulation pattern, the
breech stamped with proof and Ordnance marks, rounded
lock engraved with ‘GR’ crowned, ‘Tower’ and stamped
with Ordnance mark, the stock stamped with Ordnance
marks and the date, brass mounts including side-plate of
earlier type, four ramrod-pipes, steel ramrod, and
associated socket bayonet by Gill

99cm; 39in barrel

Inv. no. F057

£1500-2000

348
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY
H. NOCK, DATED 1786

of regulation specifications, the breech stamped with
proof and Ordnance marks, signed rounded lock, the
stock stamped with Ordnance marks and the date, steel
ramrod, and associated socket bayonet by Hadley

99cm; 39in barrel

Inv. no. F058

£1500-2000

347
348
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VARIOUS OWNERS
ARMOUR

349
A RARE NORTH ITALIAN HALF ARMOUR, LATE 16TH /
17TH CENTURY, FOR USE BY THE SWISS PAPAL GUARD

comprising associated morion formed in one piece with a
rounded crown rising to a high roped medial comb
decorated to either side of its crest and base with incised
lines, and a ‘swept’ integral brim turned down at each
side and rising to an acute point at the front and the rear
(the left of the brim cracked, each point damaged), the
base of the crown pierced at the nape with a pair of holes
for the attachment of a missing plume-holder and
encircled by eleven (originally eighteen) round-headed
lining-rivets with brass rosette-washers, collar formed of
a single plate front and rear (the former with a small
riveted patch at the left shoulder), each flanged upwards
at the neck-opening to receive one or more additional
lames (now missing), their roped lower edges originally
ribbed but subsequently flattened, breastplate and
backplate each with an outward-flanged lower edge, the
former of ‘peascod’ form fitted to either sides of its main
plate and at the inner edges of the movable gussets of its
arm-openings with working-life extensions, the latter
struck at the centre of its neck-opening with the mark of a
crowned escutcheon charged with three pheons(?), and
large symmetrical pauldrons each formed of six lames
overlapping outwards from the third and connected by a
turner to a tubular upper cannon cut away diagonally at
the inside of its lower edge, the main edges of the armour
decorated with roped inward turns, accompanied on the
cuirass and the morion by recessed borders, the
subsidiary edges the pauldrons decorated with incised
lines, all surfaces except those of the morion decorated
with deeply incised acanthus scrolls, for the most part
arranged symmetrically and involving at the top of the
breastplate a grotesque mask embossed in relief, the
decoration originally gilt on a blackened ground (now
extensively pitted, patinated and worn), on a fabric-
covered stand

Provenance:

The Hon. Rose Talbot, Malahide Castle, Co. Dublin, sold
Christie’s, London, 14 April 1976, lot 75, pl. 5.

Possibly from the RT. Rev. Monsignor George Talbot
(1816-1886), 3rd son of 3rd Baron Talbot de Malahide,
Canon of St. Peter’s Rome and Chamberlain to Pope Pius
IX (reigned 1846-78).

The armour can be recognised from its distinctive
decoration as one of a series made for the use of the
Swiss Papal Guard. Other armours of the series are to be
found in the Museo Civico L. Marzoli, Brescia, Inv. Nos
860, 927-8, 941 & 947 (Rossi & Carpegna 1969, Cat. Nos
22-5 & 44, pp. 22-3 & 30), the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, Acc. No. Hen.M.1.2.a-c-1933 (Eaves 2002, pp.
123-5, ill), the J. W.Higgins Armoury Museum, Worcester,
Mass. Inv. No. 1137 (Grancsay 1961, p. 82, ill), and the Art
Institute, Chicago (Karcheski 1995, p. 68, ill). Their
decoration has in all cases been applied in the late 17th
century to elements of late 16th and early 17th century
North Italian make.

The mark struck on the backplate is probably that of its
owner. It is also to be found on the examples in the
Fitzwilliam and the Higgins Museums.

The associated morion is one of a series obtained by the
London dealer W. H. Fenton in Ireland at some time
before 1933. Others of the series are now to be seen in
the Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv. No. IV. 449
(Dufty & Reid 1968, pl. CII, c), the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, Acc. Nos Hen.M.32, 33 & 34-1933 (Eaves
2002, pp. 153-5, ill), and the Glasgow Museum and Art
Gallery.

£14000-18000
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350
A COMPOSITE GERMAN ARMOUR FOR FIELD AND
TOURNAMENT USE, 16TH / 17TH CENTURY 

comprising close helmet with heavy rounded one-piece
skull rising to a roped comb, fitted at the nape with a
plume-holder (replaced), and flanged outwards at its
lower edge to receive a later gorget-plate (both the flange
and gorget-plate patched), visor with prominent step
beneath its vision-slit (lacking central division), upper
bevor of blunt prow-shaped form (its left and right
terminals respectively patched and chipped) pierced at
either side with twenty-three circular ventilation-holes in
rosette-formation and just to the right of its mid-line with
a single threaded hole for the attachment of a reinforce,
its upper edge and the area immediately above the
threaded hole struck in each case with a group of eleven
dots, and bevor flanged outwards at its lower edge to
receive two associated gorget-plates, the visor, upper
bevor and bevor attached to the skull by common pivots
(replaced), and variously fitted with spring-catches, a
visor-prop and lifting-peg (all replaced), collar of three
lames front and rear (the upper two associated in each
case), medially-ridged breastplate projecting forward over
the belly, fitted with moveable gussets at the arm-
openings and flanged outwards to receive a fauld of three
lames (the second and third replaced), the lowest of
which projects forward over the crotch and bears, to
either side of it, a pendent rectangular tasset (the right
detached) formed in each case of four reworked old
lames, backplate formed of a main plate, a pair of side-
plates and a waist-plate, the lower edge of which is
flanged outwards to receive a culet of one lame
(replaced), large pauldrons (not a pair), the right formed
of seven lames overlapping outwards from the third and
articulating directly with its vambrace, the left formed of
nine upward-overlapping lames strapping over its
vambrace, the vambraces (not a pair) each formed of a
tubular upper cannon surmounted by a turner, that of the
right comprised of one lame, that of the left, of three
lames, a winged bracelet couter of three lames, the wing
of the left struck with a group of six dots beneath a
threaded hole for the attachment of a reinforce, and

tubular two-piece lower cannon (the lower end of the left
trimmed), gauntlets (not a pair), each formed of a flared
and pointed cuff with hinged inner plate, the right struck
with the Nuremberg quality-control mark, five
metacarpal-plates, a knuckle-plate decorated with a roped
transverse rib, shaped finger-lame, scaled finger-defences
and hinged thumb-defence with matching scales (some
scales associated or replaced), modern legharness
formed of one-piece cuisses, a winged poleyns of four
lames, tubular two-piece greaves with articulated ankles
and integral broad-toed sabaton of eight lames, the main
edges of the armour decorated with plain turns, in most
cases file-roped, the upper edge of the breastplate
decorated with a shallow V-shaped border and the
subsidiary edges of the helmet, with pairs of incised lines
(the armour lightly patinated overall), mounted on a
wooden mannequin with ornamented base 

This armour ranges in date from mid-16th to early 17th
century. The helmet could be German or Low Countries
and the cuts on the comb would suggest that it was used
in the tourney.

‡ £15000-20000
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351
A COMPOSITE NORTH ITALIAN THREE-QUARTER FIELD
ARMOUR, 16TH / 17TH CENTURY 

comprising close helmet with rounded one-piece skull
rising to a high roped comb (patched at its apex) and
fitted at the nape with a slashed and gilt plume-holder,
forward-sloping visor with stepped and centrally-divided
vision-slit fitted at is right side with a small lifting-peg
(replaced), upper bevor of blunt prow-shaped form
pierced at its right side with nine small circular
ventilation-holes in rosette-formation, linked by radiating
incised lines, and secured by a pierced stud and swivel-
hook (replaced), bevor (replaced) fitted at its right side
with a fixed slender visor-prop, the visor, upper bevor and
bevor attached to the skull by common pivots (replaced),
and two gorget-plates front and rear (replaced), collar of
three lames front and rear (the first and third at front
respectively associated and trimmed, and the first and
second at the rear replaced), breastplate of early peascod
form with deep neck-opening, shallow arm-openings
fitted with moveable gussets, and deep waist-plate
flanged outwards to receive a fauld of two lames, the
lowest of which bears, to either side of a shallow central
cut-out, a long pendent tasset each formed of twelve
lames (nine of the left, and five of the right replaced)
terminating in winged poleyns of four lames, backplate
with broad shallow neck-opening (pierced at its centre
with later slot and hole) and waist lame (replaced) flanged
outwards at its lower edge to receive a culet of two lames
(replaced), large symmetrical pauldrons each of seven
lames (the top three replaced) connected by a turner to
an articulated vambrace formed of a tubular upper
cannon, a winged bracelet couter of three lames and
tubular two-piece lower cannon, and later gauntlets each
formed of a flared and pointed cuff with hinged inner
plate, four metacarpal-plates, a shaped knuckle-plate,
scaled finger-defences, hinged thumb-defence with
matching scales and artificial leather lining-glove, the
main edges of the armour decorated with inward turns,
partly file-roped and in some accompanied by recessed
borders, and the subsidiary edges in many cases
decorated with double or single incised lines (the armour
lightly pitted and patinated overall)

Stand not included.

£8000-12000
351
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352
A COMPOSITE EUROPEAN CUIRASSIER’S ARMOUR,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

comprising German close helmet of ‘Todenkopf’ fashion
with rounded two-piece skull joined along the crest of a
high medial comb and fitted at the nape with a plume-
holder now occupied by modern black and white ostrich
feathers, peak and bevor attached by common pivots, the
peak fitted within its brow with a U-shaped face-defence
pierced with inverted L-shaped openings for the eyes and
a small rectangular opening for the mouth, the face-
defence and bevor each secured at the right side by a
swivel-hook, and a single gorget-plate front and rear,
collar of three lames front and rear, the lower front one
marked W over an indistinct four-digit number, heavy
one-piece breastplate of late ‘peascod’ fashion, fitted at
each side of the chest with a stud for the attachment of a
shoulder-strap and at each side of its flanged lower edge
with a hinged bolt and wing-nut (both replaced, the left
bolt missing) for the attachment of long tassets each of
eleven lames (the first associated), the lowest six
detachable and terminating in a winged poleyn of four
lames, heavy one-piece backplate en suite with the
breastplate and fitted with scaled shoulder-straps, buckles
for the attachment of pauldrons and a waist-belt (all
except left shoulder-scales replaced), its flanged lower
edge (showing small loss at right end) fitted at either side
with a pierced stud to receive a culet of two lames
secured by a pair of swivel-hooks, and large symmetrical
pauldons each of seven lames overlapping outwards from
the third and largest which is decorated at the front with
nine rivets in rosette formation, and connected by a
turner to a late 16th century Italian vambrace consisting
of a tubular upper and lower cannon and bracelet couter
of three lames, the central one fitted with a separate wing
of small size, the main edges of the armour turned
inwards, those of the pauldrons and vambrace decorated
with roped inward turns, accompanied in the case of the
vambraces by roped ribs, and those of the remainder left
plain and variously accompanied on the helmet and
cuirass by recessed or incised borders, the breastpate and
backplate each decorated with radiating trios of incised
lines, the surface of the armour painted black overall (the
collar, pauldrons and couters replaced), on a wooden
stand painted black

£14000-18000

352
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353
A COMPOSITE DUTCH PIKEMAN’S ARMOUR, CIRCA 1630

comprising pot with hemispherical crown (slightly dented
at either side) formed in two pieces joined medially along
a low comb and fitted at the nape with plume-holder
retaining significant traces of gilding, integral brim turned
down at each side and obtusely pointed front and rear,
one-piece breastplate of vestigial ‘peascod’ form fitted at
each side of the chest with a small stud (replaced) for the
attachment of a shoulder-strap, struck at the neck with the
crowned IR government ownership mark of the time of
James II, and flanged outwards at its lower edge to form
an integral fauld bearing at either side a pair of pierced
studs (replaced) to receive the hinges of a pair of pendant
tassets, the hinges fitted at their upper ends with swivel-
hooks and tapering at their lower ends to trefoil
terminals, the one-piece tassets of trapezoidal form each
embossed to simulate six lames, and one-piece backplate
flanged outwards at its lower edge and fitted with scaled
shoulder-straps and waist-belt (the terminal scale of each
of the former and the whole of the latter replaced), its
neck-opening struck with the same mark as that of the
breastplate, the main edges of the armour decorated with
plain inward turns accompanied by incised lines, except
on the tassets where they are accompanied by recessed
borders, the backplate additionally decorated with a
medial incised line, the tassets with vertical columns
rivets and pairs of incised lines (much rubbed) at the
upper borders of their simulated lames, the surfaces of
the armour retaining much of their black finish
(extensively pitted, russeted and refreshed), stand not
included

The armour can be compared with one in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv. No. II. 165 (Blackmore
1990, fig. 77). Armours of this kind are featured in the
works of the contemporary military writers J. Bingham,
1616, and Henry Hexam, 1642 (ibid. figs 75 & 95). For the
latter see lot 147.

£6000-8000
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354
A COMPOSITE SOUTH GERMAN THREE-QUARTER FIELD
ARMOUR, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH CENTURY

comprising burgonet with one-piece skull rising to a high
roped medial comb and projecting forward to a short
integral peak pierced at its rear with a triangular hole to
accommodate a missing sliding nasal-bar now
represented only by its later retaining-staple and locking-
bar attached by rivets at the brow, its nape fitted with a
plume-holder and short neck-guard of two lames, each of
its sides fitted with a later applied comb roped en suite
with the medial one, and a later hinged cheek-piece
pierced with circular ventilation-holes and fitted at its
lower edge with a separate neck-lame, ‘almain’ collar
formed of four lames front and rear and three more at
each side extending over the top of the shoulder, heavy
breastplate with medially-ridged main plate projecting
forward over the belly, dipping gently at the centre of the
waist, fitted at each arm-opening with a movable gusset,
at the right of the chest with a pair of modern staples for
the attachment of a lance-rest and at its flanged lower
edge (repaired with small riveted internal patch) with a
fauld of three lames (associated and pierced with three
later holes), the lowest of which bears two pendent
tassets nearly forming a pair, each of six lames extending
to just above the knees, backplate formed in one piece
boxed at its centre and each side, and fitted at its lower
edge with a fauld of one lame, and spaudlers each of
eight lames extending to just above the elbow, the main
edges of the armour decorated with file-roped inward
turns accompanied in the case of the collar and cuirass by
recessed borders, the subsidiary edges of the spaudlers
bordered by single incised lines (lightly patinated overall;
the rivets in some cases replaced by brass-capped
upholstery-nails; the collar showing some minor chips
and cracks).

This armour is for a man of notably large proportions, its
fine collar in particular is of exceptional girth. The slight
step in the neck-flange of the burgonet is a feature seen
in higher quality Augsburg helmets of the late 16th
century.

£12000-18000

354
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355
A COMPOSITE GERMAN ‘BLACK AND WHITE’ THREE-
QUARTER INFANTRY ARMOUR (KNECHTISCHE
HARNASCH), NUREMBERG, CIRCA 1570-80

comprising burgonet with one-piece skull rising to a high
roped medial comb, fitted at the nape with an obtusely-
pointed neck-guard and a later tubular plume-holder, at
the brow with an obtusely-pointed pivoted peak
(replaced), and at each side with a hinged cheek-piece
pierced at its centre with five small circular ventilation-
holes and flanged outwards at its lower edge to serve as
a continuation of the neck-guard, ‘almain’ collar of three
lames front and rear (the top two in each case replaced)
with integral spaudlers each of six lames (the first two of
the right and the first of the left partly disarticulated, the
third of the left with a chipped lower front corner), and
medially-ridged breastplate projecting forward over the
belly, fitted with moveable gussets at the arm-openings
and flanged outwards at it lower edge to receive a fauld
of three lames, the third pierced at its centre with a hole
(probably later) for the attachments of a codpiece and cut
with a shallow arch separating a pair of pendent tassets
each of six lames, extending to just above the knees, the
burgonet, breastplate and collar each struck with the
quality-control-mark of the city of Nuremberg, the main
edges of the armour decorated with file-roped inward
turns, and its surfaces, with bright recessed bands and
borders against a blackened ground (partly refreshed with
black paint), stand not included

‡ £5000-7000

355
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356
A COMPOSITE HARQUEBUSIER’S ARMOUR, CIRCA 1630-
40, LONDON OR GREENWICH,

comprising pot with hemispherical skull formed in two
pieces joined medially along a low comb, its brow fitted
with a broad obtusely-pointed pivoted peak supporting on
its underside a triple-barred face-guard riveted through
later washers, and its nape, with a matching one-piece
neck-guard embossed to simulate four lames
(articulation-points and left border showing some
damage), one-piece breastplate of late peascod form
flanged outwards at its lower edge and fitted at either
side of the chest with a pierced stud and swivel- hook for
the attachment of a shoulder-strap, the swivel-hook
riveted over a fretted rosette washer, and matching one-
piece backplate with flanged neck-opening and lower
edge, the latter fitted at either side with a pair of later
pierced studs, the remainder fitted with incomplete scaled
shoulder-straps (only the first scale of each original), a
pair of rivets for the attachment of inner shoulder-straps,
and a waist-belt (replaced, its buckle detached), and long
gauntlet for the left hand formed of a medially-ridged
two-piece tubular cuff shaped to the point of the elbow
and fitted at its lower end with both an inner and an outer
wrist-plate, the former projecting as a semi-circular lobe
over the base of the thumb, and the latter bearing three
metacarpal-plates, the last having a shaped projection at
its inner end for the attachment of a missing thumb-
defence and a shaped knuckle-plate, the main edges of
the armour decorated with plain inward turns,
accompanied on the peak and neck-guard of the pot by
recessed borders and elsewhere by single incised lines
repeated at all subsidiary edges, its surfaces originally
blackened (now extensively rusted), stand not included.

This armour is of notably high quality. The absence of
London marks makes it likely that it was made in the
royal armour workshops at Greenwich. Following an
official investigation of criticisms brought against it in
1630, the workshop lost its privilege of working only for
the King and those who bore his personal warrant. Its
output thereafter is thought to have included pikemens’
and harquebusiers’ armours of a quality appropriate for
wear by officers and select units. Our cuirass resembles
one from Littlecote House, Wiltshire, now in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv. No. III. 1957-8, which is

356

thought to have belonged to Col. Alexander Popham, as
well as others on loan to that museum from Scrivelsby
Court, Lincolnshire, seat of the Dymoke family, hereditary
royal champions. Comparison can also be made with the
cuirass of the fine Greenwich harquebusier’s armour in
the Royal Armouries at the Tower of London, Inv. No. II.
92, made for the King Charles II about 1635 (Richardson
2004, pp. 11-12). The basal thumb-defence of the gauntlet
forming part of the present lot shows the influence of
earlier Greenwich examples. The heavy cuirass of the
armour is for a man of notable size.

£3500-4500
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357
A RARE TOURNAMENT BROW REINFORCE, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY, GERMAN OR ITALIAN

formed in one piece rising to a roped medial comb,
embossed on each side with a concave moulding for
fitting over the pivots and pierced at the front with a pair
of holes for securing to the visor, the lower portion
shaped for the vision slit, and painted with a red
inventory number inside

Provenance
The Rolls Armoury, The Hendre, Monmouthshire.

A comparable brow defence is preserved in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, acc. no.
14.25.545. It is likely such reinforces were for use in the
tourney or foot tournament.

£1000-1500

357
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358
A RARE SOUTH GERMAN CLOSE HELMET FOR FIELD
USE, CIRCA 1510-15

with broad rounded one-piece skull strongly shaped to
the nape and formed with a broad low hollowed medial
comb (the crown patched, face-opening restored),
‘bellows’ visor formed with three transverse ridges each
enclosed by a pair of incised lines, the top ridge forming
a step beneath a centrally-divided vision-slit, the other
two surmounted in each case by two pairs of horizontal
ventilation-slots, bevor (with small riveted patched at
right of neck) and neck-guard of three lames, the visor
and bevor attached to the skull by later common pivots

and secured at the right side in each case by a later
spring-catch, the main edges of the bevor and neck-guard
decorated with plain ribs (minor losses, cleaned
throughout)

The helmet is of notable size. Its proportions can be
compared with those of an example formerly in the
collections of William Burgess, Sir Guy Francis Laking
and Dr Richard Williams, now belonging to the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds (G. F. Laking 1920-2, Vol. 4, p.
89, fig. 1165). Its plain skull and broad low comb identify
it as an early example of its kind.

£18000-22000

358
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359
AN ITALIAN MORION IN THE ‘SPANISH’ FASHION, CIRCA
1580

formed in one piece with an almond-shaped crown rising
to a short ‘stalk’ and a flat integral brim projecting to an
obtuse point front and rear (the latter pierced with a later
wiring-hole, the left side cracked and repaired with a
riveted internal patch), its edge decorated with a file-
roped inward turn accompanied by a recessed border,
and the base of the crown encircled by twelve round-
headed lining-rivets with brass rosette-washers (one
missing, one small hole); and A PAIR OF FINGERED
GAUNTLETS IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, MODERN, (each
with losses)

(2)

£400-600

360
A GERMAN COMB-MORION, NUREMBERG, CIRCA 1580

with a hemispherical crown rising to a high roped medial
comb (slightly bruised at apex), and an integral brim
turned down at each side, rising to an acute point at the
front and rear, decorated around its edge with a file-roped
inward turn (minor cracks) accompanied by a recessed
border, the front right struck with the quality-control mark
of the city of Nuremberg (the rear and sides each pierced
with later wiring-holes), the base of the crown encircled
by twelve round-headed lining-rivets with rosette-
washers, one of pewter and the remainder of iron, with
later etching overall on a blackened and stippled ground
with scrolling foliage inhabited by winged grotesque
masks and involving, at each side of the crown, oval
cartouches enclosing differing representations of a queen
surrounded by a trophy of arms, and, at each side of the
comb, sub-rectangular cartouches enclosing
representations of a naked man riding a fish (some wear
and patination overall)

£600-800

359 360



recessed border, the visor, upper bevor and bevor
attached to the skull by common round-headed pivots,
the last two secured at the right side by swivel-hooks and
pierced studs, the surface of the helmet painted black
overall (blistered and corroded)

Although made for actual use, the helmet owes its
survival to having subsequently been suspended over an
English tomb as part of an heraldic funerary achievement.
Its painted surface and fragmentary spike for the
attachment of a wooden crest are typical of helmets
converted to funerary use.

The helmet can be compared with one in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv. No. IV. 1026, bearing the
crowned A mark of the London Armourers’ Company, and
another three in the same collection, Inv. Nos IV. 53, 1028
& 1675, bearing the mark of the London armourer Peter
Newton (T. Richardson 2004, pp. 7 & 62). These helmets
are similar in form to contemporary Dutch examples, but
differ from them in details.

£4000-6000

361
A NORTH EUROPEAN CUIRASSIER’S CLOSE HELMET,
CIRCA 1620-30, PROBABLY ENGLISH

with rounded skull formed in two pieces joined medially
along a high comb fitted at its apex with the remains a
later iron spike for the attachment of a funerary crest and
at its base with a large plume-holder, decorated to either
side of the comb with a single incised line, and
possessing a later lining of canvas faced with crimson
buckram (detached), visor with stepped and centrally-
divided vision-slit, formed medially as a forward
extension of the comb and decorated at either side of its
upper edge with a cusp, its right side pierced with a hole
for a missing lifting-peg, bevor of upright, slightly
concave profile, pierced at either side with nine small
circular ventilation-holes and decorated at both its upper
and lower edges with single incised lines, and at the latter
with a plain inward turn, bevor fitted at its right side with
pivoted visor-prop (seized in the upright position), and a
single deep rigidly-riveted gorget-plate front and rear (the
front one with short crack at left side), each decorated at
its lower edge with a plain inward turn accompanied by a

361
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362
A FINE SOUTH GERMAN BURGONET, CIRCA 1580 

with one-piece skull rising to a high roped medial comb,
projecting forward and slightly upward to an acutely-
pointed integral peak (small perforation at left of brow),
fitted at its outward flanged lower edge with a matching
neck-guard of one lame (point pierced with two later
wiring-holes), and each of its sides with a hinged cheek-
piece formed of three diagonally-articulated plates (the
front two restored) riveted to an underlying leather, the
crown fitted with an old, possibly original lining of twill-
woven fabric stuffed with tow, the main edges of the
burgonet decorated with file-roped inward turns
(patinated throughout)

£1400-1800

363
A ZISCHÄGGE IN GERMAN MID-17TH CENTURY STYLE,
19TH/20TH CENTURY

with almond-shaped skull fitted with pointed peak, sliding
nasal secured by a screw, neck-guard of six lames, a pair
of pendant cheek-pieces

29cm; 11Iin high

£100-150

362
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364
A PAIR OF GERMAN GAUNTLETS WITH FLUTED
DECORATION IN THE ‘MAXIMILIAN’ FASHION, CIRCA
1520

differing from one another in minor details and formed in
each case of a short straight-ended cuff with a hinged
inner plate, five metacarpal-plates, the first decorated at
its outer end with a small almond-shaped boss, a knuckle-
plate decorated with a boldly roped transverse rib, five
finger-plates and a laterally hinged thumb-defence
consisting of a shaped mainplate originally terminating in
four scales (the first of the right and all of the left
missing), the main edges of each gauntlet decorated with
file-roped inward turns accompanied at the upper edge of
the cuff by a double recessed border and at the lower
edge of the final finger plate by a single one, its outer
surfaces decorated with a pattern of continuous flutes
emphasised by pairs of incised lines (heavily patinated
overall and pierced with a few small wiring holes and rust
perforations; the cuff and first metacarpal-plate
disarticulated at their outer end)

(2)

£8000-10000

364
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365
A VERY RARE PAIR OF GERMAN ETCHED AND BLUE
GAUNTLETS, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

each formed of a strongly flared and pointed cuff made in
one piece with a riveted join at the inside of the wrist, its
upper edge decorated with a plain inward turn
accompanied by a recessed border and retaining its
original lining-band, two wrist-plates, five metacarpal-
plates, shaped knuckle-plate, scaled finger-defences and
laterally-hinged thumb-defence with matching scales, the
leathers of the scales in each case original, the cuff, wrist-
plates and metacarpal-plates medially ridged, the
subsidiary edges of all parts of the gauntlet bevelled, its
surfaces blued and in the case of the outside of the cuff
etched through the bluing with four framed panels of

foliate scrolls (lightly pitted and patinated overall)

Given its extreme delicacy, decoration of the kind seen
here, produce by etching with a weak acid through a
blued surface to bright metal, rarely survives. It can be
recorded as early as 1477 on a bard made by Lorenz
Helmschmied of Augsburg for the Emperor Frederick III,
and now preserved in the Hofjagd- und Rüstkammer,
Vienna, Inv. No. A 69 (Thomas & Gamber 1976, pp. 104-5,
pls 32-3). A mid-16th century besague, probably of
Brunswick make, in the Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds,
also shows such decoration, as does an early 17th
century couter, possibly of Flemish make, in the
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

£2500-3500

365
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366
A PAIR OF NORTH EUROPEAN GAUNTLETS, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY, POSSIBLY DUTCH

of notable weight, each formed of a flared and pointed
cuff (pierced with later wiring-holes) with a fixed inner
plate fitted at its lower edge with a short extension-plate
projecting over the base of the thumb, two wrist-plates,
five metacarpal-plates (the fourth and fifth of the right
disarticulated), shaped knuckle-plate, detached
fragmentary finger-scales (some not matching) and later
buff leather lining-gloves (detached), the main edges of
the gauntlets decorated with file- roped inward turns, all
their edges, main and subsidiary, bordered by single
incised lines, and their surfaces blued overall (now
extensively pitted and patinated; the cuffs)

£1500-2000

367
A RARE PAIR OF STIRRUPS, 16TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
GERMAN 

of arched form, with three flutes pierced at the base and
narrowing towards the top on each side, with block-
shaped top finial fitted with a rectangular loop for
suspension, incised on either side with a pair of lines, and
oval treads fitted with two central bars (pitted throughout)

19.5cm; 7Nin

(2)

A similar stirrup from the collection of the late R. T. Gwyn
was sold Christie’s 24th April 2001, lot 54.

£500-700

368
A PARTIAL GERMAN LEFT VAMBRACE WITH FLUTED
DECORATION IN THE ‘MAXIMILIAN’ FASHION, CIRCA
1520-30

formed of a tubular upper cannon with an overlapped and
riveted join at its rear, its upper edge surmounted by a
short one-piece tubular turner with a similar join at its
inside, its lower edge cut-away in an arch at the inside of
the elbow and fitted at the outside with a couter of three
lames, the second of which encircles the arm, has an
overlapped and riveted join at the rear and expands
towards the inside as a large wing, the main edges of the
vambraces decorated with finely roped inward turns
accompanied by either double or single recessed borders,
the surfaces decorated overall, except at the inside of the
arm, with a continuous pattern of close-set flutes
emphasised by pairs of incised lines (the transverse rib of
the turner and the crests of the flutes perforated at some
points; the second lame of the couter repaired at the front
with a riveted internal patch; the surfaces showing overall
pitting with a mottled patina)

Its boldly roped edges, close-set continuous fluting and
double recessed borders place the vambrace within the
latter part of the ‘Maximilian’ period.

£1200-1800

366

367
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369
A RARE ITALIAN INFANTRY BREASTPLATE, EARLY 16TH
CENTURY

of globose medially-ridged form, fitted at its recessed
arm-openings with moveable gussets, each bearing a
bold angular inward turn en suite that of its straight upper
edge, and at its lower edge with a waist-lame flanged
outwards to receive a fauld of four lames (the first

associated, the remainder restored), the upper ends of the
gussets, the sides of the main plate and the third fauld
respectively fitted with shoulder-straps, a waist belt and
suspension-straps for tassets (all replaced), the turns,
upper edges of the fauld-lames, the arm-openings of the
main plate and the angle of the waist-plate decorated
with single incised lines (lightly pitted and patinated)

£2500-3000

369
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370
ELEMENTS OF NORTH EUROPEAN ARMOUR, LATE
16TH/17TH CENTURY

comprising pot with heavy hemispherical skull formed in
two pieces joined medially by a riveted overlap, fitted at
the brow with a flat obtusely-pointed peak pierced at its
rear with a slot to accommodate a missing nasal-bar, and
fitted at the nape with a slightly down-turned matching
neck-guard, the sides of the skull and the fronts and rears
of the peak and neck-guard pierced with small circular
holes for the attachment of a missing fabric covering,
symmetrical pauldrons with later-scalloped front and rear
edges, each of nine lames (partly disarticulated, the last
four associated), the third and largest fitted at the front
with a later radially-fluted circular besague, tubular upper
cannon of a three-piece vambrace surmounted by the
lowest lame of a turner, tassets each of six lames (partly
disarticulated), the first (associated) pierced with a later
suspension-hole, and the last fitted with a later stud and
turning-pin for the attachment of extensions, and later left
poleyn of four lames, the third bearing a small side-wing,
and the first surmounted by the lowest lame of a long
tasset, all elements except the pot decorated at their main
edges with inward turns, partly roped or notched, and at
their subsidiary edges with triple incised lines (all
surfaces extensively oxidised)

£600-900

371
ELEMENTS OF NORTH EUROPEAN CUIRASSIER
ARMOUR, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

comprising symmetrical pauldrons with later-scalloped
front and rear edges, each of five lames (partly
disarticulated) connected by a turner of two lames
(originally three) to an articulated vambrace formed of a
tubular upper cannon, winged bracelet couter of three
lames and two-piece tubular lower cannon, and two
gauntlets (not a pair, the right later) each formed of a
flared and obtusely-pointed tubular cuff, the left formed in
one piece with a join at the inside, the right with a
separate inner plate, six and four metacarpal-plates
respectively, a shaped knuckle-plate and incomplete
scaled finger-defences (mainly detached), the elements
variously decorated with plain inward turns and incised
lines (showing cracks, perforations and patched repairs
throughout; the surfaces extensively oxidised)

£1000-1400
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372
ELEMENTS OF NORTH EUROPEAN CUIRASSIER
ARMOURS, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

comprising prow-shaped upper bevor pierced at each
side with eleven circular ventilation-holes in rosette-
formation and fitted at the right with a transversely-
pierced stud for a swivel-hook (left terminal incomplete
and pierced with later wiring-hole), front gorget-plate
embossed to simulate two lames and decorated at its
centre with thirteen round-headed rivets in rosette-
formation (lower edge cracked at each side), rear gorget-
plate (lower edge cracked at left side), pair of tassets each
of eleven lames terminating in winged poleyns of three
lames), the first lame of the tasset angled inwards at its
upper edge, pierced with a keyhole slot and fitted with
later strap (the third to fifth lames of the right corroded at
their outer edges), and culet of three lames (associated),
the first angled inwards at its upper edge and pierced at
each side, above a swivel-hook, with a hole for a pierced
stud, the elements variously decorated with plain inward
turns, recessed borders and incised lines (their surfaces
extensively oxidised)

£600-900

373
A GERMAN SHIELD FOR THE JOUST IN MID-15TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

of concave canvas-covered wood, with curved edges,
strongly bouched on the right, the outer surface applied
in gesso with the Baronial arms of von Hornstein
highlighted in gilt (faded, small losses), and the inner face
applied with a single woven enarme

41cm; 16Din high

£1500-2000

374
A GERMAN SHIELD FOR THE JOUST IN MID-15TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

of concave canvas-covered wood, with curved edges,
strongly bouched on the right, the outer surface painted
with the gilt Baronial arms of von Hornstein on a green
ground filled with foliage, the border painted red (small
losses), and the inner face applied with a single sinew
enarme

46cm; 18Bin high

£1500-2000

372

373
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375
AN EXCEPTIONAL COPY OF THE GUADAGNI SHIELD,
19TH CENTURY

with wooden body covered with gilt gesso of kite-shaped
convex form, the inner surface left blank and fitted with
rings for suspension, the outer charged with the arms of
the Villani family, Or, a griffin rampant sable with a label
of three points gules, within a bordure engrailed gules,
the background finely tooled with scrolling foliage on a
punched gilt ground, and remain in very fine condition
throughout (small losses, cracks and chips)

43Nin; 111in high

This shield is copied from that made for the Villani family
formerly in Palazzo Guadagni, Florence and now
preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
inv. no. 3-1865. The curator John Charles Robinson
thought it ‘a very rare and remarkable specimen’ and
purchased it for £40 from the dealer William Blundell
Spence in Fiesole in 1865. See J. Fleming 1979, p. 572,
footnote 41 and J. F. Hayward 1965, no. 1.

£5000-7000

375
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376
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED LARGE SHAFFRON AND
CRINET IN GERMAN LATE 15TH CENTURY STYLE

comprising main plate formed with a medial ridge and
flaring out over the muzzle, fitted with a large cheek-plate
on each side, poll-plate, a pair of pierced domed eye-
defences, shield-shaped escutcheon, and a pair of ear
defences, the main plates embossed with tapering flutes,
with recessed borders, plain turns, and studded
throughout with brass rivets; and a crinet of five lames,
formed en suite with the shaffron

(2)

£2000-3000

MISCELLANEA

377
DEAN, BASHFORD.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Catalogue of European
Court Swords and Hunting Swords: including the Ellis, De
Dino, Riggs and Reubell Collections. New York, 1929,
cloth bound boards

£200-250

378
DEAN, BASHFORD.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Catalogue of European
Daggers: including the Ellis, De Dino, Riggs and Reubell
Collections. New York, 1929, cloth binding and boards
(small tears)

£200-250

379
ARMS AND ARMOUR SOCIETY VOLUME 1; The Art of the
Armourer (1963); CIMARELLI, ALDO: Arms & Armour
(1973); CREPIN & LEBLOND: Les Couteaux de Jet (1978);
GRUND: Encyclopedie des Armes (1993); HELD, R. A
Review of 162 Antique Arms and Pertinent Objects (1976);
HELD, ROBERT: Arms and Armor Annual; HUBER
(PUBLISHER): Hand und Faust-feuer-waffen,
Schweizerische Ordonnanz 1817-1975 (1971); KOSAR,
FRANZ: A Pocket History of Artillery Light Fieldguns
(1974); NICKEL, HELMUT (INTRODUCTION): The Art of
Chivalry; OGAWA, MORIHIRO: Japanese Master
Swordsmiths: The Gassan Tradition (1989); PAYNE-
GALLWEY, SIR RALPH: The Crossbow (1986); PITOUS, J.-
P. & CREPIN-LEBLOND: Le tir aux armes anciennes (1979);
SARGEAUNT,B.E: Weapons (1908); THE SCOTTISH ART
REVIEW: Scottish Weapons (1963); VENNER, DOMINIQUE:
Les Armes de Cavalerie (1977)

£100-150

380
A PAINTED MILITARY CHEST, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURY 

of wood bound with steel, fitted with a pair of doors
opening at the front, with a steel lifting handle at each
end, the interior with provision for shelves and drawers,
the exterior painted with a portrait of Lieutenant General
Sir John French, Lieutenant General Lord Methuen on the
doors and on the top with the owner’s name, Colonel J.
McNeil, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, Lord Baden
Powell, the piper Corporal McKay, inscribed with the
Battle Honour ‘Kimberley’, a field gun and the owner’s
title (areas of wear, small losses)

104cm; 41Din x 50.8cm; 20in x 55.8cm;22in

£800-1200

381
A PRESSURE GAUGE HYDROMETER FOR A GERMAN U-
BOAT, CIRCA 1914-18

reputedly taken from U-9 when decommissioning in
Scapa Flow in 1919

£100-150

376
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382
A GERMAN SPORTING CROSSBOW, LATE 17TH
CENTURY

with steel bow fitted with a later string, retained by later
cords and with two pom-poms, fruitwood tiller applied
with a panel of engraved staghorn on the top forming the
bolt channel and with a low fore-sight, cheek-piece carved
with a scroll at the front and inlaid with a star in
contrasting colours of horn and bone, inlaid over the
length of the tiller with further panels of engraved
staghorn including ball flowers, fruit and scrolls, fitted
with steel stirrup and nut, double set trigger, horn bolt
clip (a working replacement), scalloped bone thumb rest,
and a pair of very short lugs for a cranequin 

68cm; 26Nin tiller

£2500-3000

383
AN ENGLISH STONEBOW, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with curved steel bow retained by steel bands drawn-out
at the front to a pronounced acorn finial, early string with
bone spacers, built-in gaffle retained by a catch on the
butt-plate, folding fore-sight (the lower wire broken),
folding back-sight, figured walnut tiller of gunstock form,
chequered grip, and steel trigger-guard (the steel parts
pitted)

82.5cm; 32Iin tiller

‡ £400-600

382
383
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384
A RARE PAIR OF MONGOLIAN LONG CEREMONIAL
BANNERS, 19TH CENTURY

of brocaded Chinese silk, each comprising a cylindrical
canopy formed of a broad blue band between a pair of
red and yellow bands, carrying twenty streamers in the
colours of the Five Elements, with silk tassels and brass
finials, woven throughout with with lotus flowers and
foliage enriched with silver thread, and lined with blue
cotton

204.5cm; 80Iin high

The five elements theory was introduced from China
along with feng-shui and astrological practices. The
colours of the five elements are as follows, green for
Wood, red for Fire, yellow for Earth, blue for Water, and
white for Metal. This type of canopy was principally used
in the palaces of important Lamas and in major temples. 

£800-1000

385
A SPORTING CROSS-BOW, MID-18TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY FRENCH

with slender steel bow (now detached), fruitwood tiller
inlaid with an engraved ivory plaque over the bolt
channel, inlaid on each side with further shaped ivory
plaques (three missing), fitted with steel stirrup and nut,
set trigger, the butt with carved with an apple pierced by
an arrow suspended from a swag and inlaid with a star in
contrasting colours of horn on the cheek-piece, steel
trigger-guard, horn butt-late (a working replacement) and
ivory escutcheon fitted with an ivory skull (detached)

68cm; 26Nin tiller

£400-600

386
TWO STONEBOWS, A POLYNESIAN CLUB, A DIL DIL, A
TRIBAL BOW AND A QUANTITY OF ARROWS

in relic condition, the stonebows with slender steel bows,
wooden tillers with built in gaffles (damaged) and a
portion of an early string; a tribal longbow, two Australian
clubs, one with large head with pronounced wavy
borders, two spears, and a large quantity of arrows

(qty)

£200-250
384
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387
TWO DETACHED WHEEL-LOCK MECHANISM, MID-17TH
CENTURY

the first with flat lock-plate, struck with a mark, the letters
AS a hammer between, on the inside, fitted with external
wheel retained by a shaped bracket and sliding pan-cover,
the second probably for a Tschinke, stamped with a mark
on the outside, and with external mechanism
(restorations)

the first: 18.4cm; 7Din

(2)

£600-800

388
A RARE ITALIAN WHEEL-LOCK MECHANISM FROM A
RAMPART GUN FITTED WITH TWO DOGS, MID-17TH
CENTURY

with flat lock-plate formed with a shaped tail, external
wheel retained by a semi-circular bracket, fitted with
sliding pan-cover, and plain dogs with moulded necks

26cm; 10Din 

£500-600

389
A COMBINED WHEEL-LOCK SPANNER AND
TURNSCREW, MID-17TH CENTURY

with head incorporating four apertures of differing size for
the spanner, moulded faceted shank fitted with a rotating
suspension ring, the terminal pierced with a slipped
quatrefoil incorporating the turnscrew (pitted); and A
BULLET MOULD, 17TH/18TH CENTURY

the first: 20.2cm; 8in

(2)

£200-250

387

388

395
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390
A FLINTLOCK TINDER LIGHTER, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with brass body incorporating a pierced shaped stand at
the end (chipped, retaining screw replaced) and signed
with the owner’s initials ‘J. D. R.’ beneath, hinged tinder
box on the right, brass action, flat-sided walnut butt
boldly carved with a scroll at the base and foliage over
the lower part of the spine, and steel trigger-guard (worn)

17cm; 6Nin 

£200-300

391
THREE POWDER TESTERS, LATE 18TH AND EARLY 19TH
CENTURIES

the first with graduated steel ratchet wheel retained by a
long bevelled spring, rounded flintlock mechanism
chiselled with foliage on the tail and the cock, walnut
stock and engraved brass mounts including solid side-
plate decorated with a flower and trigger-guard with
baluster finial; the second with graduated brass disc and
body with raised pan for hand ignition, and wooden grip;
and the third with graduated steel wheel

26cm; 10Din

(3)

£600-800

392
A GERMAN MODEL 1896 ‘BROOMHANDLE’ MAUSER
STOCK, NO. 591

complete with sprung steel butt-catch, looped belt mount
and sprung cover catch (one small crack)

35.5cm; 14in

£100-150

393
A RARE EMBROIDERED CHAMOIS LEATHER POUCH,
PROBABLY FOR HAWKING, 19TH CENTURY

of white leather, the base encircled with a running pattern
of large flowers in green and yellow, applied with pierced
shaped borders, retaining two tassels, and inscribed G. T.
Templ—-Hussars’ (faded)

£350-450

391

392

393
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394
A FITTED CASE FOR A PAIR OF BELGIAN PERCUSSION
TARGET PISTOLS BY TOUREY A LIÈGE, MID-19TH
CENTURY

for a pair of pistols approximately 40cm long, the outer
surfaces veneered with rosewood and ebony borders,
inlaid with brass on the lid including an elaborately
pierced central plaque centring on the owner’s initials ‘P v
D’ beneath a Royal crown, the interior lined in red velvet
(areas of wear), and retaining a number of contemporary
accessories including bullet-mould, powder-flask,
turnscrew and ramrod

£800-1000

395
A FITTED MAHOGANY CASE FOR A SMALL SHOTGUN,
19TH CENTURY

the lid with a shaped vacant escutcheon, lined in green
baize, with provision for a 25in barrel, and with a nipple
wrench, pewter oil bottle and turnscrew

102.2cm; 40Bin by 19cm; 7Iin by 7.2cm; 2Pin

£100-150

396
TWO PISTOL HOLSTERS, LATE 17TH/EARLY 18TH
CENTURY, A LARGE SPUR, 17TH CENTURY, A KNIFE,
18TH CENTURY, THREE SPONTOON HEADS, EARLY 18TH
CENTURY, AND A DECORATIVE HALBERD

the first two of leather (losses); the second with very large
heel band, short neck and rowel with fourteen spikes
(incomplete), and with its buckles and catches; the third
with tapering blade double-edged for its greater portion,
and the grip inlaid with numerous panels of horn and
bone (losses); two Sergeants spontoon heads, with
tapering blades of flattened-diamond section and
threaded base; another, with triangular blade formed with
a pair of basal lugs and tapering socket; a socket bayonet,
a decorative halberd with shaped central spike and
curved axe-blade; and a scabbard for a 1796 pattern
infantry officer’s sword by R. Johnston (worn) 

(qty)

£100-150

394

395
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399
A VERY LARGE HORN FLASK, 18TH CENTURY

of curved stained cowhorn, fitted with turned horn basal
cap decorated with a pattern of concentric bands and with
turned horn threaded stopper, a pair of steel sling swivels
on brass washers, and retaining a leather carrying strap
(nozzle missing)

68.5cm; 27in 

£200-250

400
A COWHORN POWDER-FLASK, 18TH CENTURY

with curved tapering body, fitted with brass basal cap and
nozzle, the latter with spring cut-off, and a pair of rings
for suspension

30.5cm; 12in

£150-200

401
A GROUP OF GUN ACCESSORIES

comprising a cap dispenser made by Ken Steggles; a small
powder flask for a pistol; a powder flask by Dixon with
beaded design; a large French pistol flask of pineapple form;
a shot dispenser nozzle; a Continental multi tool put in a
horn body; a large bore powder dispenser; a barrel wrench
for a percussion pocket pistol; a Popes patent pinfire
cartridge extractor; part of a rifle backsight by Parker; two
military sling swivels; a lions head boss; a ramrod for a
rimfire pistol; a steel spring; a breech inspectors tool, a gun
screwdriver by Hawkesley with horn handle; a tin of Kynoch
percussion caps, part of a powder flask body; a good nickel
mounted horn powder flask – etc

(19)

£600-800

398

400

397
A SMALL HORN FLASK, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY 

and two small German silver-mounted leather scabbards
for hunting daggers 

the first: 16cm; 6Gin

(3)

£20-30

398
A POWDER FLASK, LATE 18TH CENTURY

of polished cowhorn, fitted with brass nozzle with sprung
stopper, brass basal cap, and a pair of steel rings for
suspension

23.5cm; 9Din 

£200-250
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402
A GROUP OF 4 BULLET MOULDS AND POWDER
DISPENSERS

comprising a Continental bronze bullet mould for
approximately .650 calibre Mfa; a rifle bullet mould for
.450 rifle by Ingram, Glasgow; a steel bullet mould
stamped .441; a bronze mould for a 12 bore cartridge
bullet head; a rare Jones’s patent ‘The Accuratus’ powder
dispenser No.185

(4)

£400-600

403
FIVE BULLET MOULDS, TWO OIL BOTTLES AND
FURTHER ACCESSORIES, 19TH CENTURY

A .450 calibre brass bullet mould by H. Holland; another,
by the same; a steel bullet mould for conical bullets; a
brass bullet mould by J. J. Becht; a modern bullet mould;
a pewter oil bottle by Hawksely & Co; another by Holland
and Holland; a .400 calibre bullet sizer, a brass shot
measure; three further accessories, an eastern bullet
mould, two eastern bullet pouches 

(15)

£400-500

404
EIGHT POWDER-FLASKS, TWO SHOT-FLASKS, AND
FOUR POWDER-MEASURES

one of flattened horn (nozzle detached); a Continental brass
powder-flask embossed with a reclining hunter in a
woodland on each face; a white metal powder-flask by G.
& J. W. Hawksley, Sheffield, embossed with basket-weave
designs over its surface; another two by the same, of plain
brass; a brass powder-flask by A. M. Flask & Cap Co.; two
further powder-flasks, two leather shot flasks; a powder
measure by James Dixon & sons; another by Haslocher
Rauchlos; two further measures, and a copper horn

(15)

£200-300

405
A HORN POWDER-FLASK, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

of flattened cow horn, with brass basal cap and nozzle,
the latter incorporating an adjustable measuring chamber
(cap missing) and a pair of suspension rings; and A
COPPER POWDER-FLASK BY FRITH, MID-19TH CENTURY,
the outer face embossed with a hunter and a hound
(nozzle missing)

the first: 26cm; 10Din 

(2)

£60-80

406
A GERMAN MUSKETEERS TRIANGULAR POWDER-
FLASK, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with leather-covered wooden body encased with steel
borders, the front applied with an engraved plaque of
baluster outline, the rear face fitted with a belt hook, four
later suspension rings, and nozzle with spring cut-off

24.5cm; 9Kin high

£600-800

407
A GERMAN ENGRAVED POWDER-FLASK, MID-18TH
CENTURY

of green-stained flattened cowhorn, decorated on one
side with a hunter in contemporary dress taking aim at a
reclining stag, and with a boar leaping at a huntsman on
the other, moulded at the nozzle, and fitted with an early
wooden stopper (the horn with small cracks at the base,
nozzle chipped)

27cm; 10Kin

£150-200

406
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408
A GROUP OF FOUR VARIOUS BARRELS, 17TH/18TH
CENTURIES

the first for a long wheel-lock pistol or carbine, formed in
two-stages, moulded at the muzzle, octagonal over the
lower section and moulded at the breech; the second
from a sporting gun, octagonal over the breech and
polygonal over the upper section, the third of heavy form,
octagonal over the breech, tapering towards a moulded
muzzle, and lightly chiselled with foliage; and the fourth
from a sporting gun (cut-down)

the first: 67cm; 26Iin

the second: 108.5cm; 42Nin

the third: 89cm; 35in

(4)

£600-800

409
A RARE THREE BARRELLED HAND IGNITED CANNON,
PROBABLY CHINESE, 19TH CENTURY

comprising three barrels bound by three pairs of steel
bands, the breeches each pierced with a vent hole and
extending to a hollow tapering socket for attaching to a
tiller (heavily patinated overall)

38.5cm; 15Bin

‡ £1000-1200

410
A MALAYSIAN BRONZE LANTAKA, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel formed with a large moulded muzzle
incorporating the fore-sight, cast with characteristic
triangular panels filled with foliage, raised vent field with
provision for a cover, long hollow cascabel for a tiller, a
pair of short trunnions, and bronze pivot mount

68cm; 26Nin barrel 

£300-400

409

410
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414
A FINE BRONZE SALUTING CANNON, DATED 1628

with tapering multi-stage barrel, strongly moulded muzzle
and astragals, stylised dolphin lifting handles, a pair of
plain trunnions, engraved with the owner’s arms within a
framework of scrolls and the date within a rectangular
cartouche over the first reinforce, narrow vent field with
raised vent and provision for a vent-cover, moulded
globose cascabel chiselled with acanthus foliage on a
boldly punched ground, decorated with differing bands of
bands of scrolling foliage behind the muzzle and in front

of the dolphins, and in untouched patinated condition
throughout: on its original steel-clad painted wooden
carriage with steel-shod spoked cambered wheels and
steel mounts including a pair of cap-squares (one
chipped, the carriage with areas of wear, mounts rust
patinated), 

42cm; 16Iin barrel

The arms are probably those of the von Reuschenberg,
Hereditary Knights of the Rhineland.

£3000-4000

414
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411
A RARE PAIR OF INDIAN MINIATURE CANNON, 18TH
CENTURY

each with tapering multi-stage barrel chiselled with a
gaping Tiger’s head forming the muzzle, raised
mouldings, cut with an inscription on the second
reinforce, plain vent field, and moulded base-ring drawn-
out to a globose cascabel

11cm; 4 Gin

(2)

Provenance:

The Maharajah of Mysore. 

Krishnarajah Wodeyar III

The inscription reads ’PADSHAH‘, King in translation

£350-450

412
A BRONZE CANNON, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel formed in three stages, raised vent
field, rounded base-ring drawn-out to a moulded globose
cascabel, and a pair of plain trunnions (pitting, cleaned)

8.8cm; 3Gin bore

118.8cm; 46Nin barrel

£2000-3000

413
AN IRON CANNON, 19TH CENTURY

with multi-stage barrel flaring at the muzzle, raised
astragals, raised rectangular vent field for an ignition
device, moulded base-ring drawn-out to a globose
cascabel, breeching loop (chipped, a pair of trunnions: on
a later iron carriage (pitted throughout)

119.3cm; 47Din barrel

2Nin bore

£2000-3000

413

412

411
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European and American Firearms
415
A .71 CALIBRE PERCUSSION MILITARY RIFLE, DATED
1834

a Continental military conversion from flintlock, with
sighted barrel rifled with five grooves, fitted with folding
back-sight, stamped with the date, calibre and German
proof marks at the breech, rounded lock stamped with
crowned ‘GR’ and ‘Tower’, figured walnut full stock (the
spring catches for the barrel bands filled in), regulation
brass mounts and steel ramrod

93.5cm; 36Pin barrel

£300-400

416
A .650 CALIBRE D.B. VICTORIAN PERCUSSION CAVALRY
CARBINE, DATED 1840

with tapering sighted barrels (pitted), back-action locks

engraved with the date, VR crowned, and ‘Tower’, walnut
half-stock, chequered grip, regulation steel mounts, and
associated brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the stock with
small chips and repairs, the butt extended in its working
life)

67cm; 26Gin barrels

£600-800

417
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN PERCUSSION 1853 PATTERN
THIRD MODEL THREE BAND ENFIELD RIFLE, DATED 1860

fitted with folding back-sight calibrated to 1000 yards,
Enfield lock with ‘VR’ crowned and the date, and the stock
with Enfield mark, complete with its ramrod (refinished)

99.2cm; 39Bin barrel

£350-450

416
417
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418
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN SNIDER-ENFIELD MARK III
TWO-BAND RIFLE, DATED 1870

of regulation specifications, stamped throughout with
Ordnance and War Department markings, dated lock, the
stock applied with a band of Turkish ornament around the
grip, and complete with its steel clearing rod and
contemporary leather sling

82.5cm; 32Iin barrel

£200-300

419
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN BREECH-LOADING RIFLED
CARBINE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, DATED 1870
AND A .750 VICTORIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1860

the first with sighted rifled barrel retained by two steel
bands, hinged breech mechanism, dated lock with

crowned and ‘Tower’, regulation walnut full stock, brass
mounts and steel ramrod; and the second with tapering
sighted barrel, border-engraved lock with ‘Tower proof’
beneath a crown, regulation full stock, and brass mounts

76.9cm; 30Din barrel

(2)

£300-500

420
A PERCUSSION MILITARY WALL PIECE, LONDON PROOF
MARKS, MID-19TH CENTURY

with slightly tapering barrel formed with a belled muzzle,
grooved barrel tang, flush-fitting flat lock stamped ‘R.C’
inside, figured walnut full stock impressed ‘W.R’ opposite
the lock, the side nail with War Department stamp, brass
mounts of regulation type (the trigger-guard a working
replacement), steel swivel mount, and original steel
ramrod (the steel parts pitted throughout)

68.5cm; 28in barrel

£400-500

418
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421
A GERMAN PERCUSSION RIFLED SPORTING CARBINE,
CIRCA 1840

with octagonal sighted barrel rifled with six narrow
grooves and inlaid with a pair of platinum lines at the
breech, large rounded percussion bolster fitted with
screw-in moulded nipple mount, flush-fitted back-action
lock, double set trigger, figured walnut half-stock,
chequered grip, raised cheek-piece, steel mounts
including scrolling trigger-guard (rear sling swivel
missing), and original steel ramrod

63.2cm; 24Pin barrel

£150-200

422
A .650 CALIBRE DUTCH PERCUSSION CAVALRY
CARBINE, DATED 1834

a regulation conversion from flintlock, with sighted
50.3cm barrel retained by a single brass band, and
stamped with the date and inspector’s mark at the breech
(pitted), dated lock stamped with the inspector’s mark P
crowned, regulation walnut half-stock hollowed for the
cheek, brass mounts, steel saddle bar, and no provision
for a ramrod

88.2cm; 34Nin overall

£300-400

423
A RARE .600 CALIBRE PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING
UNDER-HAMMER SCHEEL PATENT MILITARY RIFLE,
SÖDERMANLAND PROOF MARKS, NO. 182, CIRCA 1845

with sighted barrel retained by a pair of brass bands,
fitted with standing back-sight ahead of the breech, tip-up
breech operated by a lever on the right, under-hammer
action incorporating a ring for cocking, regulation walnut
full stock, raised cheek-piece, brass butt-plate, steel
trigger-guard, and steel sling swivels

83.2cm; 32Nin barrel 

Frederick Wilhelm Scheel, a Norwegian army officer and
gun designer read of the American Hall rifle and adapted
it into his own patent incorporating the under-hammer
design of the Danish Löbnitz patent. In 1838 it was
presented for tests by a Royal Commission, and one
hundred of these rifles were tested by an infantry
battalion in 1842. In the same year it was adopted by the
Norwegian army and thus became the first breech-loader
to be adopted as the single standard military firearm for a
nation. See C.Blair (ed.) 1983, pp.242-243.

£400-500

422
423
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424
A 28 BORE AUSTRIAN MODEL 1854/67 WANZL SYSTEM
INFANTRY RIFLE, DATED 1857; A .500 CALIBRE BELGIAN
ALBINI-BRAENDLIN SYSTEM CARBINE, LIÈGE PROOF,
CIRCA 1860; AND A 16 BORE CONTINENTAL D.B.
PERCUSSION SHOTGUN

(the first two heavily pitted, the first drilled through at the
muzzle); (the steel parts pitted, the muzzle drilled
through); the third with twist sighted barrels, scroll-
engraved back-action locks (one hammer detached), and
figured walnut half-stock carved with a lionshead in the
round on the underside of the butt (worn)

the first: 88.5cm; 34Pin barrel

(3)

£300-400

425
A .700 CALIBRE BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET, LIÈGE
PROOF, CIRCA 1830, AND A BELGIAN .700 PERCUSSION
MUSKET, CIRCA 1830

with tapering barrel retained by three brass bands,
regulation steel lock, walnut full stock, regulation brass
mounts, and steel ramrod; and the second rebuilt from
flintlock, with tapering sighted barrel retained by two
steel bands, regulation style lock, walnut full stock, steel
mounts including butt-plate with pronounced lower spur,
and steel ramrod

the first: 79.8cm; 31Gin barrel

(2)

£250-350

426
A 16 BORE D.B. FRENCH PIN-FIRE SPORTING GUN BY
VERNEY-CARRON FRERES, A ST ETIENNE, CIRCA 1860
AND ANOTHER, SIGNED THALVARD A VILLE FRANCE,
CIRCA 1860

with sighted barrels released by a secondary pivot-lever
under the fore-end, double bite action engraved with
shaped panels filled with chequer pattern, signed back-
action lock decorated en suite, walnut half-stock, and
steel mounts including scrolling trigger-guard and a pair
of steel sling swivels; and the second similar, with signed
back-action locks engraved with foliage, figured walnut
half-stock, chequered grip, and steel mounts

76.5cm; 30Bin barrels

(2)

£300-400

427
A 16 BORE CONTINENTAL D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING
GUN BY E. SCHLÜTER, CIRCA 1840

with rebrowned sighted barrel signed on the rib,
engraved breech inlaid with a silver line, engraved plugs,
engraved tang, scroll-engraved locks fitted with gravity
stops, inlaid with silver hounds and rabbits in a landscape
on the tails, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip,
strongly cast-off butt with raised cheek-piece, moulded
horn trigger-guard with terminal of shaped outline,
engraved German silver butt-cap, and original horn-
tipped wooden ramrod

83.2cm; 32Nin barrels 

£150-250

426
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A SAXON PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE,
SCHÜTZENBÜCHSE, BY A. FISCHER, MEHLIS, CIRCA
1850

with two-stage sighted barrel rifled with eight grooves,
recessed muzzle for loading, stamped ‘LW.SB.No.39’ on a
short flat and fitted with adjustable blued back-sight,
separate breech stamped ‘AF’, the tang with provision for
a further sight, signed flush-fitting lock, figured light
walnut three-quarter full stock, raised cheek-piece, plain
brass mounts including trigger-guard hollowed for the
fingers and butt-plate with pronounced spur, a pair of
steel sling swivels, brass fore-end cap, and original brass-
tipped steel ramrod

81.2cm; 32in barrel

£300-400

429
AN AUSTRIAN PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE, CIRCA
1760

converted from flintlock, with octagonal blued swamped
sighted barrel (back-sight removed), rifled with six grooves,
slender rounded lock, figured walnut full stock lightly
carved and incised with foliage about the barrel tang, over
the fore-end and the butt, the latter with carved raised
cheek-piece and patchbox fitted with sliding cover, brass
mounts of shaped outline, including solid side-plate,
wooden trigger-guard reinforced with a brass strip drawn-
out to a broad terminal, the heel of the butt with petal-
shaped cap, and three ramrod-pipes, and horn fore-end
cap (ramrod missing); and A PERCUSSION SPORTING

GUN BY J. SCHEMETYLER, CIRCA 1800, converted from
flintlock, with three-stage sighted barrel stamped with a
mark, L crowned, at the breech, the tang engraved ‘1’,
signed border-engraved lock decorated with a garland
beneath the bolster, figured walnut half-stock, raised cheek-
piece , the fore-end stained in imitation of a horn cap,
brass mounts comprising butt-plate of shaped outline
engraved with the owner’s initials, wooden trigger-guard
reinforced with a brass plate en suite with the butt-plate,
and a pair of faceted ramrod-pipes (ramrod missing)

101cm; 39Nin barrel

(2)

£300-400

430
A SOUTH GERMAN PERCUSSION OVER-AND-UNDER
SPORTING GUN BY F. HONOLD A ULM, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with two-stage tapering barrels,
the upper fitted with silver ‘Spider’ fore-sight and signed
in silver over the breech, border-engraved locks fitted
with gravity stops, figured walnut half-stock inlaid with
pierced bone plaques of shaped outline, chequered fore-
end and grip each studded with numerous silver nails, the
butt inlaid with silver wire filigree on both sides, the left
with raised cheek-piece and the right inlaid with a star in
contrasting pieces of horn and mother-of-pearl, wooden
trigger-guard studded with silver nails, and horn fore-end
cap (worn, ramrod missing)

81.7cm; 32Din barrels

£1500-1800

428
430
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431
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN, THE
LOCKS BY F. A. GEORGE KONIGL. HOF. BÜCHSENM. IN
BERLIN, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1850

with etched twist sighted barrels signed ‘Lassence Rongé
in Luttich’, engraved breech, scroll-engraved breech tang
decorated with a stag and numbered ‘1’, engraved flush-
fitting locks signed in two parts and decorated with a
brace of pheasant and a hound respectively, blued
triggers, figured walnut half-stock chequered grip, raised
cheek-piece, engraved steel trigger-guard with an
additional carved horn grip, engraved steel butt-plate
numbered 417, a pair of steel sling swivels, German silver
barrel bolt escutcheons, and horn-tipped wooden ramrod,
perhaps the original

94.6cm; 37Din barrels

£200-250

432
A 54 BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE FOR BELTED
BALL BY ANCELL, CIRCA 1840

with rebrowned sighted barrel rifled with a pair of
grooves, engraved breech fitted with screw-in bolster,
engraved slender breech tang, signed engraved back-
action lock fitted with sliding bolt safety-catch, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts
comprising scrolling trigger-guard, butt-plate, sling
swivel, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and silver fore-end
cap, and horn-tipped ramrod, probably the original

72cm; 28Din barrel

Robert Ancell is recorded in Perth between 1820-52. 

£750-900

432
433
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433
A 27 BORE PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE BY GEORGE H.
DAW, 57 THREADNEEDLE STREET, LONDON, NO.3552,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1861-65

with tapering sighted barrel rifled with four grooves for
Jacob’s type bullets, and fitted with folding calibrated
ladder back-sight, border-engraved tang, signed border-
engraved flush-fitting lock, retaining its original nipple
protector, figured walnut half-stock, finely chequered grip,
border-engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guard,
butt-plate, fore-end cap and barrel bolt escutcheons, a
pair of ramrod-pipes, vacant silver escutcheon, and
original brass-tipped ramrod

61.3cm; 24Bin barrel

George Henry Daw is recorded at this address between
1862-79 and manufactured improved versions of General
Jacob’s rifles. 

£800-1000

434
A CASED PAIR OF 12 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING
GUNS MADE FOR THE EARL OF LICHFIELD, BY J.
PURDEY, 514 1/2 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, NO. 5170 &
5171 FOR 1856

each with browned twist barrels signed on the rib and
fitted with bead fore-sight, scroll-engraved numbered
breeches inlaid with a platinum line, pierced engraved
platinum plugs, grooved numbered tangs engraved with
scrolling foliage, signed locks finely engraved with tightly
scrolling foliage fitted with hammers engraved en suite,
highly figured polished walnut half-stock, chequered fore-
end and grip, engraved blued steel mounts comprising
trigger-guard, butt-plate, barrel bolt escutcheons and fore-
end caps all decorated en suite with the locks (the barrel
bolts with minor chips), and silver-gilt escutcheons
engraved with the Earl of Lichfield’s crest above a
coronet, and remaining in good condition with some
early refinishing throughout: in their original two-tier
brass bound oak case, the lid applied with engraved trade
label (small creases, lid cracked), complete with a
contemporary leather shot bandolier

76.5cm; 30Bin barrel

The Purdey Ledgers confirm that these guns were made
for the Earl of Lichfield in 1856.

‡ £8000-12000

434
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435
A 14 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY
SMITH, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, MID-19TH
CENTURY AND A 20 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION
SPORTING GUN, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY

with rebrowned sighted barrels engraved at the breech
and inlaid with two lines, signed scroll-and border-
engraved locks, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip,
and engraved steel mounts (worn, later ramrod); the
second with two-stage sighted barrel, engraved tang,
scroll-engraved back-action lock, and walnut half-stock
carved with a stag’s head in the round over the grip and
engraved German silver mounts (worn, later ramrod)

76cm; 29Pin barrels

(2)

£180-220

436
A CASED 13 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY
SNOWDON, ALNWICK, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1840

with signed rebrowned sighted barrels, engraved case-
hardened breech decorated with a hound’s head on the
top and with platinum plugs, signed border-and scroll-
engraved locks decorated with hounds and a pheasant
(one hammer replaced), figured walnut half-stock,
chequered grip, engraved steel mounts including trigger-
guard decorated with a hound, white metal barrel bolt
escutcheons, and original brass-tipped wooden ramrod:
in a later brass bound fitted oak case lined in green baize,
complete with some accessories including pigskin-
covered powder-flask by Sykes

86.2cm; 34in barrels

George Snowdon is recorded in Narrowgate, Alnwick
circa 1833-58. 

£600-800

436

435
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437
A 14 BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY LOWE,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, MID-19TH CENTURY

with tapering sighted barrels, inlaid with a platinum line
on the rib at the breeches, platinum plugs, scroll-
engraved breech tang, signed back-action locks engraved
with differing game vignettes, engraved hammers,
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel
mounts, white metal barrel bolt escutcheons, and vacant
white metal escutcheon (areas of wear, ramrod missing)

76.5cm; 30Bin barrels

£200-300

438
A RARE 13 BORE BENTLEY’S PATENT ENCLOSED
ACTION PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, NO. 31, CIRCA 1840

with rebrowned sighted barrel formed in three stages,
scroll-engraved action cover signed ‘J. Bentley Patentee
and maker’, scroll-engraved tang, the action incorporating
a sprung cylindrical striker set by a robust recurved
forward trigger, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip,
engraved steel mounts including square-fronted trigger-
guard, and butt-cap decorated with scrollwork on the
tang, horn fore-end cap, silver barrel bolt escutcheons,

and brass-tipped wooden ramrod, probably the original

76cm; 30in barrel

This gun incorporates George Stocker and Joseph
Bentley’s patent no. 4024 of 1839. See L. Winant 1959,
pp.89-90, plates 87 and 88. 

£400-500

439
A 16 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY
WILLIAM HOLE, GUNMAKER 27 HIGH STREET, BRISTOL,
NO. 3548, CIRCA 1840

with signed twist sighted barrels, engraved case-
hardened breeches inlaid with a gold line, pierced
platinum plugs, scroll-engraved tang, signed engraved
locks decorated with scrollwork, border ornament and
differing game vignettes (one hammer chipped), figured
walnut half-stock fitted with two silver plaques beneath
the breeches, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts
(worn), and silver barrel bolt escutcheons (ramrod
replaced)

77.2cm; 30Gin barrels

William Hole is recorded at this address 1839-44.

£300-400

437
438
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440
A 54 BORE BELGIAN PIN-FIRE REVOLVING CARBINE,
LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1860

with blued octagonal sighted barrel encrusted with silver
linear ornament and foliage at the breech and muzzle and
rifled with twelve grooves, blued cylinder encrusted with
silver vine foliage, blued frame decorated en suite, fitted
with loading gate and clearing rod on the right, figured
walnut half-stock carved with foliage behind the action
and chequered over the grip (bruised), and engraved steel
mounts including scrolling trigger-guard decorated with
silver en suite with the frame and cylinder, and a pair of
steel sling swivels (the bluing worn, silver with small
losses, areas of pitting)

66.5cm; 26Bin barrel

£500-700

441
A 22 BORE GERMAN FLINTLOCK WENDER RIFLE BY
JAKUB HEILER, CIRCA 1740

with two-stage tapering sighted barrels formed with a
long flat, rifled with seven and six grooves respectively
and signed on the upper, fitted with a facing plate at the
breech engraved with a panel of foliage on each side,
bevelled lock engraved with a line around the border,
figured walnut full stock carved with a raised foliate
moulding about the tang, moulded over the fore-end,
raised cheek-piece, and fluted sliding patchbox cover,
steel mounts including solid side-plate decorated en suite
with the lock, sliding trigger-guard releasing the barrels,
butt plate with engraved tang of shaped outline, and a
pair of sling swivels (later ramrod, the steel parts
chemically cleaned)

85cm; 33Iin barrels

£1000-1500

440
441
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A SPANISH MIQUELET-LOCK SPORTING GUN, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with two-stage sighted barrel stamped with a mark at the
breech, beneath a crown ‘Jem. Betolaza’ (partly
obscured), and retained by three slender brass bands, flat
lock of characteristic type stamped with the maker’s mark
inside, beneath a crown ‘Vrigoen’, figured stained walnut
stock with ‘Catalan’, butt, brass mounts of shaped outline,
and two steel sling swivels (ramrod missing, cleaned
overall)

87.5cm; 34Iin barrel

£400-600

443
A 22 BORE DUTCH D.B. FLINTLOCK SPORTING CARBINE
SIGNED A LA HAYE, CIRCA 1790

with tapering barrels fitted with silver fore-sight and
retaining traces of the barrelsmith’s stamp over the
breeches, gold-lined vents, stepped locks signed by the
maker on one side (indistinct) and inscribed ‘A La Haye’
on the other (one top-jaw and screw missing), figured
walnut half-stock (bruised), carved cheek-piece, the grip
cut with chequering in the English taste, steel mounts and
associated ramrod (the steel parts patinated)

62cm; 24Gin barrels

£500-600

185

442
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444
A .650 CALIBRE DUTCH FLINTLOCK JAEGER RIFLE BY
THONE, AMSTERDAM, CIRCA 1790

with octagonal barrel rifled with seven broad grooves,
fitted with folding back-sight (fore-sight removed), and
with traces of a town mark at the breech, signed bevelled
lock with rounded tail fitted with dog safety-catch (top-jaw
and screw missing), figured walnut stock with carved
raised cheek-piece, patchbox with sliding cover (small
chips and light bruising), regulation brass mounts, brass
fore-end cap and brass-tipped steel ramrod (sling swivels
missing)

75.5cm; 29Nin barrel

£700-900

445
A DUTCH COLONIAL FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with swamped steel barrel strongly swelling and fluted
towards the muzzle, inlaid with fine brass linear patterns
and a central foliate panel, English regulation lock
stamped with ‘GR’ crowned, Tower and with Ordnance
mark, hardwood full stock (cracks and repairs), boldly
carved with flowers on the right of the butt, brass
regulation mounts and a pair of steel sling swivels
(ramrod and fore-end cap missing)

112cm; 44Bin

£500-700

444
445
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446
A .700 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK MUSKET OF
REGULATION TYPE, LIÈGE PROOF, AND A 20 BORE
CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK TRADE GUN, LIÈGE PROOF,
19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel retained by three steel bands, large
rounded lock fitted with pierced cock, full stock impressed
8462 on the left of the butt, and regulation steel mounts;
the second with two-stage barrel, engraved lock signed
‘Mre J. F. & Co a Liége [sic]’, hardwood full stock carved
with a hook on the spine of the butt, and brass mounts

the first 93.5cm; 36Nin barrel

(2)

£300-500

447
A .750 CALIBRE EAST INDIA COMPANY WINDUS
PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET, LATE 18TH CENTURY
AND A 20 BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

the first of standard specifications, the lock stamped with
the East India mark and the date, perhaps 1790, and
complete with a socket bayonet (worn, rusted
throughout); the second converted from flintlock, with
sighted barrel, engraved stepped cock, and figured walnut

half-stock (worn throughout, the steel parts painted black)

the first: 99cm; 39in barrel

(2)

£500-700

448
A FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1730, PROBABLY
DUTCH

with fine two-stage sighted barrel, chiselled in relief with
mounted warriors in foliate frames involving grotesques,
trophies-of-arms, and a reclining classical warrior at the
base, all on a punched ground (the vent lining removed),
engraved tang, rounded lock engraved in the manner of
Jean Berain, decorated with a horned trumpeting devil on
the tail and a female dragon beneath the pan, root walnut
half-stock, carved with foliage about the barrel tang and
the mounts (fore-end with a small crack), blued steel
mounts including flat scrolling side-plate, butt-plate,
moulded trigger-guard with acanthus terminal, knuckle-
guard with moulded tang drawn-up to a baluster
moulding with an acanthus terminal, a pair of moulded
brass ramrod-pipes, and horn fore-end cap (the barrel
and mounts finished)

118.7cm; 46Nin barrel

£1000-1500

447
448
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449
A .700 CALIBRE COMPOSITE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK
MUSKET, AND A .750 CALIBRE COMPOSITE
CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK CARBINE, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

the first with tapering barrel retained by three barrel
bands, the tang re-engraved with the date 1763,
regulation lock with rounded tail and brass pan, full stock
with recessed cheek-piece, and steel mounts; the second
with earlier barrel retained by two steel bands, strongly
bevelled lock, walnut full stock (chipped), and regulation
steel mounts

the first: 92.5cm; 36Gin barrel 

(2)

£250-350

450
A GERMAN AIR GUN OF BELLOWS TYPE BY F. A.
ROTMAUER IN LEGAU, CIRCA 1760

with signed swamped octagonal sighted barrel fitted with
a brass sleeve, plain tang, fully enclosed mechanism,
figured walnut full stock carved and incised with rococo
scrollwork about the tang, behind the ramrod-pipe and
over the butt, raised cheek-piece carved with further
designs and fitted with a bolt for winding the mechanism
behind, wooden trigger-guard with brass reinforce of
shaped outline, brass mounts including a pair of scrolling
panels on each side of the mechanism in imitation of a
side-plate, two-piece butt-plate, three ramrod-pipes, and
complete with its original brass ramrod incomplete, the
stock with minor repairs and worm damage)

81.5cm; 32in barrel

A gun of similar date and signed Franz Anthony
Rotmauer in Legau is preserved in a German ancestral
collection.

£500-600

450
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A 28 BORE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE,
SECOND QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves, stamped with the maker’s initials, the letters ‘I
M’ a flowerhead between, and a brass-lined barrelsmith’s
mark, a female bust, at the breech, flat lock fitted with
enclosed wheel, sliding pan-cover, pan-fence engraved
with the letters ‘M Z’, flash-guard, and dog with enclosed
outer face, set trigger, figured walnut full stock moulded
over the fore-end (repaired), carved cheek-piece inset with
a horn rondel, patchbox with sliding cover inlaid with a
shaped panel of horn, steel trigger-guard, horn butt-plate,
ramrod-pipes, and fore-end cap, and horn-tipped wooden
ramrod, perhaps the original

85.7cm; 33Nin barrel

£800-1000

452
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE, 17TH
CENTURY

converted for use as a trap or alarm gun, with cut-down
octagonal barrel stamped with the barrelsmith’s marks at
the breech, flat lock engraved with a pair of cavalry
officers in contemporary dress before a city, later
hardwood full stock, and later steel mounts of
rudimentary construction

33cm; 13in

£800-1000

451
452
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453
A .52 CALIBRE U. S. SHARP’S NEW MODEL 1865 RIFLED
CARBINE, NO. C,45283 

of standard production specifications (the barrel with
small areas of light rust and pitting, the steel parts
refinished in its working life)

99.5cm; 39Din 

£700-900

454
A .56 CALIBRE U. S. COLT MODEL 1855 FIVE-SHOT
REVOLVING MILITARY RIFLED MUSKET, NO. 739, CIRCA
1856-64 

of standard production specifications (the steel parts
pitted, engraving and numbering refreshed, the stock
replaced in its working life)

79.4cm; 31Din barrel

£500-700

455
A .54 CALIBRE U.S. FIFTH MODEL BURNSIDE RIFLED
CARBINE, NO. 1964, CIRCA 1863-65

of standard production specifications (the steel parts with
areas of light pitting, worn)

53.2cm; 21in barrel 

Approximately 43,000 of this model were sold to the U.S.
government and issued in the largest quantity of all the
Burnside carbines.

£200-300

453
454
455
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456
A 50 BORE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE BY
GEORG HERZOG, DATED 1808

converted from flintlock, with octagonal barrel fitted with
German silver fore-sight, standing steel back-sight signed
on a silver plaque behind, engraved lock signed ‘Josh Co’
(rubbed), double set trigger, maple full stock stained in
imitation of high figuring, (fore-end chipped and cracked),
carved cheek-piece, brass mounts including moulded
trigger-guard , faceted butt-cap and pierced engraved
patchbox-cover (worn, later ramrod)

103cm; 40Iin barrel

This maker appears to be unrecorded. 

£600-800

457
A 14 BORE AMERICAN PERCUSSION SHOTGUN, MID-
19TH CENTURY

with sighted barrel struck with proof marks at the breech,
rounded action with plain cover fixed by two screws on
the left, figured walnut butt, and plain steel mounts
(ramrod-pipe detached, ramrod later)

87cm; 34Din barrel

£100-150

456
457
458
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459
A .36 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE U.S. COLT MODEL 1871/72
CARTRIDGE CONVERTED POCKET REVOLVER, NO. 4038

with 3Iin blued round barrel stamped ‘Colt’s Pt. F.A.
MFG. Co. Hartford. CT USA’, engraved cylinder, case-
hardened frame stamped with patent details on the left,
case-hardened trigger, polished walnut butt, with
matching numbers and retaining much original finish
throughout

See R. Q. Sutherland & R. L. Wilson 1971, p. 230.

21.5cm; 8Iin 

£1000-1200

460
A .41 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE COLT THIRD MODEL LONDON
DERRINGER, LONDON PROOF MARKS, NO.426, CIRCA
1875

of standard production specifications, with 2Iin barrel

struck with proof marks beneath (now feint), brass frame
engraved with a rampant Colt on the left, and polished
walnut grips

12.5cm; 4Pin 

The rampant colt mark was used by The Colt London
Agency to identify their authorised product for only a few
years. See R. L. Sutherland and R. L. Wilson 1971, 
pp.287-9. 

£300-400

461
A .36 CALIBRE U. S. MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY
FIVE-SHOT POCKET REVOLVER, NO. 29758, CIRCA 1859-
68

of standard production specifications with 6Iin barrel,
engraved cylinder, and polished walnut butt (areas of
light pitting) 

30cm; 11Pin

£250-350

459
460
461
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462
TWO .54 CALIBER AMERICAN MILITARY PERCUSSION
PISTOLS BY A. H. WATERS & CO. MILBURY, MASS,
DATED 1844

of regulation specifications, each retaining its steel
ramrod (each worn, the steel parts pitted throughout,
hammer missing, the inscriptions on one lock missing,
one side nail and one ramrod link missing)

35cm; 13Nin

(2)

£200-300

463
A .30 CALIBRE U.S. ALAN & WHEELOCK PATENT
WORCESTER BAR HAMMER PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER, MID-19TH CENTURY

with fluted barrel group stamped with the maker’s details,
engraved nipple shield retained by four screws, engraved
action, signed bar hammer, figured walnut butt and steel
trigger-guard (worn) 

18cm; 7Bin 

£300-400

464
A .31 CALIBRE ETHAN ALLEN FIRST MODEL POCKET
RIFLE RETAILED BY A. W. SPIES, CIRCA 1830-42

of standard production specifications, the top strap
stamped with the retailers details and ‘Cast Steel
Warranted’, engraved frame, and walnut butt inset with a
German silver oval on each side

23.5cm; 9Din

£250-350

463
464
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465
A .31 CALIBRE MASS. ARMS CO. MAYNARD SELF
PRIMING BELT REVOLVER, CIRCA 1851-57

of standard production specifications, with 5in barrel,
signed engraved action decorated with an American
Eagle on the primer cover, and the back-strap and trigger-
guard each retaining some early silver-plated finish (the
steel parts refinished throughout)

27cm; 10Kin

200 revolvers of this type were sold to the abolitionist
John Brown for his use in 1857. See N. Flayderman 1998,
p.310.

£300-400

466
A .350 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL COLT REVOLVER MADE
UNDER LICENSE, AND FOUR FURTHER CONTINENTAL
REVOLVERS, THE FIRST 19TH CENTURY

the first with 6Pin tapering octagonal sighted barrel
inscribed ‘Colt Brevete’ six-shot cylinder, steel frame,
walnut grips and brass mounts (hammer repaired, light
pitting, cleaned); the second a copy of a Colt 1861 army
revolver, no. 1022, stamped ‘Address Col. Saml Colt New
York U.S. America on the barrel, brass trigger-guard and
back-strap, and in aged condition; the third stamped
‘American Muzzle Loading Revolver Patent New York’ on
the barrel, the cylinder with Liège proof, and steel lug,
frame and trigger-guard each stamped with serial
numbers; and two further copies of Colt revolvers (worn
and extensively cleaned throughout)

the first: 30.5cm; 12in 

(5)

£250-350

467
A .30 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE FOUR-BARRELLED SHARPS
PATENT PISTOL BY TIPPING & LAWDEN, CIRCA 1860

with fluted barrel group engraved with a band around the
muzzle and a punched foliate panel on each side (fore-
sight missing), scroll-engraved silver-plated brass action
signed on the left, blued knurled hammer, blued trigger,
engraved silver-plated brass back-strap, and ivory butt

14cm; 5Iin

£400-500

465

467
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468
A .36 CALIBRE U.S. COLT MODEL 1851 HARTFORD
FACTORY ENGRAVED REVOLVER WITH IVORY BUTT, NO.
93351 FOR 1860

of standard production specifications, the barrel, lug,
frame, trigger-guard and back-strap all engraved with
scrolling foliage on a granular ground in the manner of
Gustave Young, the barrel, lug and frame each with traces
of original finish (oxidised to a matt colour, the cylinder
worn, barrel wedge replaced), the trigger-guard and back-
strap with traces of original silver plating, and original
ivory butt (age cracks)

33.2cm; 13Bin 

£2500-3000

469
A .36 CALIBRE U.S. COLT MODEL 1861 NAVY REVOLVER
WITH IVORY BUTT, NO. 11025 2 FOR 1863

of standard production specifications, the barrel lug and
round bodied frame with very small traces of original
blued finish, the back-strap with traces of original silver
plating at the top, and original ivory butt (small chips and
repairs, mainspring broken)

33.2cm; 13Bin 

£1200-1800

468
469
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470
A CASED .36 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY
REVOLVER, LONDON PROOF MARKS, NO. 182712 FOR
1865

of standard production specifications, with 7Iin blued
barrel with single line New York address, and retaining
some original colour throughout: in its original fitted oak
case lined in green baize, the lid applied with engraved 14
Pall Mall trade label for 1855-61 with ‘directions for using
Colt’s pistols’ (small tears), and complete with original
blued nipple key and cleaning rod

33.2cm; 13in 

£3000-4000

470
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471
A CASED .31 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1849 LONDON
PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER, NO. 1926 FOR 1854

with 5in blued barrel with two line London address,
engraved cylinder, case-hardened frame, steel back-strap,
blued steel trigger-guard, figured walnut butt, with
matching numbers, and retaining some original finish
throughout: in its original fitted mahogany case lined in
blue velvet (light wear, complete with blued bullet mould,
blued nipple wrench and copper flask by James Dixon &
Sons 

24.7cm; 9Nin

£1500-2000

471
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472
A CASED .31 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1849 NEW YORK
PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER, NO. 117473 FOR 1856

of standard production specifications, with 4in barrel
stamped with two line New York address, the trigger-
guard and back-strap retaining some original silver
plating , and with matching numbers throughout: in
original fitted oak case lined in green baize (areas of wear,
restorations) complete with a contemporary bullet mould
(cleaned)

22cm; 8Nin

£600-800

473
A CASED .36 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1851 NEW YORK
NAVY REVOLVER, NO. 178008 FOR 1864

of standard production specifications, with 7Iin barrel
stamped ‘Address Col. Saml Colt New-York U.S. America’
(worn, the manufacture’s stamp on the frame double
stamped): in a later lined and fitted case with later
powder-flask and brass bullet mould

33cm; 13in

£600-800

472
473
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474
A CASED 54 BORE BELGIAN ADAMS PATENT FIVE-SHOT
DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER MADE
UNDER LICENSE BY AUGUSTE FRANCOTTE, LIÈGE
PROOF, NO. 507, MID-19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted rifled barrel signed on the top
strap, signed border-engraved frame stamped ‘Adams
Patent 1850’ on the left, fitted with rammer on the left,
chequered walnut butt, and steel mounts including butt-
cap with lanyard ring, a contemporary fitted oak case
lined in green baize (areas of wear), and complete with
some accessories including copper powder-flask, nipple
key, and pewter oil bottle (key escutcheon missing)

29.8cm; 11Nin

A number of Adams revolvers were made by Auguste
Francotte under license in Liège. See A. W. F. Taylerson,
R. A. N. Andrews and J. Frith 1968, p.111.

£800-1000

474
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475
A CASED 54 BORE ADAMS PATENT MODEL 1851 FIVE-
SHOT SELF-COCKING PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY
DEANE ADAMS & DEANE, MAKERS TO H.R.H. PRINCE
ALBERT, 30 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE,
NO. 1463 R, CIRCA 1855

with signed octagonal rifled sighted barrel, signed scroll-
engraved frame previously fitted with patent rammer
(now detached, safety catch missing), cylinder stamped
with London proof marks, chequered walnut butt, scroll-
engraved trigger-guard and butt-cap with trap, and
retaining traces of original blued finish: in original fitted
oak case lined in green baize, and complete with some
original accessories including Adams’ patent bullet mould
numbered 1465, and Dixon & sons copper flask (key
escutcheon missing)

29.6cm; 11Kin

Robert Adams’ lever rammer was patented under no.
2645 in 1854.

£1000-1500

475
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476
A CASED 54 BORE BAR-HAMMER PERCUSSION
TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER SIGNED SMITH, 72 JOHN
STREET, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, MID-
19TH CENTURY

with signed octagonal sighted barrel engraved with
scrolls and rifled with eight grooves, numbered cylinder,
engraved bar hammer, scroll-engraved rounded German
silver action extending to form the back-strap, finely
chequered walnut butt, engraved German silver butt-cap,
engraved steel trigger-guard, and with traces of original
blued finish throughout: in a later mahogany case lined in
plum velvet, with some accessories including brass
powder-flask and pewter oil bottle

30.2cm; 11Pin 

£600-800

477
A 7MM CONTINENTAL TEN SHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER,
AN 11MM SPANISH PIN-FIRE REVOLVER BY ALBERDI, AN
11MM CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE REVOLVER; AND TWO
7MM CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE REVOLVERS, CIRCA 1860-
70

the first with round rifled barrel fitted with a characteristic
large fore-sight, plain frame fitted with a loading gate and
clearing rod on the right, and chequered butt fitted with a
lanyard ring at the base; the second signed in silver on
the barrel and inlaid with silver scrollwork over the
breech (folding trigger missing), fitted with loading gate
and clearing rod on the right, and chequered butt fitted
with lanyard ring; the third engraved with the owner’s
initials over the breech; the fourth scroll-engraved on the
barrel, frames and cylinder (clearing rod missing); and the
fifth plain (some wear throughout) 

the first: 21.5cm; 8Iin

(5)

£250-350
477

476
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478
A 7MM CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER,
CIRCA 1860

with blued fluted barrel group, blued frame fitted with
loading gate on the right, folding trigger, walnut grip-
scales, steel back-strap, and the butt fitted with screw-in
clearing rod (the bluing worn in places)

14cm; 5Iin

£300-400

479
A RARE 6MM FRENCH JARRE PATENT SELF-COCKING
SIX BARRELLED ‘HARMONICA’ PISTOL, NO. 360, CIRCA
1873

with horizontally arranged fluted barrel group, each cut
with multi-groove rifling, stamped ‘A. Jarre Bt S.C.D.C.’
and the serial number at each end on the top of the
breeches, case-hardened action signed en suite, blued
knurled hammer, blued trigger, and steel back-strap
stamped with the serial number and fitted with screw-in
clearing rod at the top, and ebony grips (the bluing worn
and largely oxidised)

The first harmonica pistol was patented by J. Jarre of 28
Boulevard Poissonnière in 1862. His successors P. J. and
A. E. Jarre worked at the same address and patented the
second design, shown in the present pistol, in 1873. See
L. Winant 1956, p. 244.

£700-900

478

479

14.2cm; 5Kin
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480
A RARE PAIR OF .600 CALIBRE HANOVERIAN MODEL
1818/43 RIFLED PERCUSSION CAVALRY PISTOLS, NO.
396

each with rebrowned tapering sighted 11Din barrel rifled
with eight grooves, case-hardened breech tang
incorporating the back-sight, stepped bevelled lock fitted
with bolt safety catch passing through from the opposite
side and acting on the neck of the hammer, figured
walnut full stock impressed with the mark ‘TS’ conjoined
opposite the lock, the spine of the butt with a numbered
pierced plate for the shoulder stock, regulation brass
mounts comprising flush-fitted side-plate stamped ‘K.G.2’,
trigger-guard stamped en suite with the stock, butt-cap,
and fore-end cap, and with no provision for a ramrod,
complete with numbered detachable butt stamped en
suite with the stock and ‘K.G.2’, with its saddle bar with

two rings, and with an associated ramrod complete with
clip-on belt suspension, the tip impressed ‘I.C.9’, and
remaining in very good condition throughout

43.1cm; 17in pistol without butt

Provenance:

The Konigsgendarmerie of 1866.

Schloss Cumberland, Gmunden, inv. nos. 1323, 1353,
1457, 1458. 

Schloss Marienburg

See U. Volmer 1978, p. 83, no. 22.

£3000-4000

480
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481
A SCANDINAVIAN PERCUSSION CAVALRY PISTOL,
CIRCA 1840

with rifled 24.8cm barrel retained by a brass muzzle band
incorporating the fore-sight, stamped with an arsenal
number at the breech, regulation lock fitted with dog-
safety, beechwood full stock impressed with numbers
ahead of the trigger-guard, regulation brass mounts, the
spine of the butt fitted with a steel plate for a shoulder
stock, and with no provision for a ramrod (cleaned
throughout)

42cm; 16Iin

£150-200

482
TWO 20 BORE COSSAK REGULATION RIFLED
PERCUSSION PISTOLS, SECOND HALF OF THE 19TH
CENTURY

each with tapering barrel rifled with four wide grooves,
struck with Liège proof mark at the breech and retained
by three slender steel bands (one missing from one
pistol), the tang extending to form the spine of the butt,
plain back-action lock, figured hardwood full stock,
compressed spherical pommel fitted with a ring for
suspension, and with no provision for a ramrod

44cm; 17Gin

(2)

‡ £500-700

483
A .650 CALIBRE BELGIAN RIFLED PERCUSSION PISTOL,
LIÈGE PROOF, DATED 1863

with tapering sighted barrel cut with multi-groove rifling
and retained by a single steel band, flush-fitting back-
action lock, figured walnut three-quarter stock, and
regulation steel mounts including butt-cap stamped with
the date, and associated steel ramrod

26cm; 10Din

£300-400

481

482

483
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484
A PAIR OF 20 BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION OFFICER’S
PISTOLS BY REUHL, STRASBOURG, MID-18TH CENTURY

converted from flintlock, with two-stage barrels fitted with
silver fore-sights, engraved and punched with flowers and
foliage, retaining traces of gilt over the breeches, rounded
locks signed ‘Reuhl’ and ‘Strasbourg’ respectively, figured
walnut full stocks with ‘birds head’ butts (fore-ends
cracked and repaired), moulded brass mounts including
solid side-plates, trigger-guards with baluster terminals
and butt-caps, and horn fore-end caps (later ramrods)

33cm; 13in 

(2)

Two maker’s of this name are recorded in Strasbourg at
this date, Heinrich Adam originating from Kronberg,
Hessen Cassel and his nephew Johann Georg.

£500-700

485
A 15 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL,
CIRCA 1830

with browned twist sighted barrel, blued tang fitted with
back-sight, border-engraved blued lock, figured walnut
three-quarter stock, chequered butt, brass mounts
comprising domed butt-cap, trigger-guard and fore-end
cap and steel ramrod, perhaps the original; and a copy of
a Dutch mid-19th Century percussion target pistol, early
20th Century, the barrel signed Le Hey à Haerlem

the first: 36cm; 14Din 

(2)

£300-350

486
A 20 BORE CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION PISTOL
SIGNED BARTIER À LIMOGES, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with swamped octagonal sighted
barrel cut with multi-groove rifling, tang of shaped outline
fitted with standing back-sight, signed lock, figured walnut
three-quarter stock, chequered butt, and steel mounts
including small engraved side-plate, trigger-guard and
engraved domed butt-cap (cleaned throughout, later ramrod)

28cm; 11in

£250-300

487
A CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION PISTOL, MID-
19TH CENTURY

with turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved box-lock action,
folding trigger, angular fluted butt, and steel butt-cap
fitted with a lanyard ring

23.5cm; 9Din

£80-100

484

485

486
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488
A PAIR OF 40 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840

with octagonal brass barrels strongly moulded at the
muzzles and stamped with the numbers ‘196’ beneath the
breeches, box-lock actions engraved with scrolling
foliage, engraved tangs, flattened bag-shaped butts cut
with chequering, and engraved steel trigger-guards
(worn)

18cm; 7Bin 

(2)

£200-300

489
A PAIR OF GERMAN RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET
PISTOLS BY CARL SCHMIDT IN K‹HNDORF B. SUHL, MID-
19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrels rifled with eight grooves,
rebated muzzles for loading, signed in silver and
decorated with a pattern of delicate silver scrollwork
above the inscription ‘Guss Stahl’ at the breeches,
engraved breeches numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively,
scroll-and border-engraved breech tangs fitted with
adjustable back-sights, scroll-and border-engraved locks
with small stepped tails (one hammer spur chipped, the
other hammer missing), set triggers, highly figured
walnut half-stocks, fluted butts, engraved steel mounts
comprising very small scrolling side-plates, spurred
trigger-guards, engraved butt-caps secured by screw-in
burred finials, German silver barrel-bolt escutcheons, and
with no provision for a ramrod: in a later veneered case
complete with some original accessories including
combined hammer and precision loading tool and bullet
mould

39.3cm; 15Iin

£1800-2200

490
A 20 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
FISHER, MID-19TH CENTURY AND A BRASS POWDER-
FLASK, 19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrel, signed lock (hammer
replaced), figured walnut full stock (worn), engraved steel
trigger-guard and vacant white metal escutcheon (worn
ramrod missing); the second with embossed brass body
decorated with foliage and a scrollwork panel, and brass
sprung nozzle

the first: 26.5cm; 10Gin

(2)

£100-150

488

489
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491
A PAIR OF 15 BORE PERCUSSION BELT PISTOLS by W.
PARKER, HOLBORN, LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1810

converted from flintlock, each with rebrowned octagonal
sighted barrel engraved with a band at the breech, signed
engraved stepped bolted lock, figured walnut full stock,
chequered butt, engraved steel mounts including belt
hook, and trigger-guard, and vacant silver escutcheon,
and original horn-tipped wooden ramrods

27.5cm; 10Nin 

(2)

£700-1000

492
A 15 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY R.
WATMOUGH, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1854-60

with signed octagonal turn-off barrel fitted with spring
bayonet, engraved breech tang fitted with bayonet
release, scroll-engraved side-hammer action (hammer
spur chipped), chequered walnut butt, engraved steel
mounts, and vacant escutcheon (patinated throughout); A
PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, MID-19TH CENTURY, (worn); A LEATHER SHOT-
FLASK, with brass Sykes patent nozzle; A COPPER
POWDER-FLASK, with Battie patent nozzle; and TWO
FURTHER FLASKS

the first: 21cm; 8Din 

(6)

£350-450

493
A 32 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY DURS
EGG, LONDON, CIRCA 1810

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned octagonal
sighted barrel signed in gold and inlaid with a gold line at
the breech, border-engraved tang decorated with a
trophy-of-arms, signed stepped engraved bolted lock
engraved over the breech, figured walnut full stock cut
with pineapple chequering over the butt (fore-end
cracked), engraved steel mounts including blued trigger-
guard with pineapple finial, and original horn-tipped
wooden ramrod (tip chipped)

27.5cm; 10Pin 

£450-550

491

493
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495
A RARE SILVER-MOUNTED PERCUSSION OVER-AND-
UNDER SINGLE TRIGGER POCKET PISTOL BY JOSEPH
EGG, NO.1 PICCADILY, LONDON, NO. 2657, CIRCA 1825

with blued barrels inlaid with two gold lines at the
breeches, the upper signed in gold and fitted with silver
fore-sight, the lower inscribed with the maker’s address,
percussion bolsters engraved with lightening bolts and
clouds, engraved breech tang decorated with fern foliage
and incorporating the back-sight, flush-fitted flat locks
profusely engraved with dense foliage involving a
serpent, signed on the right and inscribed ‘London’ on the
left, later external mainsprings, figured walnut butt cut
with chequering (small scratches and dents), silver
mounts comprising vacant diamond-shaped escutcheon,
square-backed trigger-guard decorated with foliage
inhabited by a pair of exotic birds (hallmarks worn, no
longer visible) and spurred pommel fitted with a vacant
gold plaque on the base, blued steel ramrod-pipe on the
left, retaining some original colour throughout (ramrod
missing, the steel parts with very small spots of light
pitting)

15cm; 6in

Provenance

Presented to the current owner’s grandfather by the Duke
of Connaught in 1908.

£2500-3000

494
A CASED PAIR OF 54 BORE PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock actions
(one hammer replaced, one sear inoperative), flat-sided
walnut butts, and engraved steel trigger-guards: in a later
lined and fitted case complete with an associated
combined barrel key and nipple wrench, and later powder
flask and two powder measures

15cm; 57Pin 

(2)

£350-450

495
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496
A CASED PAIR OF 16 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION OFFICER’S
PISTOLS BY JOSEPH LANG, HAYMARKET, LONDON,
NOS. 1396 & 1397, CIRCA 1845

each with browned twist barrels signed on the rib and
fitted with bead fore-sight, scroll-engraved breech tang
with sighting groove, case-hardened breeches fitted with
platinum plugs and nipple shields, signed border-
engraved back-action locks decorated with scrolling
foliage and fitted with sliding bolt safety-catches, highly
figured walnut full stocks, finely chequered butts,
engraved steel mounts comprising blued trigger-guards,
and case-hardened butt-caps fitted with engraved caps,
engraved swivel ramrods and ramrod-pipes, silver plated
barrel bolt escutcheons, silver plated escutcheons

engraved with the owner’s crest and initials ‘H. G. C.’, and
in untouched condition throughout (the steel parts with
very light surface rust and patination): in their original
fitted mahogany case lined with green baize, the lid fitted
with brass escutcheon engraved with the owner’s crest
and initials, and with engraved trade label inside (small
tears), complete with some accessories including three-
way flask covered with red morocco (spring missing),
nipple key, and bullet mould (case lid with one small
crack, one compartment lid damaged, the lining with
minor wear)

32.4cm; 12Nin 

£4000-5000

496
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497
A 14 BORE BELGIAN FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL
FOR EXPORT, LIÈGE PROOF, SECOND QUARTER OF THE
19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel, rounded lock, walnut full stock,
regulation brass mounts, and no provision for a ramrod

38.7cm; 15Din

£200-300

498
A 14 BORE BELGIAN FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL
FOR THE EASTERN MARKET, LIÈGE PROOF, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel, rounded lock stamped with Arabic
numerals, walnut full stock, regulation brass mounts, and
no provision for a ramrod

38.7cm; 15Din

£200-300

499
A 120 BORE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL
FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL, SIGNED SEGLAS,
LONDON

with tapering barrel, box-lock action signed on the right
and inscribed London on the left (sear inoperative), and
engraved bag-shaped butt swelling towards the base, and
engraved sliding trigger-guard operating a safety-catch
also locking the steel (engraving worn throughout)

14cm; 5Iin 

£250-350

497

498

499
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500
A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL BY HENRY HADLEY,
LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1760

with turn-off barrel (now reversed and fixed at the
breech), signed box-lock action, sliding thumb-piece
safety-catch, flat-sided walnut butt fitted with silver
escutcheon engraved with the owner’s initials (worn
throughout)

20.5cm; 8in

£80-100

501
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK TARGET PISTOL IN THE FRENCH
TASTE, CIRCA 1810 

with two-stage sighted barrel, engraved rounded lock,
figured walnut full stock (chipped, crude repairs),
chequered grip, and engraved German silver mounts
(ramrod missing) 

30cm; 11Pin

£100-200

502
A FINE GERMAN SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
HOLSTER PISTOL BY IOHANN IACOB KUCHENREUTER,
CIRCA 1760

with swamped barrel signed in silver on the flat, fitted
with brass fore-sight surrounded by silver scrolls,
chiselled and gilt with a stag vignette within a panel of
scrolling foliage en rocaille over the breech and stamped
with the barrelsmith’s marks (Neue Støckel 7719 and
7720), gold-lined vent, chiselled and gilt tang with folding
leaf back-sight, rounded lock chiselled and gilt with
rococo ornament including a stag en suite with the
breech, set trigger, figured walnut full stock carved with
scrollwork and shell ornament in relief about the barrel
tang and behind the rear ramrod-pipe, spurred steel
trigger-guard (an early working replacement), silver
mounts cast and chased in low relief, comprising solid
side-plate decorated with scrolls and shells surrounding a
a pair of does and a stag feeding within a landscape, butt-
cap decorated with stag and a doe within a woodland, a
pair of faceted ramrod-pipes, escutcheon with a reclining
doe, horn fore-end cap, and original horn-tipped wooden
ramrod

46cm; 18in

By family tradition this pistol belonged to President
Madison.

Johann Jakob Kuchenreuter was gunmaker to the Princes
von Thurn und Taxis.

‡ £3000-4000

502
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503
A 28 BORE FRENCH FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY VIGNIAT À ST
ETIENNE, CIRCA 1780

with two-stage sighted barrel, signed rounded lock
(defective, cock replaced), figured walnut moulded full
stock, brass mounts comprising solid side-plate, spurred
pommel and baluster trigger-guard (later ramrod,
extensively cleaned throughout)

25cm; 9Pin 

£180-220

504
A 12 BORE SPANISH MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with two-stage barrel moulded at the muzzle, inlaid with a
series of decorative brass-lined marks and the
barrelsmith’s mark at the breech, flat lock of shaped
outline with engraved cock and bridle, the steel signed
‘Vanet’ at the base, figured walnut full stock carved with a
rococo scroll in low relief behind the tang and applied
with an engraved brass plaque in the catalan style (small
repairs), brass mounts including engraved solid side-
plate, spurred pommel fitted with engraved silver cap,
escutcheon en suite with the pommel, engraved trigger-
guard, and steel belt hook (ramrod missing)

34.5cm; 13Iin

£400-500

505
AN 18 BORE DUTCH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, BY
COSTER, UTRECHT, LATE 17TH CENTURY

with three-stage sighted barrel, signed lock engraved with
scrolling foliage within linear panels (worn), walnut full
stock carved with foliage about the barrel tang and
behind the ramrod-pipe, and brass mounts including solid
side-plate, moulded trigger-guard with baluster finial, and
fluted butt-cap (the steel parts cleaned, stock extensively
repaired, later ramrod)

43.2cm; 17in

The mounts have apparently been replaced during the
second quarter of the 18th Century.

£250-350

503

504

505
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506
A PAIR OF 22 BORE DUTCH FLINTLOCK PISTOLS SIGNED
DELEAUX A UTRECHT, CIRCA 1780

each with two-stage barrel fitted with silver fore-sight and
struck with Utrecht control mark over the breech,
engraved lock fitted with standing back-sight, signed
rounded lock (cocks replaced, engraving refreshed),
figured walnut full stock carved with a rococo bouquet
behind the breech (small cracks and repairs), inlaid with
silver scrollwork behind the rear ramrod-pipe and over
the spine, full silver mounts comprising solid side-plate
with moulded borders, trigger-guard with urn finial and
chiselled with conventional foliage at the front of the bow,
spurred pommels decorated with a stylised sun-in-
splendour, and a pair of moulded ramrod-pipes (later
ramrods)

38.7cm; 15Din 

(2)

£800-1000

507
A 22 BORE COMPOSITE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY
I. SHIMEL, EARLY 18TH CENTURY AND A 14 BORE
COMPOSITE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, 18TH
CENTURY

the first with three-stage barrel, signed rounded lock
engraved with strawberry foliage, later figured walnut full
stock, and brass mounts including pierced scrolling side-
plate and spurred pommel (worn throughout); the second
with tapering barrel stamped with an anchor mark at the
breech, flat lock, walnut full stock, and brass mounts
(worn throughout)

the first: 39.4cm; 15Iin 

(2)

£300-400

506
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508
AN EXCEPTIONAL PAIR OF 32 BORE FRENCH FLINTLOCK
RIFLED PISTOLS OF PRESENTATION QUALITY,
MOUNTED IN TWO COLOURS OF GOLD, BY FATOU A
PARIS, DATED 1818

with swamped sighted multi-groove rifled barrels, the
breeches chiselled with anthemion and palm fronds
enclosing a bouquet against a finely punched recessed
gold ground and stamped with the mark of Jean Nicolas
Leclerc (Neue Støckel 179 and 182), the forward sections
damascened with neoclassical foliage enclosing a shield
inscribed with the maker’s name and ‘a Paris’ respectively
(rubbed, small losses), chiselled breech tangs fitted with
folding leaf back-sights and chiselled with a bouquet of
flowers en suite with the breeches, rounded detented
locks signed and dated around the steel springs, chiselled
with elaborate bouquets and cornucopia over their
surfaces and on the cocks, top-jaws and steels, engraved
set triggers, engraved steel trigger-plates, highly figured
walnut full stocks profusely inlaid with a running pattern
of vine foliage and fruit in red gold over their surfaces,
the locks enclosed a twisted pattern of gold, each
numbered on a flowerhead behind the side-plates, the
spines of the butts each inlaid with an engraved gold

neoclassical trophy-of-arms and inset with a band of
ebony carved with acanthus at the base, full gold mounts
chiselled with neoclassical bouquets and garlands against
a finely punched ground comprising two-piece side-
plates, trigger-guards, butt-caps incorporating bands of
red gold, ramrod-pipes, fore-end caps and escutcheons
(the mounts and inlays with restorations), and associated
brass-tipped ramrods

38.5cm; 15 Bin

(2)

EXHIBITED

Splendeur des Armes Orientales, Paris 1988, cat. no. 77.

These pistols were commissioned during the reign of
Louis XVIII (reigned 1814-24).The absence of specific
Eastern motifs would suggest that these were made for
presentation to a potentate from Tunis or Algiers, as
opposed to the more commonly encountered luxury
pistols made for the Eastern market. Gold mounted
pistols are notably rare. 

£25000-35000

508 detail
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509
A SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY HEYLIN,
TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1770, MAKER’S MARK I.K. FOR JOHN
KING

with swamped brass barrel inscribed ‘Cornhill, London’
within a linear frame over the breech, engraved reblued
tang, signed stepped bolted lock engraved with a trophy
on the tail, reblued cock (the upper portion missing),
figured walnut full stock cut with chequering filled with
minute silver stars over the grip and the fore-end, inlaid
with a design of silver wire ropework, stars and a gold
gold tassel behind the tang, full silver mounts comprising
pierced rococo scrolling side-plate (cracked) engraved
with the owner’s initials beneath a Continental Baron’s
coronet, trigger-guard engraved with a trophy-of-arms on
the bow and with rococo terminal, spurred pommel with
grotesque mask cap, vacant escutcheon, and a pair of
moulded ramrod-pipes, and whalebone ramrod, perhaps
the original (tip missing)

36cm; 14Bin 

It would appear that this pistol was enriched with further
silver inlay during its working life when the owner’s
initials were added. For a discussion of this maker’s work
see N. Dixon 2002, pp. 155-189.

£1000-1500

510
A 54 BORE FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL BY
KNUBLEY, CIRCA 1790, A 120 BORE PERCUSSION
POCKET PISTOL BY BATEMAN, THIRSK, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS CIRCA 1840 AND A 40 BORE
PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL SIGNED EGG,LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

the first with turn-off barrel, engraved action signed on
ovals carried by trophies, folding trigger (steel replaced),
sliding thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the steel,
and flat-sided walnut butt (screw loose, the steel parts
cleaned); the second with blued turn-off barrel, signed
action engraved with foliage, flat-sided walnut butt and
steel trigger-guard engraved with a star; and the third
with turn-off barrel, signed engraved box-lock action with
blued folding trigger, and flat-sided walnut butt

the first: 17.5cm; 6Pin 

(3)

£400-500

216
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511
A PAIR OF 16 BORE FLINTLOCK BELT PISTOLS OF LIVERY
TYPE BY JOSEPH EGG, LONDON, LONDON AND
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1800

with tapering sighted barrels signed at the breeches,
stamped with London and Birmingham view and proof
marks and a further mark, IR crowned, plain tangs
numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’, signed stepped bolted locks, figured
walnut full stocks, brass mounts including flush-fitting
scrolling side-plates, plain trigger-guards with bud-shaped

finials, grotesque mask butt-caps, vacant oval
escutcheons and steel belt hooks and associated brass-
tipped wooden ramrods

31.5cm; 12Gin

(2)

It would appear that the belt hooks were added during
the pistols early working life, probably when they were
resubmitted for proof in Birmingham. 

£1500-2000

511
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THE PROPERTY OF A EUROPEAN NOBLEMAN

512
A PAIR OF GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK PUFFER PISTOLS,
DATED 1586, PERHAPS AUGSBURG

with swamped barrels formed in two stages, engraved
with foliage on the medians, the date and stamped with
two marks on the breeches (one possibly Augsburg, the
other Neue Støckel 8447, each rubbed), flat locks fitted
with internal wheels, raised wheel-covers, sliding pan-
covers with button releases, safety-catches and later
dogs, fruitwood full stocks profusely inlaid in engraved
staghorn with scrolling ball flower tendrils inhabited by
marine monsters on the fore-ends and grotesques
beneath, male and female demi-figures drawn by a pair of
hippocamps opposite the respective locks, the butts inlaid
with grotesques about the barrel tangs and the standing
figure of Eve in differing attitudes on the spines, all within
segmental lines, spherical pommels decorated en suite
including differing grotesque masks divided by strapwork
plaques, fitted with circular plaques decorated with
cavalrymen on the base, and moulded steel trigger-
guards (the steel parts heavily cleaned with chemicals,
the stocks with filled worm damage, heavily varnished
throughout, ramrods missing)

49.8cm; 19Kin

(2) 

£10000-14000

VARIOUS OWNERS

513
A BRESCIAN WHEEL-LOCK BELT PISTOL, MID-17TH
CENTURY AND LATER

tapering octagonal barrel (shortened), flat lock fitted with
external wheel retained by a shaped bracket, modern full
stock inlaid with modern pierced steel plaques, and
modern steel mounts

48cm; 18Pin 

£700-900

514
A BRESCIAN LONG WHEEL-LOCK PISTOL, MID-17TH
CENTURY AND LATER

with two-stage polygonal barrel moulded at the muzzle
and breech, flat lock stamped with a mark, the letters AL
in a shield, on the inside, fitted with external wheel
retained by a semi-circular bracket, modern full stock
inlaid with modern pierced steel plaques, and modern
steel mounts

89.3cm; 35Bin

£1200-1800

512
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515
A 28 BORE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK PISTOL, CIRCA 1580,
PROBABLY NUREMBERG

with swamped barrel formed in two stages, stamped at
the breech with the barrelsmith’s mark and initials ‘H. R.’
(Neue Støckel 5497 and 8162), flat lock fitted with internal
wheel, raised wheel-cover, sliding pan-cover (bent) with
button release, safety-catch, and dog with engraved
spring, one lock retaining screw missing), figured
fruitwood full stock profusely inlaid in staghorn over the
rear portion with scrolling tendrils and ball flowers within
segmental lines, above the lock with a panel of
conventional foliage and a bouquet of fruit behind, and a
scrollwork plaque on the fore-end (losses, the fore-end
extensively chipped, the plaques about the barrel tang
missing), impressed beneath the fore-end with a mark,
and steel trigger-guard (ramrod missing)

54.5cm; 21Iin

A wheel-lock pistol made for the Saxon Electoral Guard of
Christian II dated 1590 was sold Sotheby’s London 30th
June 2004, lot 127.

£7000-9000

515
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THE PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN

516
A PAIR OF 80 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS WITH
TUTENAG BARRELS AND ACTIONS BY KING, LONDON,
CIRCA 1780

with turn-off cannon barrels, box-lock actions signed on
scrolls on the left and inscribed London on a further scroll
on the right, each surrounded by rococo scrolls and
flowers, engraved tangs, highly figured swelling walnut
butts profusely inlaid with silver wire scrolls (one butt
with a very small chip), fitted with silver grotesque mask
caps, and sliding tutenag trigger-guard safety-catches
engraved with expanded flowerheads

15.2cm; 6in

(2)

£1500-2000

517
A PAIR OF 120 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY
JOYNER, LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1770

each with brass turn-off cannon barrel moulded at the
muzzle, engraved brass box-lock action signed on an
elaborate scroll surrounded by rococo flowers on the left,
and inscribed ‘London’ on a further scroll on the right
(one top-jaw replaced), figured walnut flat-sided butt
finely inlaid with silver-wire rococo scrollwork enriched
with pellets and flowers over the spine and on each side,
and sliding trigger-guard safety-catch engraved with a
diamond filled with a rococo flower

15.2cm; 6in 

(2)

John 2 Joyner apprenticed to Charles Pickfatt in 1747,
was made Free of the Gunmaker’s Company in 1758,
became Master in 1773 and died the following year.

£1400-1800

516

517
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518
A PAIR OF 50 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY
GALTON, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1780

with turn-off rifled barrels engraved with a band of foliage
around the muzzles, finely engraved box-lock actions
signed within an elaborate series of rococo scrolls on the
left and decorated with further rococo scrolls and trophies
on the right, engraved tangs, fitted with folding triggers
and bottom-mounted sliding safety-catches (one steel
detached, one top-jaw and screw replaced), flat-sided
figured walnut butts, and vacant border-engraved silver
escutcheons

19.7cm; 7Nin

(2)

£1400-1800

519
A PAIR OF 32 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
TRAVELLING PISTOLS BY E. BOND, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1786

each with round barrel engraved with a band of beadwork
at the muzzle, finely engraved box-lock action signed and
inscribed ‘London’ within an oval carried by trophies-of-
arms on the respective faces, engraved tang, sliding
thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the steel, and
figured walnut flat-sided butt swelling towards the base,
engraved steel trigger-guard decorated with an oval filled
with a flower, fitted with tear-shaped silver butt-cap
engraved with an expanded flowerhead in the centre, and
associated horn-tipped ramrods

21.2cm; 8Gin 

(2)

Edward Bond was made Free of the Gunmaker’s
Company in 1750, elected Assistant 1776, and Master in
1780. He is recorded at 59 Lombard Street at the Golden
Blunderbuss 1771-93.

£1400-1800

518

519
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520
A 40 BORE FRENCH TRAVELLING PISTOL, CIRCA 1750-60

with two-stage barrel moulded at the muzzle, chiselled
with rococo scrolls and foliage on a punched gilt panel
over the breech and the tang, stepped bevelled lock
engraved with a putto reclining on a trophy-of-war spoils
of war, decorated with foliage on the tail, the cock, the
top-jaw and the steel all on a punched gilt ground en
suite with the breech, highly figured walnut full stock
carved with rococo scrolls and flowers about the barrel
tang and ramrod-pipe, the butt decorated as a falcon’s
head and carved with further scrolls, steel mounts
chiselled with foliage against a punched gilt ground,
comprising solid side-plate, trigger-guard and a pair of
ramrod-pipes, contemporary wavy steel belt hook, and
original horn ramrod

18.5cm; 7Din

£1200-1800

521
A PAIR OF 54 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY
JOHN RICHARDS, CIRCA 1790

with turn-off rifled brass barrels engraved with a band of
acanthus foliage about the muzzles, a further band of
foliage around the breeches, and one numbered ‘1’, brass
box-lock actions signed ‘John Richards’ on a long scroll
surrounded by trophies and foliage on the left and
‘Strand London’ on a further scroll on the right, engraved
tangs, blued folding triggers, engraved blued sliding
thumb-piece safety-catches also locking the steels, and
flat-sided figured walnut butts

18.3cm; 7Din

John 1 Richards probably came from Birmingham and
was made Free of the Gunmakers Company by
redemption in 1781.

£1000-1200

520

521
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522
A PAIR OF 50 BORE POCKET PISTOLS BY KETLAND &
CO, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS CIRCA 1790

with short moulded turn-off rifled barrels, box-lock
actions signed on the left, flat-sided figured walnut butts,
and vacant silver shield-shaped escutcheons

13.3cm; 5Din

(2)

£1000-1200

523
A RARE PAIR OF 50 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS
BY TWIGG & BASS, LONDON, CIRCA 1790

with round barrels fitted with engraved detachable pans
retained by a screw at the front, box-lock actions signed
on a tightly curling scroll surrounded by foliage on the
left and inscribed ‘London’ on a further scroll carried by
trophies-of-arms on the right, engraved tangs (one tang
screw missing), engraved top-mounted sliding safety-
catches also cocking the steels, flat sided figured walnut
butts, engraved trigger-guards (worn), and each with
associated horn-tipped wooden ramrod

19cm; 7Iin

(2)

The detachable pan is a notably unusual feature with no
function as yet apparent. It is encountered on a small
group of pistols dating to circa 1770-80, the most notable
being a pair of triple-barrelled silver-mounted pistols
formerly the property of the Tsar of Russia. See J. Barrett
1979, pp. 393-4. John Fox Twigg was in partnership with
his nephew John Bass from 1788 until his death in 1790
whereupon half the business was left to his son John.

£1000-1200

522

523
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524
A PAIR OF 54 BORE SMALL FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS
BY H. W. MORTIMER, LONDON, GUN MAKER TO HIS
MAJESTY, CIRCA 1785

with turn-off barrels engraved with a band of beadwork
around the breeches and one numbered ‘1’ , box-lock
actions signed in full on a pair of scrolls on each side,
carried by rococo flowers on the left and further flowers
and a panoply of flags on the right, blued top-jaws, steel
springs, and sliding safety-catches, the latter also locking
the steels, blued folding triggers, and figured walnut flat-
sided butts

14.2cm; 5Kin

(2)

Harvey Walklate Mortimer became Gunmaker in Ordinary
to King George III in 1783.

£1000-1200

525
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY LOPE,
BIRMINGHAM, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

each with turn-off rifled barrel, box-lock action signed on
the left and inscribed ‘Birmm’ on the right each within an
oval carried by differing trophies-of-arms, fitted with
engraved sliding thumb-piece safety-catches also locking
the steel, and blued folding trigger, flat-sided figured
walnut butt inlaid with silver wire scrolls on each side and
the spine, and the latter with vacant shield-shaped silver
escutcheon

16.5cm; 6Iin

(2)

This maker appears to be unrecorded.

£1200-1500

524

525
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526
A SMALL THREE-WAY PISTOL FLASK BY J. DIXON &
SON SHEFFIELD, TWO BARREL KEYS, A TURKISH FLASK
AND A BULLET MOULD, 18TH/19TH CENTURIES

the first: 8cm; 3Bin

(5)

£400-500

527
A PAIR OF 50 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY
SMITH, LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1800

each with turn-off barrel engraved with a band of
acanthus around the muzzle and foliage around the
breech, box-lock action engraved with trophies-of-arms
on each side and signed on the left beneath the pan and
inscribed ‘London’ on the right, engraved sliding thumb-
piece safety-catch also locking the steel, highly figured
walnut butt cut with fine chequering over the spine and
swelling towards the base, and vacant silver escuctheon

15.8cm; 6Din

(2)

£1000-1400

527
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528
A PAIR OF 54 BORE TRAVELLING PISTOLS BY T.
RICHARDS, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1760

each with turn-off cannon barrel, moulded breech
engraved with a spray of foliage, engraved tang, signed
rounded lock with engraved border, figured walnut half-
stock carved with a raised incised moulding about the
barrel tang and swelling towards the butt (small cracks
and repairs), engraved brass mounts comprising scrolling
foliate side-plate, butt-cap decorated with foliage and
border ornament, trigger-guard decorated with leaf finial
and with a star on the bow, and vacant escutcheon, and
with no provision for a ramrod

19cm; 7Iin

(2)

£1000-1500

529
A PAIR OF 40 BORE FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOLS BY
FISHENDEN, TONBRIDGE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1830

each with tapering sighted barrel inscribed ‘Tonbridge’,
engraved with a band of foliage and inlaid with a
platinum line at the breech, platinum plug, engraved
breech tang decorated with foliage and trophies, signed
stepped bevelled lock fitted with bolt safety and roller,
highly figured walnut full stock, cheqered butt, engraved
steel mounts comprising trigger-guards decorated with
trophies-of-war on the bows and with pineapple finials, a
pair of ramrod-pipes, silver barrel bolt escutcheons,
vacant silver escutcheons, and one original brass-tipped
ramrod (the other replaced)

20.2cm; 8in 

(2)

Richard Fishenden is recorded at 38 High Street,
Tunbridge, circa 1823-39.

£1000-1200

528

529
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THE PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR

530
AN 80 BORE JAPANESE SNAP-MATCHLOCK GUN, 19TH
CENTURY

with octagonal tapering barrel strongly moulded at the
muzzle and inlaid with a silver band behind, signed
beneath the breech, standing back-sight, integral pan with
brass pivot-cover, brass action of characteristic form,
including brass serpentine and mainspring, figured
cherrywood full stock inlaid with engraved brass plaques
with a brass monster on the right of the butt and cloud
ornament over the spine, and chrysanthemum washers
for the barrel bolts, and brass-tipped steel ramrod

79cm; 31Bin barrel

‡ £600-800

531
A 28 BORE JAPANESE SNAP-MATCHLOCK GUN, 19TH
CENTURY

with octagonal sighted unsigned barrel moulded at the
muzzle, inlaid over the breech in soft metal with running
beasts, flowers and foliage, pan with steel pivot-cover
retaining traces of gilding, brass-bordered steel action
with steel serpentine also retaining some gilding and
internal spring (trigger incomplete), dark-stained
cherrywood faceted full stock, wooden ramrod, and with
no provision for barrel pins

86cm; 33Pin barrel

‡ £500-600

530

531
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532
A 25 BORE MIQUELET-LOCK TURKISH MUSKET, 18TH
CENTURY

with etched octagonal swamped sighted barrel retained
by five engraved shaped brass bands (one broken),
chiselled with a raised moulding over the breech and
behind the muzzle, inlaid with this initials ‘D.C.K.’ over the
breech (small losses), stamped with a Turkish mark and
fitted with standing back-sight pierced with two apertures,
flat lock applied with engraved silver plaques on the
bridle and the cock (small losses), steel button trigger,
figured hardwood full stock (fore-end chipped), faceted
butt applied with an engraved brass plaque about the
barrel tang and further pierced engraved plaques behind
(butt-cap missing), green-stained horn barrel bolt
escutcheons and fore-end cap (chipped), a single brass
sling swivel, and steel ramrod

82.5cm; 32Iin barrel

‡ £800-1000

533
A 28 BORE INDIAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET, 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering barrel retained by four slender brass bands
and a single steel band enclosing the back-sight at the
breech (fore-sight missing), the action enclosed on each
side by a shaped steel plaque etched with an ‘orange
peel’ design, pierced serpentine, pierced shaped trigger,
and fitted on the right with a pricker, figured hardwood
full stock fluted behind the breech, and the butt-cap
formed of contrasting layers of bone and horn, and
original steel ramrod

125cm; 49Din barrel

‡ £250-400

532

533
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534
A 25 BORE INDIAN SILVER-MOUNTED MATCHLOCK
MUSKET, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering sighted barrel retained by five slender silver
bands, chiselled with a raised panel at the muzzle and
over the breech, each decorated with gold-encrusted
foliage and boteh, and the muzzle formed as a gaping
monster, gold-encrusted tang decorated with a brief
inscription and fitted with gold-encrusted standing back-
sight, the action enclosed on each side by a shaped silver
plaque, pierced steel serpentine and trigger (pricker
missing), figured hardwood full stock decorated with a
pair of pierced foliate washers behind the breech, and
with shaped silver butt-cap, and original steel ramrod
decorated with gold at the tip

122.2cm; 48Bin barrel

‡ £700-900

535
A 22 BORE INDIAN SILVER-MOUNTED MATCHLOCK
MUSKET, 19TH CENTURY

with octagonal barrel decorated with a panel of gold

foliage at the breech and muzzle and retained by three
shaped slender bands, the rear band enclosing the back-
sight (fore-sight missing), the action enclosed on each
side by a shaped silver plaque, pierced serpentine
decorated with gold, pierced shaped brass trigger, figured
hardwood full stock fluted behind the breech, a pair of
silver sling swivels, and original steel ramrod

127.5cm; 50Din barrel

‡ £400-600

536˚
AN INDIAN FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS, THE LOCK
DATED 1817

with etched barrel strongly flaring at the muzzle and
retained by three leather bands, East Indian Company
lock struck with the rampant lion, lock inspector’s mark
and the date, hardwood full stock inlaid with bone on the
butt, and brass mounts

94cm; 37in

‡ £300-500

534
535
536
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537
AN AUSTRIAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA
1720

with associated smooth-bored two-stage sighted barrel
with bayonet fitting, finely engraved lock fitted with
internal wheel, sliding pan-cover, flash-guard and dog,
decorated over its surface with a landscape enclosed by
scrollwork, inhabited by Diana and Acteon, a pair of cupid
figures tethering a stag, and a stag being shot by a pair of
hunters in a boat in the background, the dog decorated
with an allegorical figure, double set trigger (incomplete),
figured walnut full stock carved with scrolls in relief about
the barrel tang and the rear ramrod-pipe, the butt with
raised cheek-piece inlaid with engraved brass plaques on
the left, and patchbox with sliding cover inlaid with brass
engraved en suite with the lock on the right, brass
mounts including pierced engraved side-plate, shaped
trigger-guard engraved with scrollwork enclosing a
reclining female figure, three faceted ramrod-pipes, and
engraved butt-plate (late ramrod)

‡ £2000-3000

538
A 54 BORE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING GUN,
SIGNED BY THE STOCKMAKER GM, DATED 1662

with swamped octagonal barrel fitted with standing back-
sight and stamped with a mark over the breech (rubbed,
fore-sight missing), flat lock fitted with wheel with raised
brass cover engraved with flowers and a bird-of-prey,
sliding pan-cover with later button release, flash-guard,
pierced engraved dog fitted with a chased gilt-bronze
mask on the bridle, double set trigger, figured hardwood
full stock moulded over the fore-end, inlaid with engraved
staghorn plaques including the date and the stockmaker’s
initials ‘G. M.’ ahead of a fruit, a woodland scene
involving an owl and two birds-of-prey on the cheek-
piece, the right-hand side of the butt with patchbox,
engraved above with an incised panel of scrolling foliage
and fruit, and sliding cover engraved en suite with the
cheek-piece, horn butt-cap, engraved staghorn ramrod-
pipe, engraved staghorn fore-end cap, steel sling swivel,
and horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original
(one sling swivel and the trigger-guard missing)

90.6cm; 35Nin barrel

‡ £1500-2000

537
538
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539
A54 BORE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE,
CIRCA 1660 AND LATER

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with six
grooves and engraved with a band of beadwork at the
breech, flat lock stamped with the maker’s initials ‘GFT’,
engraved with a stag hunting scene and a pair of unicorn,
fitted with internal wheel, sliding pan-cover, flash-guard,
and pierced dog engraved with Diana and a cupid, double
set trigger, figured fruitwood full stock inlaid with
engraved staghorn plaques including a rabbit pursued by
a hound over the fore-end, large flowers and a scrolling
tendril with monsterhead terminal opposite the lock, and
a mounted King in pursuit of a hare on the cheek-piece,
the latter inset with a dark horn oval engraved with the
stockmaker’s initials J. C. K., patchbox with sliding cover
of engraved staghorn, steel trigger-guard shaped for the
fingers, a pair of engraved bone ramrod-pipes, and
engraved staghorn fore-end cap, and horn-tipped ramrod

99cm; 39in barrel

‡ £2000-3000

540
A RARE 10 BORE GERMAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with two-stage barrel moulded over the median, fitted
with standing back-sight, sweated-on pan with pivot-
cover and flash-guard, long rectangular lock retained by
two screws and stamped with Suhl control mark (rubbed),
curved serpentine with engraved match-holder fitted with
thumb-screw, figured walnut full stock with large fishtail
butt (repairs, small areas of worm damage), profusely
inlaid over its entire surface in staghorn with ball flower
tendrils and further engraved staghorn plaquettes
including foliate ovals over the fore-end, an exotic bird
and an expanded flowerhead opposite the lock and a
garland of fruit beneath, and marine monsters and
hounds on each side of the butt (restorations), steel
trigger-guard with scrolling rear terminal and steel butt-
plate (the top chipped, fore-end cap missing later ramrod)

116cm; 45Nin barrel

‡ £750-1000

539
540
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541
A 25 BORE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE,
CIRCA 1680

with octagonal sighted barrel rifled with seven grooves
and incised with a series of numbers and letters over the
breech (rubbed, extended), flat lock engraved with scrolls
enclosing a deer in a landscape, fitted with internal wheel,
sliding pan-cover, flash-guard and engraved dog, double
set trigger, figured walnut full stock moulded over the
fore-end (small repairs), the butt with raised cheek-piece
inlaid with a chamois between a pair of fronds on the left,
and patchbox with sliding cover inlaid with engraved
staghorn on the right, a pair of engraved staghorn
ramrod-pipes, engraved staghorn fore-end cap, horn butt-
cap, associated ramrod and with a wheel-lock key

66.2cm; 26Bin barrel

‡ £800-1000

542
A 140 BORE NORTH EUROPEAN WHEEL-LOCK BIRDING
RIFLE, CIRCA 1640

with swamped octagonal sighted barrel rifled with eight
grooves, flat lock-plate engraved with naïve scrolls of
foliage, fitted with internal wheel with raised cover,
sliding pan-cover with button release (finial missing),
pierced engraved dog, fruitwood full stock incised with
scrolls opposite the lock, and over the butt, the latter with
patchbox underneath fitted with sliding cover, and steel
mounts comprising trigger-guard, butt-plate, fore-end cap
and ramrod channel reinforce (later ramrod, the stock
with minor repairs), and a later wheel-lock key

75.5cm; 29Nin barrel

‡ £800-1000

541
542
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543
A 25 BORE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK RIFLED SPORTING
CARBINE, CIRCA 1700

with swamped octagonal sighted barrel rifled with six
grooves and engraved with a band over the breech, flat
lock fitted with internal wheel, raised wheel-cover pierced
with a slipped trefoil, flash-guard, sliding pan-cover and
dog with flash-shield, double set trigger, figured walnut
full stock carved with scrolls in relief about the barrel
tang, and over the butt, the latter with cheek-piece inset
with an engraved staghorn rosette plaque, patchbox with
sliding fluted cover, steel trigger-guard shaped for the
fingers, engraved staghorn ramrod-pipe, engraved
staghorn fore-end cap, and ramrod with engraved
staghorn tip

73cm; 28Nin

‡ £750-900

544
A RARE 25 BORE TYROLEAN PERCUSSION BACK-
STRIKING RIFLE BY IOH GLO MUR IN BOZEN, CIRCA
1760-80

converted from flintlock, with swamped octagonal barrel
rifled with six grooves, signed over the breech and
stamped with a brass-lined barrelsmith’s mark (worn),
scroll-engraved lock of late wheel-lock form signed ‘I. H.
In S. Lorenz’ within a scrollwork cartouche, figured walnut
full stock carved with scrollwork about the breech and
behind the rear ramrod-pipe, the butt with cheek-piece
inlaid with a small star in contrasting pieces of horn,
carved with a brass-lined hollow for the thumb on the
spine, and carved with scrolling foliage and flowers
above the patchbox, the latter fitted with sliding cover
veneered in brass and horn, brass mounts including
robust trigger-guard shaped for the fingers, and side-plate
of shaped outline (fore-end cap missing, later ramrod)

86.3cm; 34in barrel

Rifles with locks of this form were popular in the Tyrol
and the Alpine regions of Bavaria. The town of Bozen or
Bolzano is in present day Italy 70 miles south of
Innsbruck.

‡ £600-800

543
544
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A .650 CALIBRE 1800/15 PATTERN BAKER FLINTLOCK
RIFLE 

with sighted 30in barrel stamped with Ordnance marks at
the breech, rifled with seven grooves and with provision
for a socket bayonet, bevelled lock stamped with ‘GR’
crowned, ‘Tower’ and with Ordnance mark, regulation
walnut stock stamped with broad arrow and ‘BO’ behind
the lock, raised cheek-piece, regulation brass mounts,
steel sling swivels, and original steel ramrod

76.8cm; 30Din barrel

For a discussion of the Baker rifle and its adaptation for
use with a socket bayonet see D. W. Bailey 2002, pp.129-
131. 

‡ £3000-4000

546
A .52 CALIBRE U. S. CONTRACT MODEL 1819 HALL
PATENT BREECH-LOADING FLINTLOCK RIFLE BY SIMEON
NORTH, CONNECTICUT, DATED 1833

of standard production specifications, with rifled barrel
stamped ‘N. W. P’ at the breech, blackened walnut stock
(repaired behind the breech), and steel ramrod, perhaps
the original

83.2cm; 33Nin barrel

‡ £800-1000

545
546

234
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547
A .650 CALIBRE NEW LAND PATTERN FLINTLOCK
CADET’S CARBINE, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with 34in barrel struck with Georgian and Victorian
Ordnance marks, the lock engraved with ‘VR’ crowned,
‘Tower’ and with ordnance mark, the stock with regulation
brass mounts including shield-shaped escutcheon and the
butt-plate engraved C49, and with its steel ramrod (stock
bruised, sling swivels missing)

86.3cm; 34in barrel

‡ £700-900

548
A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK CADET’S MUSKET, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with 34in barrel (shortened) stamped with the letters ‘I. A.
B.’, London view and proof marks at the breech (tang
chipped), regulation lock stamped with ‘G.R.’ crowned,
‘Tower’ and with Ordnance mark, walnut full stock, and
regulation brass mounts including four ramrod-pipes
(areas of wear, later ramrod) 

86.7cm; 34Bin barrel

‡ £400-500

547
548
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A 20 BORE COMPOSITE FLINTLOCK TRADE GUN, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

for the American market, with three-stage sighted barrel
fitted with steel muzzle band, engraved breech tang,
flush-fitting engraved flat lock signed by the importer
‘Josh Golcher’, walnut full stock (worn, chips), and
engraved brass mounts including trigger-guard with
foliate terminal, solid side-plate, escutcheon with
crowned GR cypher, and butt-cap decorated with an
exotic bird, and steel ramrod

106.8cm; 42in barrel

‡ £500-600

550
A 60 BORE GERMAN BUTT RESERVOIR AIR GUN BY
LEONARD CLEMITER, CIRCA 1760

with two-stage sighted barrel, engraved brass tang,
rounded lock engraved with a scroll and signed on each
side (worn), fitted with dummy flintlock mechanism (cock
replaced), figured walnut full stock carved with a bouquet
behind the tang and the rear ramrod-pipe, detachable
butt with raised cheek-piece inlaid with a star in
contrasting colours of bone and engraved brass mounts
(worn throughout, repairs, ramrod missing)

95.8cm; 37Nin barrel

‡ £500-600

549
550
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551
A FINE 80 BORE AIR GUN BY GEORGE WALLIS, HULL,
BIRMINGHAM SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1777

with tapering barrel formed in two-stages, fitted with
silver fore-sight, finely engraved breech tang, signed
stepped bevelled border-engraved lock fitted with
transverse striker and external mainspring engraved en
suite, double set trigger, figured walnut half-stock carved
with a shell about the barrel tang (small cracks), the butt
with patchbox fitted with sliding cover, silver mounts
comprising pierced and engraved strapwork side-plate,
vacant escutcheon incorporating a grotesque profile at
the base, finely engraved long steel trigger-guard
decorated with a bouquet on the bow and with acorn
finial, butt-plate decorated with a further bouquet and
border ornament, three steel ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end
cap, and original steel-tipped ramrod

83.8cm; 33in barrel

George Wallis was a distinguished gunmaker and
antiquary whose own collection included several airguns
which were almost certainly the origin for the transverse
striker featured on the present gun. An almost identical
gun is preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum, Acc.
No. 992.64. George Wallis also assisted William Constable
of Burton Constable Hall with the maintenance of his
magnificent collection. See A. G. Credland 1978, pp.133-
181 and D. H. L. Back and W. Keith Neal 1975 pp. 94-5.

‡ £2500-3500

551



552
A 32 BORE BUTT RESERVOIR AIRGUN BY BATE,
LONDON, CIRCA 1770

with octagonal barrel fitted with brass bead fore-sight and
folding leaf back-sight, inlaid with two gold lines and
signed ‘Bate London’ on a gold scroll over the breech,
brass action cover engraved with scrolls, garlands and a
trophy-of-arms, bevelled lock engraved with foliage
around the border, signed on an oval carried by a trophy
of war and fitted with cocking lever, figured walnut half-
stock (small repairs and chips around the lock, fore-end
cracked), original leather-covered butt with threaded
brass collar, engraved steel mounts comprising solid side-
plate decorated with a trophy en suite with the lock,
trigger-guard with a bouquet involving a classical urn on
the bow and with an exotic bird on the terminal, a pair of
ramrod-pipes, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and
engraved silver fore-end cap (ramrod missing)

78.7cm; 31in barrel

Edward Bate is recorded at Brownlow Street, Long Acre
between 1763-78 and Christchurch Brixton in 1800. He is
noted for the production of airguns. 

‡ £1500-2500

552
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553
A .577 CALIBRE PERCUSSION 1856 PATTERN SHORT
RIFLE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, DATED 1859

of regulation specifications, the lock engraved with a
crown, the date and retaining its nipple protector, the
stock impressed ‘W. & C. Scott’ underneath the butt, steel
ramrod, and retaining some early finish throughout

84cm; 33Bin barrel

‡ £500-600

554
A .577 CALIBRE THREE BAND SNIDER-ENFIELD RIFLE,
DATED 1864

the barrel fitted with calibrated ladder back-sight, breech-
block stamped ‘B. S. A. Co.’, the lock stamped with ‘V. R.’
crowned, ‘Enfield’ and the date, walnut full stock and
regulation brass mounts including butt-cap inscribed ‘9
312’ (ramrod missing)

93.1cm; 35Nin barrel

‡ £350-400

553
554
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AN 80 BORE AMERICAN PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE BY
N. LEWIS, TROY, NEW YORK, CIRCA 1860

with signed octagonal rifled sighted barrel, recessed at
the muzzle for loading and fitted with adjustable ladder
back-sight (nipple missing), engraved slender breech tang
with provision for an additional sight, flush-fitting border-
engraved lock decorated with a thistle, figured walnut
half-stock, brass mounts including small-side-plate,
trigger-guard, butt-cap and patchbox with hinged cover,
German silver fore-end cap, and associated horn-tipped
ramrod

86cm; 33 Pin barrel

‡ £400-600

556
A .450 CALIBRE CANADIAN PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE
SIGNED MANTON, NO. 6075, CIRCA 1860

with tapering browned barrel retained by a blued band
and struck with Victorian Ordnance mark, rifled with
seven narrow grooves, fitted with adjustable fore-sight for
windage, case-hardened breech, blued breech tang fitted
with adjustable peep back-sight, signed flush-fitting scroll-
engraved lock retained by a singe screw ahead of the

hammer, figured walnut half-stock, engraved German
trigger-guard, brass butt cap with a pronounced spur top
and bottom, faceted steel ramrod-pipe, and original steel-
tipped ramrod

68cm; 26Nin barrel

‡ £400-500

557
A 50 BORE CANADIAN PERCUSSION RIFLE BY B. MILLS,
CIRCA 1840

with two-stage barrel rifled with eight grooves, fitted with
tunnel fore-sight, engraved case-hardened breech
decorated with a flower, engraved case-hardened breech
tang fitted with folding adjustable back-sight, signed
border-engraved lock decorated with a landscape, figured
walnut half-stock, engraved blued steel trigger-guard
decorated with trophies, engraved butt-cap, and three
ramrod-pipes, German silver fore-end cap, and brass-
tipped ramrod, perhaps the original

66.2cm; 26Bin barrel

B. Mills is recorded in Ontario, Canada, circa 1840. 

‡ £600-800

555
556
557
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558
A RARE 16 BORE PERCUSSION CHILLINGHAM MUSKET
RIFLE BY PURDEY, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, NO. 16,
CIRCA 1832-33

with browned twist sighted barrel rifled with ten deep
grooves, fitted with folding leaf back sight calibrated to
200 yards, case-hardened numbered breech and breech
tang, the former with pierced platinum plug covered with
a steel protective oval, signed flush-fitting lock, figured
walnut full stock with raised cheek-piece, brass mounts of
regulation type, comprising trigger-guard, butt-plate,
three large moulded ramrod-pipes, and fore-end cap,
original horn-tipped hickory ramrod, and retaining some
original finish throughout (the sling swivels missing, one
barrel bolt replaced, the stock with light bruising)

87cm; 34Din barrel

During the unrest of the third decade of the 19th Century
the Earl of Tankerville commissioned 35 rifled muskets
from Purdey to arm a small yeomanry to protect his
estate at Chillingham Castle, Northumberland. It would
appear that they were all finished by Purdey though many
were made from component parts bought in ‘in the
white’, such as the present example with its Birmingham
proof marks. They were delivered in batches between two
and eleven between February 1832 and June 1833 for a
cost of £10 each. They are serial numbered in a different
range from other Purdey firearms. See L. Patrick
Unsworth 1996, pp. 106-7.

‡ £3000-4000

558



559
A FINE CASED 14 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING
RIFLE FOR ‘IMPERIAL’ CAPS BY SAMUEL & CHARLES
SMITH, PRINCES STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,
NO. 6241 CIRCA 1855

with browned twist sixteen-sided barrels rifled with six
broad flat grooves and signed in full on the top flat, fitted
with blued steel fore-sight, and folding back-sight
graduated to 200 yards, case-hardened breech signed
within a platinum frame on a matted ground, platinum
plugs, scroll-engraved case-hardened tang, scroll-
engraved case-hardened locks, hammer engraved en
suite, highly figured polished walnut half-stock (fore-end
expertly repaired), chequered grip, engraved blued steel
mounts comprising numbered butt-plate, trigger-guard
and rear ramrod-pipe each decorated with scrolls, three
further browned steel ramrod-pipes, a pair of eyes for
sling swivels, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and vacant
silver escutcheon, original brass-tipped ramrod, and
retaining much early finish throughout: in its original
fitted oak case lined in green baize (small cracks, key
escutcheons missing), the lid with flush-fitting brass
carrying handle on the outside, the inside applied with
trade label for circa 1830-45 (small tears) with an ink
inscription, complete with some original accessories
including two patent nipple keys, and bullet mould, and
two further associated bullet moulds, powder-flask, oil
bottle and cleaning rod

81.2cm; 32in barrels

Samuel Smith was granted British Patent no. 5978 for his
‘Imperial’ percussion cap and nipple in 1830.

‡ £4000-5000

559
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560
A FINE 15 BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE FOR
‘IMPERIAL’ CAPS BY SAMUEL AND CHARLES SMITH,
PRINCES STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, NO.
4459, CIRCA 1831

with browned twist octagonal sighted barrel signed over
the breech and rifled with nine grooves, fitted with blued
folding back-sight, case-hardened numbered patent
breech tang inlaid with two pairs of platinum lines,
engraved bolster (the fence with one small chip), flush-
fitting engraved case-hardened lock finely decorated with
scrolling foliage and signed beneath a scroll on each side
of the centre, fitted with blued bolt safety-catch, blued
double set trigger, the rear trigger set into the trigger-
guard, figured dark-stained walnut half-stock, chequered
grip, engraved blued steel mounts, comprising trigger-
guard and numbered butt-plate en suite with the lock,
three ramrod-pipes, the rear blued, a pair of sling swivels,
silver escutcheon engraved with the owners crest and
initials, silver barrel bolt escutcheons and fore-end cap,
and original ramrod with brass tip incorporating a
powder-measure

61cm; 24in barrel

£2500-3500

561
A 14 BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE RIFLE BY JAMES
MACGREGOR, PERTH, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1840

with rebrowned twist sighted barrels rifled with twelve
grooves, signed on the flat and fitted with back-sight of
three folding leaves, scroll-engraved case-hardened
breech fitted with platinum plugs, scroll-engraved case-
hardened tang, signed engraved case-hardened back-
action locks decorated with scrollwork, figured walnut
half-stock, chequered grip, scroll-engraved steel mounts
including trigger-guard with some early blued finish, butt-
plate, rear ramrod-pipe, vacant white metal escutcheon,
white metal barrel bolt escutcheons and original brass-
tipped wooden ramrod

75.7cm; 29Nin barrels

This maker is recorded at 64 George Street, Perth in 1837.

‡ £1200-1500

560
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562
A FINE 14 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SHOTGUN BY H.
DICKINSON, 2 UNION ROW, MINORIES, LONDON, CIRCA
1860

with browned twist sighted barrels signed on the top rib,
scroll-engraved case-hardened breeches inlaid with two
gold lines and engraved with a raised panel of foliage on
each side, platinum plugs, scroll-engraved grooved
breech tang, scroll-engraved case-hardened flush fitting
locks, faceted hammers decorated en suite, highly figured
polished walnut half-stock cut with bold chequering over
the fore-end and grip, scroll-engraved blued steel mounts
comprising large oval trigger-guard and butt-plate, vacant
silver shield-shaped escutcheon, engraved silver barrel
bolt escutcheons, original ramrod with German silver tip,
and retaining much original finish throughout

79cm; 31Bin barrels

‡ £700-900

563
A .650 CALIBRE VICTORIAN PERCUSSION
CONSTABULARY CARBINE, DATED 1852

of regulation specifications, stamped with Ordnance
marks at the breech, the lock with ‘VR’ crowned, ‘Tower’
and the date, retaining its original nipple protector and
chain, and the stock stamped with ordnance mark, with
sprung ramrod catch and steel ramrod

108.5cm; 42Nin

‡ £300-400

562
563
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564
A 14 BORE D.B. FRENCH PIN-FIRE SPORTING GUN BY
DEVISME A PARIS, NO.1907, DATED 1862

with browned twist barrels signed in script on the top rib
and fitted with silver fore-sight, inlaid with finely scrolling
foliage and a pair of lines in silver at the breech, engraved
tang, double bite action, finely chiselled with scrolling
foliage enclosing stag vignettes and a river goddess,
signed locks engraved en suite, highly figured walnut half
stock, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts en suite
with the action, comprising butt-cap and trigger-guard
decorated with the gold-encrusted owner’s initials ‘J. R.
C.’ beneath a Spanish Baron’s coronet, and retaining one
sling swivel (the other missing)

75.2cm; 29Kin barrels

‡ £700-900

565
A 20 BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY
FISHENDEN, TUNBRIDGE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1839

with browned twist octagonal sighted barrel inscribed
‘Tunbridge’, folding back-sight, engraved case-hardened
breech inlaid with platinum lines, engraved slender tang,
signed border-and scroll-engraved back-action lock,
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, scroll-engraved
steel mounts including blued trigger-guard, butt-plate,
two moulded ramrod-pipes and two sling swivels, vacant
white metal escutcheon, white metal fore-end cap, and
original horn-tipped ramrod

76.2cm; 30in barrel

See footnote to lot 529

‡ £600-800

564
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566
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY PERRY, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF AND LONDON PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1780

with three-stage brass barrel belled at the muzzle, signed
bevelled stepped lock fitted with bolt safety-catch (cock
replaced), figured walnut full stock (fore-end cracked and
chipped), brass mounts including slender side-plate.
trigger-guard with stylised acorn finial, butt-plate with
tang of shaped outline, and associated brass-tipped
ramrod

76.5cm; 30Bin

William 2 Perry is recorded in Birmingham circa 1776-88
and is known to have signed his guns ‘London’ and also
to have used London assayed silver. 

‡ £1000-1100

567
A FLINTLOCK MAIL COACH BLUNDERBUSS BY H.W.
MORTIMER, LONDON, GUNMAKER TO HIS MAJESTY,
NO. 181, CIRCA 1799-1806

with signed brass barrel swelling towards the muzzle,
stamped ‘for His Majesty’s Mail Coaches’ around the muzzle
(worn and illegible in parts), steel barrel tang, signed
stepped bolted lock (cock and screw replaced), figured
walnut full stock (chipped, cracks), brass mounts of
regulation type including scrolling side-plate moulded in the
centre, trigger-guard with bud-shaped finial, butt-plate with
rounded tang, and retaining a portion of an early ramrod 

73cm; 28Nin

The standard arms carried by the mail coach guard was a
blunderbuss and a pair of flintlock pistols. Under the
instructions of the Mailcoach Superintendent the firearms
were carried loaded and regularly cleaned and checked,
which explains the condition of the majority of surviving
examples. H.W. Mortimer is recorded receiving payment
for pistols at regular intervals from April 1788 ‘....for
firearms for the Mail Guards from 24-April 1790-5 January
1791 No. 131-10-0’. He is further recorded supplying
pistols for the Horse Post in accounts of 2nd December
1803. See F. Wilkinson 2002, p. 120.

‡ £1000-1200

566
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568
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS SIGNED GARRETT,
LONDON, CIRCA 1770

with steel barrel strongly belled at the muzzle, inscribed
‘London’ (worn) and moulded over the breech, engraved
tang, boldly engraved rounded lock signed on a scroll, the
cock engraved en suite, figured walnut full stock carved
with a raised shell moulding about the barrel tang (small
age cracks, the butt with light worm), engraved brass
mounts including a pair of small washers for the side
nails, butt-plate decorated with a bouquet on the tang,
trigger-guard with acorn terminals and border-engraved
vacant escutcheon, and horn-tipped wooden ramrod,
perhaps the original

77.5cm; 30Iin

‡ £1000-1100

569
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS SIGNED APPLEBY,
LONDON, CIRCA 1800

with three-stage brass barrel belled at the muzzle and
moulded over the median, engraved steel tang, signed
stepped lock engraved with foliage and a trophy on the
tail (worn, steel spring missing), figured walnut full stock,
chequered grip, brass mounts comprising baluster
trigger-guard engraved with a bouquet on the bow and
with pineapple finial, butt-plate decorated with an exotic
bird, and a pair of moulded ramrod pipes (one barrel bolt
missing, later ramrod)

75cm; 29Iin 

‡ £1000-1100

568
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570
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS, LONDON PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1800

with brass barrel formed in three stages and tapering
towards the muzzle, rounded lock of regulation type,
figured walnut full stock (cracks, fore-end chipped), and
brass mounts including flush-fitting side-plate
(incomplete), trigger-guard with moulded finial, and butt-
plate with tang of shaped outline (later ramrod)

74.8cm; 29Iin

‡ £800-900

571
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY W. STAPLES, EARLY
18TH CENTURY

with associated brass barrel formed in four stages and
stamped with barrelsmith’s mark ‘RW’ for Richard 1

Wilson, signed engraved rounded lock, later walnut full
stock, and brass trigger-guard (stock and trigger-guard
with repairs, later ramrod)

81.2cm; 32in 

‡ £600-800

572
A COMPOSITE PERCUSSION BLUNDERBUSS, MID-19TH
CENTURY

with earlier brass barrel formed in four stages and
stamped with the barrelsmith mark, ‘IB’, engraved back-
action lock signed ‘Smith’, hardwood full stock (cracks),
and brass mounts including engraved trigger-guard and
butt-plate

80.5cm; 31Nin

‡ £400-500

570
571
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573
A CASED PAIR OF 20 BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING
PISTOLS BY SAMUEL BRUNN, NO. 55 CHARING CROSS,
LONDON, CIRCA 1800-04, MADE FOR CAPTAIN G.
TAYLOR

with slightly swamped octagonal sighted barrels
inscribed with the maker’s address over the breeches and
inlaid with a gold line, gold lined vents, engraved breech
tangs fitted with standing back-sights, signed stepped
bevelled locks engraved with sunbursts and flowers, fitted
with rollers and semi-rainproof pans (one cock replaced,
the other retaining screw detached), triggers retaining
traces of original blued finish, figured walnut full stock
(the fore-ends each cracked, minor repairs), finely
chequered butts, engraved steel mounts, comprising
trigger-guards decorated with bouquets on the bows and
with pineapple finials, small tear-shaped butt-caps with

traces of bluing, a pair of ramrod-pipes, and silver
escutcheons engraved with the owner’s crest, motto and
initials ‘G.T’, and one retaining its original horn-tipped
wooden ramrod with steel worm (the other replaced): in
original fitted oak case with brass flush-fitting handle
engraved ‘Capt. G. Taylor’, lined in green baize (worn,
compartment lids replaced, key escutcheon missing), the
lid applied with trade label for 55 Charing Cross, and
retaining an early brass-tipped rammer

39cm; 15Din 

The 1816 Army list records one G. Taylor, Lieutenant
Colonel George Taylor, Inspecting Field Officer of Militia
in Canada, commissioned 4th June 1813.

‡ £5000-6000

573
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574
A CASED PAIR OF 18 BORE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S
PISTOLS SIGNED GOODWIN & CO, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1810

with rebrowned twist octagonal sighted barrels inscribed
‘London’ and engraved with a band of foliage at the
breeches, engraved case-hardened breech tangs
incorporating the back-sights, signed stepped bevelled
locks engraved with foliage, fitted with rollers, ‘French’
cocks and bolt safety-catches (one loose), figured walnut
full stocks, slender butts carved with pineapple
chequering, engraved blued steel mounts comprising
trigger-guards decorated with bouquets on the bows and
with pineapple finials, small butt caps decorated with a
large star, and a pair of ramrod-pipes, and vacant brass
escutcheons (one ramrod replaced the other missing): in
their original fitted mahogany case lined in green baize
(worn, the case and lid cracked), with a contemporary
three-way flask covered in red morroco

36.2cm; 14Din

George Goodwin & Co are recorded as gunmaker’s in
Birmingham, circa 1807-18.

‡ £4000-5000

574
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575
A 28-BORE NORTH EUROPEAN WHEEL-LOCK BELT
PISTOL, CIRCA 1630 PROBABLY DUTCH

with tapering octagonal barrel, bevelled lock retained by
two side nails, fitted with external wheel engraved with
the letter ‘s’, pan-retained by two screws (one missing),
sliding pan-cover, and dog with moulded neck (the tail of
the lock-plate chipped), ebonised full stock inlaid over its
length with small engraved oval mother-of-pearl
plaquettes (the stock with light bruising), moulded over
the fore-end, and beneath the lock, slender faceted butt
fitted with brass cap, brass fore-end cap and ramrod-pipe,
and steel belt hook (trigger-guard and ramrod missing)

59cm; 23Din

The engraved letter S on the wheel is an almost
exclusively Dutch feature. Dr Arne Hoff has suggested
that it as an abbreviation of gespannen, the position of
the S would indicate whether the wheel was spanned for
firing.

‡ £1500-2000

575
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576

577

578

579

576
A 40 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED
WESTWOOD, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1830

with signed octagonal turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved
box-lock action, chequered rounded walnut butt,
engraved steel trigger-guard, engraved German silver
butt-cap, and vacant German silver escutcheon

22cm; 8Kin 

‡ £250-300

577
A 54 BORE FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with turn-off barrel, engraved action decorated with
stylised trophies-of-arms (top-jaw and screw replaced),
sliding thumb-piece safety-catch, flat-sided walnut butt
(worn), and steel trigger-guards engraved with a star

23.5cm; 9Din

‡ £250-300

578
A 50 BORE FRENCH FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with turn-off barrel numbered ‘2’ at the breech, box-lock
action engraved with a neo-classical vase and flowers on
each side, engraved folding trigger, blued sliding thumb-
piece safety-catch also locking the steel, and bag-shaped
walnut butt cut with fine chequering and carved with shell
ornament behind the action

15cm; 5Pin

‡ £400-500

579
A 50 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL BY BRUNTON,
DONCASTER, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

with turn-off barrel numbered ‘4’ at the breech, box-lock
action signed and inscribed ‘Doncaster’ within ovals
carried by trophies-of-arms on the respective faces, blued
folding trigger, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch also
locking the steel, and flat-sided figured walnut butt

15cm; 5Pin

Richard Brunton is recorded at High Street, Doncaster
1817-20 and at Stonegate, York 1821-30.

‡ £200-250
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580
A PAIR OF 54 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED OVER-AND-
UNDER FLINTLOCK TAP-ACTION PISTOLS BY WILSON,
LONDON, CIRCA 1790

each with turn-off barrel, border-engraved action
decorated with sprays of foliage, signed on an oval
carried by trophies-of-arms on the left and fitted with tap-
lever, and inscribed ‘London’ on an oval suspended from
a swag on the right, sliding safety-catch also locking the
steel (the top-jaws and screws replaced), flat-sided
figured walnut butt inlaid with a shaped silver plaque
engraved as foliage issuant from a neoclassical urn on
the spine and silver wire wrigglework at the borders,
engraved trigger-guard decorated with an expanded
flower head, and the butt fitted with engraved silver cap
(refinished throughout, the steel parts lightly pitted)

18.3cm; 7Din

(2)

‡ £800-1000

580
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581

582

581
A PAIR OF IRISH 14 BORE FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING
PISTOLS BY WHITNEY, CORK, CIRCA 1800

with octagonal sighted barrels inscribed ‘Cork’ and fitted
with back-sights at the breeches, breech tangs decorated
with flowers, engraved stepped bevelled locks fitted with
rollers (the sears inoperative), figured walnut full stocks
(one fore-end chipped), flat-sided butts, engraved brass
mounts comprising trigger-guards decorated with a
bouquet on the bow and with pineapple finials (one bent),
and a pair of ramrod-pipes and one retaining its original
ramrod with steel worm (the other replaced)

22.2cm; 8Nin

(2)

‡ £600-700

582
A 28 BORE FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY RYAN,
DUBLIN, CIRCA 1820

with tapering sighted barrel signed on the flat and fitted
with back-sight at the breech (pitted), border-engraved
breech tang, signed bevelled stepped lock fitted with
rainproof pan, roller and engraved pierced cock (top-jaw
and screw replaced), figured walnut full stock, chequered
butt fitted with a small silver plaque engraved with an
expanded flowerhead, steel trigger-guard with engraved
pineapple finial, and silver escutcheon engraved with the
owner’s crest and initials ‘R. M.’ (later ramrod)

26.5cm; 10Gin 

‡ £300-400
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583

584

585

583
A 28 BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL SIGNED
FISHER, LONDON, CIRCA 1810

with slightly swamped octagonal sighted barrel, inlaid
with a gold line and signed in gold over the breech, gold-
lined vent, engraved breech tang fitted with back-sight,
signed engraved stepped detented lock fitted with bolt
safety-catch, roller, and semi rainproof pan (cock
replaced), figured walnut half-stock, chequered butt, steel
trigger-guard engraved with trophies on the bow and with
pineapple finial, small tear-shaped silver butt-cap
engraved with a flowerhead, vacant silver escutcheon,
and silver barrel bolt escutcheons (ramrod missing, the
steel parts with areas of pitting, stock bruised)

38cm; 15in

‡ £550-650

584
A 22 BORE FLINTLOCK PISTOL SIGNED WESTWOOD,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with octagonal sighted barrel inlaid with a line at the
breech, engraved breech tang, signed engraved stepped
lock, figured walnut full stock, chequered grip, engraved
steel mounts (pitted), silver escutcheon engraved with the
owner’s crest, and associated brass-tipped wooden
ramrod

31cm; 12 Bin

This crest is probably that of Macartney of Lissanoure,
County Antrim.

‡ £400-500

585
A 14 BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, TOWER
PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1790

with octagonal tapering barrel, engraved barrel tang,
engraved stepped lock, figured walnut full stock (chipped
beneath the tail of the lock), engraved brass mounts
including trigger-guard with pineapple finial, and brass-
tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original

35.5cm; 14in

‡ £300-400
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586
AN 18 BORE LIÈGOIS FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL,
CIRCA 1790

with swamped sighted barrel formed in two-stages,
signed rounded lock (signature refreshed), figured walnut
full stock carved with foliage about the tang and the rear
ramrod-pipe (the fore-end with minor worm damage and
repairs), brass mounts cast with scrolls and foliage in low
relief, including trigger-guard with acanthus finial, solid
side-plate, and vacant escutcheon, and butt-cap (worn,
later ramrod)

38.5cm; 15Bin

Toussaint Mathias Minnick is recorded in Liège circa 1781-
1803.

£300-400

587
A PAIR OF 25 BORE FRENCH SILVER-MOUNTED
FLINTLOCK PISTOLS BY CASSAIGNARD A NANTES,
CIRCA 1770

with moulded brass barrels formed in two-stages,
engraved with a sunburst behind the muzzle, and
differing trophies-of-hunting over the breeches, engraved
steel breech tangs, signed engraved rounded brass locks,
walnut full stocks carved with a simple moulding about
the barrel tangs (one extensively chipped over the butt),
and silver mounts cast and chased with rococo ornament,
including solid side-plates, spurred pommels and trigger-
guards decorated with flowers and vacant escutcheons
(worn, one trigger-guard and side-plate replaced in steel,
later ramrods)

32.5cm; 12Nin

(2)

‡ £700-800

587
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588
A 20 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY
COLUMBELL, CIRCA 1760

with swamped barrel formed in three stages, engraved
breech and breech tang, signed border-engraved rounded
lock, figured walnut full stock carved about the tang
(chips and cracks), steel trigger-guard, silver spurred
pommel and vacant rococo escutcheon (the steel parts
pitted, side-plate missing, worn)

33.2cm; 13Bin

‡ £300-350

589
A 20 BORE FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY I. SMITH, LONDON,
CIRCA 1750

with three-stage swamped barrel, engraved tang formed
with a sighting groove, signed border-engraved rounded
lock (cock replaced), figured walnut full stock swelling
towards the butt (small cracks), and full silver mounts
including pierced scrolling side-plate involving a winged
monster, and grotesque mask cap (worn throughout, later
ramrod)

29.5cm; 11Kin

‡ £300-350

590
AN 18 BORE FRENCH FLINTLOCK LONG HOLSTER
PISTOL FOR THE EASTERN MARKET BY FATOU, PARIS,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with two-stage barrel retained by an engraved white
metal muzzle band and decorated with gilt panels
including stars and crescents at the breech, engraved
breech tang, signed bolted lock engraved with
conventional foliage and border ornament, Eastern full
stock, and silver side-plate cast and chased with scrolls,
flowers and foliage, and Eastern white metal trigger-
guard, spurred pommel, and escutcheon (worn)

50.4cm; 19 Pin

‡ £150-200

588

589
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591
A .700 CALIBRE FRENCH MODEL AN. XIII FLINTLOCK
PISTOL

of regulation specifications, the lock with traces of
Maubeuge arsenal inscription and the stock with
inspector’s mark (ramrod missing, worn) 

35cm; 13Nin

The stock inspector’s marks is reproduced in R. Brooker
2006, p.148. 

‡ £300-400

592
A .700 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK SERVICE PISTOL FOR THE
TURKISH MARKET, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering barrel, rounded lock stamped with a Turkish
mark, regulation walnut stock (cracked through),
regulation brass mounts, steel lanyard ring, and with no
provision for a ramrod

38cm; 15in

‡ £200-300

593
A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK 1756 PATTERN LIGHT
DRAGOON PISTOL, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with associated barrel (the stock with small cracks and
repairs, areas of worm, the steel parts patinated)

38.7cm; 15Din

‡ £350-400

594
A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK PISTOL OF REGULATION
TYPE BY THOMAS, CIRCA 1800

with tapering barrel moulded at the breech, signed
stepped lock fitted with roller (cock replaced), figured
walnut full stock (cracked, fore-end chipped), and
regulation brass mounts including trigger-guard inscribed
‘16’, and steel ramrod numbered en suite

39cm; 15Gin 

‡ £400-450

591

592

593

594
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595
A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL BY
MORRIS & CO, CIRCA 1770

with tapering 9in barrel struck with Ordnance view and
proof marks at the breech, the tang stamped with a crown
and ‘39’, signed border-engraved lock, figured walnut full
stock stamped with Ordnance storekeeper’s mark, full
brass mounts of regulation type, and associated brass-
tipped wooden ramrod

38cm; 15in

‡ £400-500

596
A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL BY W.
PARKER, MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, CIRCA 1800

with tapering barrel fitted with stirrup ramrod, foliate
engraved tang, signed engraved stepped bolted lock,
figured walnut full stock (light bruising), and brass
mounts including engraved flush-fitting side-plate,
trigger-guard with pineapple finial, butt-cap engraved
with an expanded flowerhead, and fore-end cap

36cm; 14Bin

‡ £500-600

597
A .600 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK LIVERY PISTOL BY P. BOND,
CIRCA 1790

with tapering barrel, engraved tang, signed border-
engraved lock (top-jaw replaced), figured walnut full
stock, and brass mounts including flush-fitting border-
engraved side-plate, trigger-guard engraved with a quiver
and bow and vacant shield-shaped escutcheon (later
ramrod, the steel parts pitted throughout, stock cleaned)

33.5cm; 13Din

‡ £200-300

598
AN 18 BORE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL SIGNED
CLARK, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with octagonal sighted barrel (pitted) fitted with stirrup
ramrod, engraved tang fitted with back-sight, signed
stepped bolted lock fitted with roller and engraved with
conventional foliage, figured walnut full stock (cracked,
chipped ahead of the lock), chequered butt, engraved
steel trigger-guard (pitted), horn fore-end cap, and vacant
silver escutcheon

31cm; 12Din

‡ £400-450

595

596

597
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599
A 0.750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK TROOPER’S PISTOL, CIRCA
1820

with tapering barrel of musket bore, engraved tang fitted
with standing back-sight, plain lock with bevelled cock,
walnut full stock (fore-end cracked), chequered butt, brass
mounts, and brass-tipped wooden ramrod (worn)

37cm; 14Iin

‡ £300-400

600
A .650 CALIBRE NEWLAND PATTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

of regulation specifications, with 9in barrel stamped with
Ordnance view and proof marks, the tang stamped with a
crown mark, stepped lock engraved with a scroll on the
tail and the ring of the cock, engraved ‘Tower’ and with
‘GR’ crowned, walnut stock stamped with inspectors mark
(the butt pierced above the pommel), and with its stirrup
ramrod

38.5cm; 15Bin 

‡ £500-600

601
A .650 CALIBRE NEWLAND PATTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

of regulation specifications, with 9in barrel stamped with
Ordnance view and proof marks, the tang stamped with a
crown mark, stepped lock engraved with a scroll on the
tail and the ring of the cock, engraved ‘Tower’ and with
‘GR’ crowned, walnut stock stamped with inspectors mark
(the butt pierced through the base of the spine), and with
its stirrup ramrod

38.5cm; 15Bin 

‡ £500-600

602
A .700 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK SERVICE PISTOL, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

probably for the East India Company, with tapering barrel,
rounded lock stamped with a mark, the letters ‘ON’
crowned, regulation walnut stock (chipped), impressed
‘Guzner’ beneath the fore-end, regulation brass mounts,
steel lanyard ring, and with no provision for a ramrod

38.5cm; 15Din

‡ £200-300

599

600

601
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603
A RARE 20 BORE FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY GRIFFIN & TOW,
LONDON CIRCA 1770

with swamped sighted barrel stamped ‘IG’ for Joseph
Griffinat the breech and with London proof marks (pitted),
signed rounded border-engraved lock (steel spring
missing), figured walnut full stock (fore-end cracked,
cracked ahead of the lock), and full brass mounts
comprising side-plate centring on a ‘Death’s head’ device
above the inscription ‘Or Glory’, vacant escutcheon
enclosed by martial trophies, spurred pommel with
Death’s head device en suite with the side-plate, trigger-
guard with early acorn finial and engraved with a flower
on the bow, and a pair of ramrod-pipes (later ramrod)

34.5cm; 13Kin

The ‘Death’s Head’ device is the regimental badge of the
17th/21st Lancers, originally the 18th Dragoons in 1759,
and later the 17th Light Dragoons in 1769. In 1759
General John Hale, the colonel of the regiment, delivered
the news of the victory of Quebec and the death of Wolfe
to King George II. The regiment was given to the
messenger as a reward for the delivery of this news and
the badge was given as a tribute to the death of the
commander, General Wolfe. 

An identical pistol, probably the pair to the present, is
illustrated in E. Griffin 1993, pp. 142, plate 10.

‡ £1100-1200

604
A PAIR OF 20 BORE FLINTLOCK PISTOLS SIGNED T.
BRUETON, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF
MARKS CIRCA 1770

with swamped barrels engraved with a pair of converging
lines drawn-out to a loop over the breeches, barrel tangs
engraved with a spray of foliage, signed rounded border-
engraved locks decorated with a spray of foliage on the
tails (one cock replaced), figured walnut full stocks (the
fore-ends cracked), carved with a raised scalloped
moulding about the tangs, steel mounts chiselled with
rococo ornament, including foliate side-plates, spurred
pommels decorated with a small scallop shell on the
caps, trigger-guards engraved with a scallop on the bows,
and vacant escutcheons (ramrods replaced, engraving
with light wear)

35.8cm; 45Bin

(2)

This maker is recorded in Birmingham at 93 High Street
1769-81 and Prospect Row 1775-81.

‡ £1000-1100

604
603
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605
A .44 CALIBRE STARR ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE
ACTION MODEL 1858 ARMY REVOLVER, NO.1188

of standard production specifications, apparently for
civilian sale (cleaned throughout, butt worn)

29.5cm; 11Kin

‡ £400-500

606
A .31 CALIBRE U. S. COLT MODEL 1849 NEW YORK
POCKET REVOLVER, NO. 298159 FOR 1867

of standard production specifications (the barrel with
small areas of pitting, butt with small chips)

22.8cm; 9in

‡ £400-500

607
A .44 CALIBRE REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY SIX-
SHOT PERCUSSION REVOLVER, NO. 67982

of standard production specifications, the barrel and action
retaining some original colour (the butt cracked on one side)

35cm; 13Nin

‡ £500-600

608
A .36 CALIBRE ENGRAVED U. S. REMINGTON NEW
MODEL NAVY REVOLVER, CIRCA 1863-78

of standard production specifications, the barrel, frame,
cylinder and trigger engraved with scrolling foliage on a
punched ground, and the butt fitted with staghorn grips
(replaced)

32.8cm; 12Pin

‡ £250-300

609
A .31 CALIBRE U. S. ALLEN & THURBER BAR HAMMER
SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, MID-
19TH CENTURY AND A .31 CALIBRE U. S. ALLEN &
THURBER BAR HAMMER SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, MID-19TH CENTURY

the first with blued barrel group stamped with the maker’s
details, scroll-engraved action, scroll-engraved nipple-
shield, polished walnut butt, and plain steel trigger-guard;
the second with fluted barrel group stamped with maker
and patent details, scroll-engraved action (hammer
defective), fitted with nipple shield, and later walnut butt

the first: 19cm; 7Iin

(2)

‡ £400-500

605

608

606

607
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610
AN 80 BORE CONTINENTAL MARIETTE PATENT FOUR-
SHOT UNDER-HAMMER PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY

with etched twist turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved
rounded action, inscribed Mariette Bréveté on the
underside of the back-strap, ring trigger, and ebonised
butt

17.5cm; 6Pin

‡ £300-400

611
AN 80 BORE CONTINENTAL MARIETTE PATENT FOUR-
SHOT UNDER-HAMMER PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY

with turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved rounded action,
inscribed Mariette Bréveté on the underside of the back-
strap and numbered ‘251’, ring trigger, and walnut butt
carved with chequering and foliage top and bottom

19.5cm; 7Kin

‡ £300-400

612
A. 31 CALIBRE A. RUGGLES UNDERHAMMER
PERCUSSION PISTOL, CIRCA 1830-45

with 7Nin sighted barrel, octagonal breech, signed ‘A.
Ruggles Stafford, Conn.,’ and ‘R. Hutchings & Co.,
Agents, Balt. MD’ and fitted with back-sight on the top-
strap, steel under-hammer action, and curly maple butt
enclosed by a plain brass band (worn)

30cm; 11Pin

‡ £200-300

610

611

612
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613
A 120 BORE BAR HAMMER SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
MID-19TH CENTURY

with fluted barrel group, scroll-engraved rounded action,
figured walnut butt, engraved back-strap, engraved
trigger-guard and engraved butt-cap (worn)

20.2cm; 8in

‡ £300-350

614
AN 80 BORE COOPER’S PATENT FIVE-SHOT
PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1845

with fluted barrel group, engraved rebrowned
underhammer scroll-engraved action signed in a panel on
the left, ring trigger, and highly figured walnut butt

19.7cm; 7Nin

‡ £200-250

615
AN 80 BORE COOPER’S PATENT FIVE-SHOT
PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1845

with fluted barrel group, engraved underhammer scroll-
engraved rounded action signed ‘J.R. Cooper’s patent’ in
a panel on the left, ring trigger, and highly figured walnut
butt

18.7cm; 7Gin

‡ £300-400

613

615
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616
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN 1855 PATTERN PERCUSSION
RIFLED SERVICE PISTOL, DATED 1855

of regulation specifications, with blued sighted 8in barrel
rifled with three grooves, blued lock engraved with the
date, ‘Tower’ and ‘VR’ crowned (hammer repaired),
walnut full stock stamped with ordnance marks, the butt-
plate inscribed V/PEI/47, and with some original finish
throughout

34cm; 13Gin

‡ £500-600

617
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN 1855 PATTERN PERCUSSION
RIFLED SERVICE PISTOL, DATED 1855

of regulation specifications, with blued sighted 8in barrel
rifled with three grooves, blued lock engraved with the
date, ‘Tower’ and ‘VR’ crowned, retaining its original
nipple protector and chain, walnut full stock stamped with
ordnance marks, the butt-plate with traces of an
inscription, and with some original finish throughout
(ramrod replaced)

34cm; 13Gin

‡ £600-800

618
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN 1855 PATTERN PERCUSSION
RIFLED SERVICE PISTOL, DATED 1855

of regulation specifications, with sighted 8in barrel rifled
with three grooves, lock engraved with the date, ‘Tower’
and ‘VR’ crowned, walnut full stock stamped with
ordnance mark, and the butt-plate inscribed V/PEI/3

34cm; 13Gin

‡ £600-700

619
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN 1855 PATTERN PERCUSSION
RIFLED SERVICE PISTOL, DATED 1855

of regulation specifications, with blued sighted 8in barrel
rifled with three grooves, the lock engraved with the date,
‘Tower’ and ‘VR’ crowned, walnut full stock stamped with
ordnance marks, the butt-plate inscribed V/PEI/8, and with
some original finish throughout (lanyard ring missing)

34cm; 13Gin

‡ £500-600

616

617

618

619
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620
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN MODEL 1842 PERCUSSION
COASTGUARD BELT PISTOL

of regulation specifications, stamped throughout with
ordnance marks, earlier lock engraved with ‘Tower’, the
date 1840 and with ‘VR’ crowned, and with its stirrup
ramrod and steel belt hook

29.5cm; 11Kin

‡ £350-400

621
A .577 CALIBRE VICTORIAN MODEL 1842 PERCUSSION
COASTGUARD BELT PISTOL, DATED 1846

of regulation specifications, stamped throughout with
ordnance marks, the lock engraved with ‘Tower’, the date
and with ‘VR’ crowned, the stock impressed ‘19’ behind
the barrel tang, and with its stirrup ramrod and steel belt
hook

29.5cm; 11Kin

‡ £300-400

622
A FRENCH .700 CALIBRE MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION
PISTOL

of regulation specifications, the lock with St Etienne
arsenal inscription (the steel parts pitted, belt hook
missing)

34cm; 13Gin 

‡ £200-300

623
A 15 BORE SCANDINAVIAN PERCUSSION CAVALRY
PISTOL, DATED 1738

an arsenal conversion from flintlock, with tapering 9Nin
barrel rifled with four grooves, brass muzzle band
incorporating the fore-sight, stamped with a series of
marks including London view and proof at the breech,
percussion bolster stamped with Kongsberg mark, K
crowned, regulation dated lock fitted with dog-safety,
hardwood full stock, regulation brass mounts, the spine
of the butt fitted with a steel plate for a shoulder stock,
and steel ramrod, perhaps the original (the barrel and
hammer pitted)

42cm; 16Iin

‡ £400-500

620

621

623
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624
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF,
MID-19TH CENTURY AND A BELGIAN PERCUSSION
BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH
CENTURY

the first with octagonal barrel fitted with spring bayonet
released by the trigger-guard, box-lock action, bag-
shaped walnut butt, and steel trigger-guard; and the
second with tapering barrel moulded at the muzzle, box-
lock action, flat-sided ebonised butt, and steel trigger-
guard

the first: 21.8cm; 8Kin

(2)

‡ £350-450

625
A 40 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL SIGNED
H. SMITH. LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1840 AND A 22 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING
PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

the first with signed octagonal sighted turn-off barrel
engraved with a band of leaf ornament around the
muzzle, German silver side-hammer action engraved with
scrolling foliage, folding trigger, flat-sided walnut butt cut
with chequering on the spine, and vacant shield-shaped
German silver escutcheon; and the second with sighted
barrel engraved with a band of foliage at the muzzle,
fitted with stirrup ramrod, scroll-engraved side-hammer
action (hammer replaced), chequered walnut butt
(chipped), engraved trigger-guard, and vacant silver
escutcheon (refinished throughout)

the first: 21cm; 8Din

(2)

‡ £350-450

624

625
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626
A 50 BORE PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL SIGNED
SEGALAS, LONDON, LATE 18TH CENTURY; A 40 BORE
PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY H. ELWELL,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840 AND A 32
BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

converted from flintlock, with associated turn-off barrel,
box-lock action signed within a rococo scrollwork frame,
flat-sided walnut butt cut with a shell about the tang and
inlaid with silver wire scrolls, and engraved steel trigger-
guard (worn); the second with signed octagonal sighted
barrel fitted with stirrup ramrod (loose), scroll-engraved
breech, tang and action, walnut butt (a working
replacement), engraved steel butt-cap with trap, and
vacant white metal escutcheon (worn); and the third with
octagonal sighted barrel with traces of the maker’s
signature, fitted with stirrup ramrod, scroll-engraved side-
hammer action (hammer replaced), chequered walnut
butt, engraved trigger-guard, and vacant silver
escutcheon (refinished throughout)

the first: 22.5cm; 8Pin

(3)

Henry Elwell is recorded at Whitall Street, Birmingham
1838-56.

‡ £450-550

627
A PAIR OF 26-BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING
PISTOLS, ST ETIENNE PROOF, CIRCA 1840

with swamped twist sighted barrels, long tangs extending

over the spine of the butt and fitted with standing back-
sights, back-action locks, engraved hammer retaining
screws, figured walnut three-quarter stocks, the butts cut
with a panel of cheqeuring on each side, and with a band
of olive foliage around the base (small chips), case-
hardened steel mounts including trigger-guards with
terminals of shaped outline and small pommel caps, steel
fore-end caps, and original steel ramrods

26cm; 10Din

(2)

‡ £300-400

628
A PAIR OF 40 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED
TARGET PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840

each with etched twist octagonal sighted barrel rifled with
twelve grooves (one fore-sight missing), engraved breech
and breech tang, the latter fitted with standing back-sight,
border-engraved lock decorated with bold scrolls of
foliage, set trigger, highly figured polished walnut half-
stock carved with shell ornament over the fore-end,
chequered butt, engraved steel mounts comprising small
‘batwing’ side-plate, domed pommel decorated with an
expanded flowerhead, spurred steel trigger-guard, silver
barrel bolt escutcheon, and with no provision for a
ramrod

43.2cm; 17in

(2)

‡ £1000-1200

628
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629
A 100 BORE SMALL RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET
PISTOL, EARLY 19TH CENTURY, POSSIBLY AMERICAN

converted from flintlock, with browned barrel engraved
with a band at the breech and muzzle and rifled with eight
slender grooves, engraved blued tang fitted with
adjustable screw-in peep back-sight, border-and foliate
engraved lock, hardwood full stock, blued border-
engraved trigger-guard decorated with a leaf on the bow,
white metal fore-end cap, and vacant white metal
escutcheon

25cm; 9Pin

‡ £100-150

630
A 22 BORE TURKISH LONG PERCUSSION PISTOL, 19TH
CENTURY AND A 16 BORE TURKISH FLINTLOCK
HOLSTER PISTOL, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

the first with earlier Turkish barrel retained by three metal
bands, plain lock, hardwood full stock, and steel mounts
of rudimentary construction, and no provision for ramrod;
and the second with tapering barrel overlaid with a panel
of brass on the flat and retained by a plain metal band,
strongly bevelled lock engraved with foliage and pseudo
signature, moulded walnut full stock (chipped), brass
mounts including pierced side-plate and spurred pommel
each decorated with scrolling foliage, and imitation
ramrod (worn)

the first: 48.5cm; 19Bin

(2)

‡ £250-350

631
A 22 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED OFFICER’S
PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1830 AND A 40 BORE
BELGIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL, LIÈGE
PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY

the first with swamped octagonal sighted barrel
decorated with a pair of engraved gold bands at the
breech (worn), border-engraved lock, figured walnut full
stock (light worm damage opposite the lock), chequered
butt, and engraved steel mounts (ramrod missing); and
the second with octagonal sighted barrel cut with
polygroove rifling, engraved tang fitted with standing
back-sight, border-engraved back-action lock decorated
with a spray of foliage, set trigger, figured walnut half-
stock moulded over the fore-end (one small crack ahead
of the lock), chequered butt, engraved steel mounts
comprising spurred trigger-guard and butt cap, white
metal vacant escutcheon, and with no provision for a
ramrod

the first: 29.5cm; 11Kin

(2)

‡ £400-500

632
A PAIR OF 54 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS
SIGNED BLAKE & CO., LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1840

each with signed octagonal blued sighted barrel engraved
with a band of foliage around the muzzle and fitted with
stirrup ramrod beneath, scroll-engraved tang fitted with
back-sight, bolted side-hammer action engraved en suite,
figured walnut butt cut with fine cheqering, engraved
blued steel trigger-guard, and vacant silver escutheon

21cm; 8Din

(2)

‡ £500-600

632
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633
A 28 BORE PERCUSSION BELT PISTOL BY E & W. BOND,
45 CORNHILL, LONDON, CIRCA 1840

with signed octagonal sighted barrel, scroll-engraved
breech tang fitted with back-sight, engraved side-hammer
action fitted with bolt safety-catch (chipped), figured
walnut butt cut with fine chequering, engraved steel
mounts including trigger-guard and butt-cap with trap,
steel belt hook, and vacant silver escutcheon

29.8cm; 11Nin

‡ £250-300

634
A PAIR OF 40 BORE CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION
POCKET PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY

with turn-off barrels, box-lock actions engraved with a
trellis pattern, folding triggers, and swelling walnut butts
cut with a panel of chequering on each side and with
foliage behind the actions

15.8cm; 6Din

(2)

‡ £200-300

635
A 10 BORE PERCUSSION PISTOL OF REGULATION TYPE,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

rebuilt from flintlock, with tapering barrel, border-
engraved lock, figured walnut full stock, regulation brass
mounts and steel ramrod (fore-end split)

39.2cm; 15Iin

‡ £200-300

636
AN 80 BORE PERCUSSION BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL
BY T. LITTLEY, SHEFFIELD, CIRCA 1840

converted from flintlock, with turn-off barrel fitted with
spring bayonet beneath, signed action engraved with
trophies, sliding thumb-piece safety catch, the steel
adapted to act as a cap-clearer, flat-sided walnut butt,
engraved steel trigger-guard engaging the bayonet, and
vacant shield-shaped white metal escutcheon

19cm; 7Iin

Thomas Littley is recorded at 20 Norfolk Street, Sheffield
1832-34 and 40 Forgate 1840-42.

‡ £300-400

633

634
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637
A 25 BORE IRISH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
JOHN NEILL, MID-19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrel fitted with stirrup ramrod,
scroll-engraved case-hardened breech inlaid with a pair of
platinum lines and engraved with a star on the bolster,
scroll-engraved tang, scroll-engraved signed back-action
lock, figured walnut full stock, chequered butt, engraved
spurred trigger, vacant German silver escutcheon,
German silver fore-end cap and barrel bolt escutcheons

22cm; 8Kin 

J. Neill is recorded in Belfast circa 1850.

‡ £250-350

638
A 25 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY J.
RICHARDS, LONDON, CIRCA 1800 AND A 54 BORE
FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED J & W RICHARDS,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

the first converted from flintlock, with octagonal sighted
barrel, signed border-engraved stepped bevelled lock,
figure walnut full stock (the fore-end chipped and
repaired), engraved steel trigger-guard, and original two-
piece stirrup ramrod (incomplete); and the second with
turn-off barrel previously fitted with spring bayonet
released by a sliding lever on the right of the action,
signed brass box-lock action (safety catch missing),
folding trigger, and flat-sided walnut butt 

the first: 20.5cm; 8Iin 

(2)

‡ £350-450

639
A 20 BORE PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY W.
SMITH, LONDON, CIRCA 1840

with octagonal sighted barrel fitted with later stirrup
ramrod, engraved breech tang with back-sight, signed
engraved stepped bevelled lock fitted with bolt safety,
figured walnut full stock (cracked), chequered butt,
engraved steel mounts, and vacant silver escutcheon
(worn, the steel parts pitted)

30.5cm; 12in

‡ £200-300

637

638
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640
A PAIR OF 25 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED PERCUSSION
TURN-OFF PISTOLS SIGNED BEETON, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1770

converted from flintlock, with cannon barrels stamped
with Irish census numbers ‘F3360’ and ‘F3361’, engraved
rounded actions signed on scrolls on the left and
inscribed ‘London’ on the right (worn), sliding thumb-
piece safety-catches, swelling figured walnut butts inlaid
with silver wire scrolls, pellets and flowerheads (losses),
silver grotesque mask butt-caps cast and chased in low
relief, and engraved steel trigger-guards (worn)

29.2cm; 11Iin

(2)

Thomas Brueton is recorded in Birmingham 
1764-81.

‡ £400-600

641
A PERCUSSION BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL BY ROWLAND,
LONDON, CIRCA 1690

converted from flintlock, with two-stage barrel tapering
towards the muzzle, signed over the breech and engraved
with a band of strawberry foliage, engraved steel barrel
tang, signed engraved rounded lock, highly figured
walnut full stock carved with a raised moulding about the
barrel tang (small cracks), engraved brass mounts
comprising scrolling foliate side-plate, spurred pommel
engraved with strawberry foliage on the sides and fitted
with chiselled lionmask cap (rubbed), moulded trigger-
guard with acanthus finial, vacant escutcheon, and
moulded ramrod-pipe, and associated ramrod (tip
missing, seized)

37.2cm; 14Kin

‡ £600-800 

640
641
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642
A 14 BORE PERCUSSION PISTOL BY J. KEEN,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA1840

with octagonal sighted barrel inlaid with a pair of lines at
the breech (signature now missing), platinum plug,
signed scroll-and border-engraved lock (hammer
replaced), figured walnut full stock (small cracks and
repairs), chequered butt, scroll-engraved trigger-guard,
vacant white metal escutcheon, and brass-tipped wooden
ramrod retained by a lug beneath the muzzle

33.7cm;13Din

‡ £300-400

643
A 16 BORE PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL, LONDON
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

with tapering sighted barrel, engraved recessed breech
with platinum plug, scroll-engraved breech tang, scroll-
and border-engraved lock, figured walnut full stock,
chequered butt, engraved steel mounts including trigger-
guard and butt-cap with trap, silver vacant escutcheon,
silver barrel bolt escutcheons, horn fore-end cap, and
stirrup ramrod (the steel parts with light pitting, cleaned
throughout)

37cm; 14Kin

‡ £300-400

642
643
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644
A CASED PAIR OF 40 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING
PISTOLS BY HETHERINGTON, NOTTINGHAM,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

converted from flintlock, each with octagonal sighted
brass barrel inscribed ‘Nottingham’, steel barrel tang
engraved with foliage, signed stepped bolted lock
engraved with foliage (one safety-catch chipped), figured
walnut full stock, finely chequered butt, engraved brass
mounts comprising trigger-guard decorated with foliage
on the bow and with pineapple finial, ramrod-pipe and
vacant escutcheon, and one with original brass-tipped
wooden ramrod (the other replaced): in a later fitted case
lined in green baize and with associated bullet mould and
later brass powder-flask

20.5cm; 8in

John Hetherington is recorded at Bridlesmith’s Gate,
Nottingham 1817-44.

‡ £1500-2000

644
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645
A CASED PAIR OF 18 BORE PERCUSSION BELT PISTOLS
BY LYELL, ABERDEEN, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1860

with signed brown twist octagonal sighted barrels
engraved with a band of foliage around the muzzles,
engraved case-hardened breeches, engraved case-
hardened breech tangs incorporating the back-sights,
engraved case-hardened side-hammer actions fitted with
bolt safety-catches, finely chequered figured walnut butts,
engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guards, butt-
caps with traps, and stirrup ramrods (one ramrod tip
missing), blued steel belt hooks, vacant silver
escutcheons and retaining some original finish
throughout: in a later fitted mahogany case lined in
purple velvet and with cap tin from Thomas Thomson,
Aberdeen

24.6cm; 9Nin 

‡ £1500-2000

645
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646
A CASED PAIR OF 22 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING
PISTOLS BY W. L. SHARP, LONDON, CIRCA 1850

each with browned twist octagonal sighted barrel signed
in script, fitted with blued stirrup ramrod beneath, scroll-
engraved case-hardened breech inlaid with a platinum
line, engraved percussion bolster, scroll and foliate-
engraved breech tang fitted with standing back-sight,
signed scroll-engraved blued back-action lock, figured
walnut three-quarter stock cut with chequering over the
butt, engraved blued trigger-guard, brass fore-end cap,
vacant white metal escutcheon, white metal barrel bolt
escutcheons, and retaining some original colour
throughout: in an earlier mahogany case with flush-fitting
brass carrying handle (small cracks, the lining and fittings
later), and with associated bullet mould and three-way
flask 

27.3cm; 10Nin 

William Lacy Sharp worked at 7 Little Alie Street 1839-50.

‡ £1500-2000

646
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647
A CASED PAIR OF 80 BORE OVER-AND-UNDER
PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOLS BY ROBERT WHEELER &
SON, BIRMINGHAM, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrels engraved with a band around the
muzzles and with leaf ornament at the breeches, rounded
box-lock actions engraved with foliage on each side and
signed vertically on the left (one hammer replaced), blued
folding triggers, figured walnut butts cut with fine
chequering, engraved silver butt caps and vacant silver
escutcheons, and retaining some original blued and case-
hardening finish throughout: in their original fitted
mahogany case lined in red velvet, the lid applied with
trade label for 27 Snow Street, and complete with some
accessories including barrel key, bullet mould and
powder-flask (lid and key escutcheon missing)

15.2cm; 6in

‡ £2000-2200

647
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648
A FINE CASED PAIR OF 80 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED
PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
BIRMINGHAM SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1850, MAKER’S
MARK HS, DATED 1851

each with signed browned octagonal twist barrel rifled
with twelve grooves and fitted with silver bead fore-sight,
scroll-engraved case-hardened numbered breech, scroll-
engraved case-hardened breech tang fitted with standing
back-sight, scroll-engraved case-hardened side-hammer
action fitted with blued bolt safety-catch, finely chequered
figured walnut butt, engraved silver mounts comprising
trigger-guard, butt-plate with the owner’s initials ‘J. H.’
and vacant escutcheon, and retaining much original finish
throughout: in their original fitted mahogany case with
flush-fitting brass carrying handle, lined in plum velvet
(two compartment lids missing, lid repaired), the lid
applied with trade label for 170 New Bond Street, and
complete with some accessories comprising combined
barrel and nipple key, rammer, two horn cleaning rods,
associated two-way flask by J. Dixon & sons, and bullet
mould

22.2cm; 8Nin 

‡ £2000-2500

648
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Sale Results for 26th June 2007
1 £600
2 £700
3 £1000
4 £750
5 £1200
6 £150
7 £80
8 £220
9 £350
10 £400
12 £6500
13 £3000
14 £2800
15 £1100
16 £250
17 £650
18 £420
20 £650
21 £110
23 £200
24 £150
25 £100
26 £380
28 £1300
29 £600
30 £400
31 £360
32 £320
33 £4800
34 £8000
35 £600
36 £1300
37 £1800
38 £750
39 £2400
40 £800
41 £400
42 £350
43 £1300
44 £750
45 £2200
46 £750
47 £650
48 £1500
50 £1400
51 £600
52 £550
53 £420
54 £320
55 £200
56 £400
57 £1800
58 £1700
59 £1000
60 £1600
61 £900
62 £300
63 £320
64 £140
65 £1900
67 £2400
68 £100
69 £2000
70 £420
71 £280
72 £190
73 £130
74 £90
75 £750
76 £150
77 £350
78 £200
79 £400
80 £200

81 £300
82 £150
84 £200
85 £200
86 £350
88 £10000
91 £750
92 £650
94 £420
95 £350
96 £400
97 £490
100 £2200
101 £850
102 £150
103 £150
104 £130
106 £90
107 £160
108 £220
109 £320
110 £720
112 £150
113 £900
114 £220
115 £3000
116 £60
117 £1225
118 £150
119 £260
120 £750
121 £900
122 £1000
123 £320
124 £200
125 £300
126 £300
127 £130
130 £700
131 £80
132 £180
133 £950
134 £320
135 £200
136 £80
137 £170
138 £30
140 £160
141 £160
142 £280
147 £350
149 £200
151 £600
152 £20
153 £10000
155 £10000
156 £5000
157 £4000
158 £4500
160 £1900
164 £1200
165 £3200
166 £650
167 £1300
168 £4800
169 £850
171 £2200
173 £750
174 £800
175 £400
176 £150
177 £1100
178 £400
179 £420

182 £1300
183 £900
185 £300
186 £350
187 £650
188 £2100
189 £2100
190 £2600
191 £1600
192 £7500
193 £4000
194 £3600
195 £2500
196 £2100
197 £900
198 £950
199 £1600
200 £1600
201 £1800
202 £1300
203 £1800
204 £1500
205 £1800
206 £1800
207 £1800
208 £1100
209 £850
210 £1000
211 £1100
212 £1800
213 £5000
214 £2200
215 £1600
216 £4600
217 £4000
218 £4200
219 £3000
220 £1000
221 £300
222 £1500
223 £1700
224 £550
225 £12000
226 £1600
227 £1500
228 £1200
229 £850
230 £500
231 £300
232 £280
234 £400
236 £380
237 £320
238 £850
239 £850
240 £2500
241 £2200
243 £1000
244 £800
245 £800
246 £150
247 £300
248 £7000
249 £3200
250 £4000
251 £4600
252 £1000
253 £16000
254 £2100
255 £700
256 £500
257 £2200
258 £30000
259 £26000

260 £11000
261 £27000
262 £1800
263 £28000
265 £5000
266 £850
267 £9000
268 £4500
269 £5200
270 £2800
271 £31000
272 £13000
273 £8000
274 £1200
275 £1100
276 £4000
277 £2800
278 £4000
279 £1500
280 £2400
281 £3000
282 £3000
283 £8000
284 £12000
285 £15000
286 £18000
287 £7000
288 £9500
289 £4000
290 £7000
291 £3800
292 £3500
293 £1100
294 £350
295 £3800
296 £2800
297 £1700
298 £1400
299 £1200
300 £4000
301 £150
302 £700
304 £800
305 £800
308 £2500
309 £2400
310 £1500
311 £450
312 £1300
313 £350
314 £1000
316 £2000
317 £380
322 £320
323 £190
325 £100
327 £800
328 £780
329 £550
330 £200
331 £80
332 £90
333 £140
334 £90
335 £220
337 £4000
339 £320
341 £400
342 £150
344 £1000
346 £700
347 £800
348 £900
353 £1500

354 £2700
356 £400
357 £200
358 £18000
359 £9500
360 £5000
361 £10000
362 £4500
363 £3500
364 £1400
368 £3000
370 £20000
371 £8500
372 £5500
373 £750
374 £220
375 £200
376 £2200
377 £320
378 £500
379 £340
380 £260
381 £600
382 £950
383 £400
384 £250
385 £450
386 £320
387 £900
388 £450
389 £650
390 £200
392 £250
393 £300
394 £380
395 £550
396 £3200
397 £250
398 £190
399 £100
400 £180
401 £1300
403 £500
404 £4600
406 £1400
407 £600
408 £450
410 £300
413 £200
414 £40
415 £50
416 £280
417 £400
418 £650
419 £250
420 £420
421 £300
422 £220
423 £2500
425 £1700
426 £500
427 £250
428 £280
429 £38
430 £1700
431 £320
432 £320
433 £200
434 £250
435 £750
436 £800
437 £280
438 £550
439 £550

440 £750
441 £680
442 £4800
443 £9000
444 £6800
445 £10000
446 £5500
447 £800
448 £600
449 £500
450 £500
452 £750
453 £1800
454 £320
455 £800
457 £3000
458 £1700
459 £300
460 £240
461 £1400
462 £1800
463 £1900
464 £1000
465 £1500
467 £2000
469 £1600
470 £5500
471 £4000
473 £800
475 £900
476 £800
477 £500
478 £500
479 £400
484 £1000
486 £1600
487 £1600
491 £1800
492 £500
493 £1250
494 £5000
497 £1800
498 £500
499 £480
500 £350
502 £550
503 £9000
504 £3000
506 £250
507 £1600
508 £150
511 £250
514 £185
515 £550
516 £360
517 £350
518 £700
519 £150
520 £400
522 £800
525 £1200
526 £500
529 £6000
530 £7000
531 £6000
532 £700
533 £2200
534 £650
535 £1900
537 £1800
538 £2500
539 £24000





Arms & Armour Society

The Society was formed in 1950 by a small group of
dedicated enthusiasts to further the study of arms and
armour, from earliest times, by bringing together scholars,
collectors, professional experts and all who share this
common interest. It has now grown into one of the leading
groups of those concerned in the study, collection and
preservation of arms and armour.

A Journal, published twice yearly, is recognised worldwide
as one of the most authoritative publications in this field
and is the preferred medium for original research papers. A
quarterly Newsletter keeps members in touch with the
Society's many activities and major events in the world of
arms and armour. 

Membership is open to all who share this interest and
enables them to participate in monthly meetings held at
The Tower of London, lectures, visits to places of arms and
armour interest and to seek help and advice on their
queries.

In addition the Society keeps a close eye on all matters
affecting the collection and ownership of arms, particularly
with regard to legislation, and makes appropriate
representations on behalf of members, to safeguard their
interests. 

If you take pleasure in the collection or study of armour,
swords, firearms and other arms, it will be greatly
increased by membership of this Society, by bringing you
into contact with others, including many of the world's
leading experts, who share your interest. 

Moreover, it will enable you to take an active part in
furthering your knowledge and that of your fellow members
and, by joining with them, help to safeguard the future. 

Two categories of membership are open to you: 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £15 UK and overseas, surface
mail, £20 overseas airmail. This entitles you to the Journals
and Newsletters, attendance at three Meetings at the Tower
of London each year and full participation in all the
Society's other activities. 

FULL MEMBERSHIP 
Annual membership fee is £25. This is by election after
attending two meetings as a Corresponding Member or
Guest and application and proposal forms may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary. Full membership entitles you to
attend all twelve of the meetings at the Tower of London in
addition to the other benefits of membership, as above. 

Send for an application form for membership and a free
copy of the latest Newsletter to: 
Anthony Dove, PO Box 10232, London SW19 2ZD

Telephone 01323 844278 • Fax 01232 449430 
(from outside UK +44 before the number and miss the first 0) 

email:  edmund@jbgreenwood.force9.co.uk
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THE SPRING 2008

LONDON
PARK LANE
ARMS FAIR
SUNDAY 24 FEBRUARY 2008 
10.00 am to 4.00 pm

English-lock muskets, circa 1640-50 and , 
from Dunster Castle, Somerset, private collections.
From a group of th century English firearms to be 
discussed by Brian Godwin in the Fair catalogue.

Leading European dealers will be showing fine arms and armour,
together with associated items and books for collectors.An 
independent advisory committee will examine all items for sale.

The Marriott Hotel,
Grosvenor Square, London 
Admission £  by catalogue (available on the door).
Accompanied children under  free.

Enquiries to David Oliver 
t: w: www.londonarmsfair.com
e: pennystane@btopenworld.com

plaf_delmarindd.indd   1 22/10/07   17:06:26
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1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Thomas Del Mar Ltd. and

Sellers with prospective Buyers is governed by:-
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers displayed in the

saleroom and available from Thomas Del Mar Ltd.; 
(iii) Thomas Del Mar Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in the sale catalogue,

in each case as amended by any saleroom notice or
auctioneer's announcement.

(b) As auctioneer, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. acts as agent for the Seller.
Occasionally, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may own or have a financial
interest in a lot. 

2. Definitions 
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting or considering
making a bid, including Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest bid or offer
accepted by the auctioneer, including a Buyer’s principal when
bidding as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, including their
agent, or executors;
“TDM” means Thomas Del Mar Ltd., Auctioneers, c/o
Sotheby’s Olympia, Hammersmith Road, London, W14 8UX,
company number 5368339.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or expenses due to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. from the Buyer; 
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission payable by the Buyer on
the Hammer Price at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the Property accepted by
the auctioneer at the auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus applicable Buyer’s
Premium and Buyer’s Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the minimum Hammer
Price at which the Seller has agreed to sell a lot.

The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses and Hammer Price
are subject to VAT, where applicable.

3. Examination of Lots 
(a) TDM’s knowledge of lots is partly dependent on information

provided by the Seller and TDM is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot is available for
examination before sale. Bidders are responsible for carrying
out examinations and research before sale to satisfy
themselves over the condition of lots and accuracy of
descriptions.

(b) All oral and/or written information provided to Bidders relating 
to lots, including descriptions in the catalogue, condition
reports or elsewhere are statements of TDM’s opinion and not
representations of fact. Estimates may not be relied on as a
prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time at TDM’s absolute discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability to Buyers
(a) TDM shall refund the Purchase Price to 

the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that the lot is a
Counterfeit, subject to the terms of TDM’s Authenticity
Guarantee.

(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither TDM nor the Seller:-
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any oral or written

information provided to Bidders by TDM, whether negligent or
otherwise;

(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders and any implied
warranties and conditions are excluded (save in so far as such
obligations cannot be excluded by English law), other than the
express warranties given by the Seller to the Buyer (for which

the Seller is solely responsible) under the Conditions of
Business for Sellers;

(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or omissions
(whether negligent or otherwise) by TDM in connection with
the conduct of auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of
any lot.

(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any claim against TDM
and/ or the Seller by a Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price
for the relevant lot. Neither TDM nor the Seller shall be liable
for any indirect or consequential losses.

(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or limit the liability of TDM
or the Seller for death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of TDM or the Seller.

5. Bidding at Auction
(a) TDM has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the

auction. Before sale, Bidders must complete a Registration
Form and supply such information and references as TDM
requires. Bidders are personally liable for their bid and are
jointly and severally liable with their principal, if bidding as
agent (in which case TDM’s prior and express consent must be
obtained). 

(b) TDM advises Bidders to attend the auction, but TDM will
endeavour to execute absentee written bids provided that they
are, in TDM’s opinion, received in sufficient time and in legible
form.

(c) When available, written and telephone bidding is offered as a
free service at the Bidder’s risk and subject to TDM’s other
commitments; TDM is therefore not liable for failure to execute
such bids. Telephone bidding may be recorded. 

6. Import, Export and Copyright Restrictions
TDM and the Seller make no representations or warranties as
to whether any lot is subject to import, export or copyright
restrictions. It is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain any
copyright clearance or any necessary import, export or other
licence required by law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES). 

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse bids, withdraw or re-

offer lots for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if (s)he
believes that there may be an error or dispute, and may also
take such other action as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.

(b) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding in
such increments as (s)he considers appropriate and is entitled
to place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the Reserve Price for
the lot, where applicable. 

(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract between the Buyer and
the Seller is concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.

(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall incorporate these Conditions
of Business.

8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, payment of the Purchase

Price is due in pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date"). 

(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer until TDM has received
the Purchase Price in cleared funds. TDM will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. Earlier release shall
not affect passing of title or the Buyer's obligation to pay the
Purchase Price, as above.

(c) The refusal of any licence or permit required by law, as
outlined in Condition 6, shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation
to pay for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).

(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots within 10 working

Conditions of Business for Buyers
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days of the auction. Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working days after the
auction. Until risk passes, TDM will compensate the Buyer for
any loss or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. TDM’s assumption
of risk is subject to the exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of
the Conditions of Business for Sellers. 

(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the Buyer's risk. TDM will
not be liable for any acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.

9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the Seller may have, if the
Buyer without prior agreement fails to make payment for the
lot within 5 working days of the auction, TDM may in its sole
discretion exercise 1 or more of the following remedies:- 

(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere at the Buyer’s sole
risk and expense;

(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by TDM against any

amounts owed to TDM by the Buyer for the lot; 
(d) reject future bids from the Buyer; 
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above HSBC Bank plc Base

Rate from the Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;

(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and reserves
at TDM’s discretion, in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price and the amount
achieved on re-sale, including all costs incurred in such re-sale;

(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property in TDM’s possession,
applying the sale proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to TDM. TDM shall give the Buyer 14 days written notice
before exercising such lien;

h) commence legal proceedings to recover the Purchase Price for
the lot, plus interest and legal costs; 

(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller to enable the Seller to
commence legal proceedings

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but does not collect the

lot within 20 working days of the auction, the lot will be stored
at the Buyer's expense and risk at TDM’s premises or in
independent storage

(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within 6 months of the
auction, following 60 days written notice to the Buyer, TDM will
re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and
reserves at TDM’s discretion. The sale proceeds, less all TDM’s
costs, will be forfeited unless collected by the Buyer within 2
years of the original auction. 

11. Data Protection
(a) TDM will use information supplied by Bidders or otherwise

obtained lawfully by TDM for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and as otherwise
required by law. 

(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the Bidder agrees to
the processing of their personal information and to the disclosure
of such information to third parties world-wide for the purposes
outlined in Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 9(i).

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions and all other

materials produced by TDM are the copyright of TDM. 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not assignable by any Buyer

without TDM’s prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and representatives.

(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set out the entire
agreement between the parties.

(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business be held
unenforceable, the remaining parts shall remain in full force
and effect.

(e) These Conditions of Business shall be interpreted in accordance
with English Law, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
Courts, in favour of TDM.

If Thomas Del Mar Ltd. sells an item of Property which is later
shown to be a “Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. will rescind the sale and refund the Buyer the total
amount paid by the Buyer to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase Price. 

The Guarantee lasts for one (1) year after the date of the relevant
auction, is for the benefit of the Buyer only and is non-transferable. 

“Counterfeit” means an item of Property that in Thomas Del Mar
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion is an imitation created with the intent to
deceive over the authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or
source, where the correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the Property. 

Property shall not be considered Counterfeit solely because of any
damage and/or restoration and/or modification work (including, but
not limited to, recolouring, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply if either:-
(i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the generally

accepted opinions of scholars and experts at the date of the
sale, or the catalogue description indicated that there was a
conflict of such opinions; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of the sale that the
item was a Counterfeit would have been by means of
processes not then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or likely to have
caused damage to or loss in value to the Property (in Thomas
Del Mar Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or 

(iii) there has been no material loss in value of the Property from
its value had it accorded with its catalogue description.

To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must:-
(i) notify Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in writing within one (1) month of

receiving any informationthat causes the Buyer to question the
authenticity or attribution of the Property, specifying the lot
number, date of the auction at which it was purchased and the
reasons why it is believed to be Counterfeit; and

(ii) return the Property to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in the same
condition as at the date of sale and be able to transfer good
title in the Property, free from any third party claims arising
after the date of the sale. 

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. has discretion to waive any of the above
requirements. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may require the Buyer to
obtain at the Buyer's cost the reports of two independent and
recognised experts in the relevant field and acceptable to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. shall not be bound by any
reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the right to seek
additional expert advice at its own expense. In the event Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. decides to rescind the sale under this Guarantee, it
may refund to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to two
mutually approved independent expert reports, provided always
that the costs of such reports have been approved in advance and
in writing by Thomas Del Mar Ltd.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd.‘s Authenticity Guarantee
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Catalogue Subscription Form

In order to avoid missing  a sale why not subscribe and receive the catalogue directly from the printer’s mailing house.
Subscribers receive at least two catalogues per annum and are kept up-to-date to sale-related events at  
Thomas Del Mar Ltd.

Name (Block Capitals) .............................................…………………………………………………………………………………………..

Address .................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Post/Zip Code ...................................................................................

Telephone Number...........................................................................

Signature ..........................................................................................

Date...................................................................................................

SUBSCRIPTION COSTS

UK £30 ��

Europe £35 ��

Rest of the world £40 ��

Please make cheques payable to THOMAS DEL MAR LTD and send to Thomas Del Mar Ltd, c/o Sotheby’s Olympia,
Hammersmith Road, London W14 8UX, United Kingdom, or alternatively fax your details to us on +44 (0) 207 6025973

Credit/Debit Card Information

Mastercard  ��

Visa ��

Debit/Switch ��

Card Number ....................................................................................

Expiry Date .......................................................................................

Please debit my card for the amount shown above 

SIGNED.............................................................................................
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